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Stories

BURTON THE FARMHAND
Heather Jones
Burton started out to be the best worker of the lot. From his very first day he
would be out there slopping the hogs before I even got up. He worked steady all
day, cleaning the sty, raking the pen-he would even wash the mud off the pigs
before he sent them back into the shed from the yard. I thought for once I had
got me a regular guy, and I pointed it out to Greene and LaPearle one day.
Greene just blinked at me like I was the sun shining straight into his face,
and then shuffled off cracking his knuckles. LaPearle spat on the ground and
said to me, "That right? Regular guy? Ever wonder how that guy can spend the
whole goddamn day with them pigs? Go have a look at Agatha."
Well I had kind of wondered how Burton could spend every minute with the
pigs. Sometimes when I was in the tool side of the shed and he was in the sty,
I'd hear the pigs scuffing a little in the dirt, and no other noise. I just figured
Burton had a real fondness for pigs and was sittin' in there keeping them calm.
But after what LaPearle said I got uneasy, so I went and had a look in the sty.
Well there were the pigs, scuffing and snorting, and there was Burton sitting
in the comer. Nothing looked suspicious in there. And then Agatha turned
sideways and I got a glimpse of purple and blue flashing off her neck in the sunbeam that followed me in when I opened the door.
"What's that there on Agatha's neck?" I asked Burton. Well, he just looked
at me, and he didn't answer. So I steps down into the sty to examine my pig.
She snorted some and kicked up some dust at first because I was comin' at her
too fast, but when I put my hand on her back she calmed right down. I had a
look at her neck and there she had a nice neat purple and blue collar. It was
wove in the way them hippies up to Goddard College always wove their
belts- macarmay I think they call it. It was pretty and everything, a nice piece
of handiwork, but it didn't seem right to me that a collar was on a pig.
So I turns back to Burton. He's sitting there on a bale of hay with no expression on his face, and it was then that I noticed his hands were working on some
green and yellow twine. "Burton," I says, "you know, the work you did on that
collar is nice-really nice. But I don't think a collar is something that belongs
,
on a pig."
Well Burton just keeps sitting there. He didn't say nothin'. And his hands
just kept going, twisting up that yellow and green twine.
"Burton," I says, and I was really trying not to sound like I was teed off. His
work was nice and it was a good thought and I didn't want to hurt his feelings. On
the other hand, even Greene and LaPearle answered me when I talked to them.
"Look, do you think you could take that collar off that pig?"
Finally he looked up, but his hands never stopped twisting up that twine. He
kept yanking up more of it from two rolls that were laying by his foot. "Jesus,"
he says, and then looks like he's thinking really hard. Then he comes out with,
"I don't think so."
"What are you saying?" I was raising my voice. I didn't work my ass off
keeping up my own place so that the guys working for me could say, "I don't
think so" when I asked 'em to do something. Greene and LaPearle had their
quirks, but saying "I don't think so" wasn't one of them.
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Well Burton doesn't answer my question, so I goes out to my tools and I got
a file and came back with it. I got hold of the pig and cut that collar off. Burton
didn't say nothin'. He just watched me, real quiet in his comer, his hands
maybe going a little faster on that green and yellow twine.
Well then I felt bad. It' s no habit of mine to go cutting up another man' s
work, even if it's got no place around a hog' s neck. So I goes back out to my
toolbox and got a hammer and a nail. I drove that nail in up high on the wall of
the pig shed and I hung Burton' s blue and purple pig collar on the nail. It looked
nice there, and I was proud of myself for working out a good compromise.
Burton didn' t say anything though, and so I started to get mad at myself for
going out of my way to be nice. I don't even know what made me do it. When I
was standing there looking at Burton' s ungrateful face and watching his hands
go at that twine, I promised myself I wouldn't do it again. " A collar's nothin' for
a pig," I said to him. He kept twisting that twine like he was smarting off at me,
so I stalked out of the shed and slammed Burton into the dark with the door.
I stood outside the shed door for a minute listening to my blood boil. But I
was so surprised by Burton saying, " I don't think so" that I started to wonder if
he was right and I was wrong. Maybe a macarmay collar wasn't such a bad
thing. I was thinking that when I saw Greene and LaPearle sitting on the lawn
having their lunch. Now I'm not one to ask another man' s opinion about how to
run my own place, but at that moment I didn't know what to do. I figured the
best thing at that moment would be to ask some people who pretty much did
what they were told. So I goes up to Greene and LaPearle and told them the
story of what just happened with Burton. " So what do you think, Greene? " I
says when the story' s over.
Greene looks up at me from the turkey sandwich he' s trying to chew up with
dentures that don't quite fit. He gives a big swallow and I could see a big lump
go down his neck-he had swallowed before he even half finished chewing.
Then he starts shaking his head. " Nope. Nope," he says, " a collar ain' t nothin'
for a pig . . ."
Then La Pearle cuts him off. He spits out some seeds that he' s managed to
keep in his mouth from the rye bread on his peanut butter and cheddar cheese
sandwich, and he says, " By Jesus, I'd fire his ass. If I was you I'd take a
goddamn .22 into that shed and stalk him like he was a goddamn deer. Soon as
he starts shakin' in his shoes, I'd tell him to take his goddamn pansy ass collars
and his smartass mouth and get off my goddamn property. "
I was about to take part of LaPearle' s advice-I mean I was going to go into
the shed and tell Burton that he could go and work at somebody else's place,
when I looked at my watch. It was one o'clock. I had to get down to the
discount auto and pick up the new fan belt for the truck, and I didn't have any
beer yet for after work. So I decided I'd kick Burton off my place later. I
thanked Greene and LaPearle for the advice and told them to get back to work,
and I got in my truck.
Well I didn't fire Burton that day. I just hung around and kept an eye on him.
One thing I noticed was that he never seemed to eat. That seemed strange to
me and I got suspicious. One day I watched him through the cracks in the
boards of the shed. For a long time he didn't do much. He was still working at
that twine, and as he worked he stared at the pigs like they were gonna bust
their way out of that shed any minute.
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I was starting to feel fidgety and think that I might go have a bite, when
suddenly Burton stood up and headed for the door. I grabbed a rake that was
lying on the ground and started raking.
Well he comes around to my side of the shed and starts rummaging in the bin
where I keep the stale loaves of bread and old packages of Danishes that I use
for pig slop. He doesn't say a word to me. He just fills his arms with food for the
pigs and heads back into the sty.
I put the rake down and went back to staring at him through the crack
between the boards. He was tearing open the loaves of bread and tossing them
to the pigs. Then he sat down on his bale of hay with an aluminum tray of stale
Danishes- and I'll be goddamned if he didn't start eating them! It was the
saddest sight I'd seen in a long time.
Watching him eat them stale Danishes made something push against the
inside of my chest. I left the shed and went into my house. I don't know what
made me do it, but when I made up two tuna sandwiches with lettuce and
onions for myself, I made up an extra one. After I ate mine sitting at the table
and watching the stories on TV, I went back out to the shed with the extra
sandwich in my hand.
Well the first thing I sees when I open the door to the sty is that Claude has a
wide yellow and green collar with all these flower patterns wove into it. I was
there to offer the man some food, so I bit my tongue. There was time enough to
get the goddamn collar off the hog. I was thinking that maybe all that sugar and
dried-out cake in the stale Danish had maybe done something to Burton's mind.
Once he ate some decent food, maybe I could talk some sense into him.
So I steps past Claude trying to seem like I wasn't mad. Burton's sitting on
that bale of hay in the corner, and with the door open and me being up close, I
could see that his face had got as pale and dry and flaky as the frosting on them
Danishes. He reminded me of one of them undersea animals you see on the
science shows on TV-the kind that ain't ever seen the sun and so they don't
have no color to them. His hands were as red as his face was white, and every
bit as dry. And those dried-up red hands were going at some more twine. This
time the twine was blue and white. God knows where he kept gettin' that stuff.
He must've had a whole bag of it hid somewhere. He didn't even have the
courtesy to look up at me when I came in with that sandwich, but I'd be hard
pressed to say where he was looking 'cause he had this glazed look in his eye
and his head was tilted to the side, like maybe he heard a mouse scuttle in on
the other side of the shed.
I cleared my throat, and he looks up at me, that glazed look going from his
eyes the way a cloud goes past the moon in the dark. "Burton," I says, and I
cleared my throat again. Claude bumped into my leg and I got the urge to grab
him by that collar and move him aside, but I didn't. That would've made the
damn thing seem useful. "Burton," I says again, "I just had a couple of tuna
sandwiches and there was some extra. Ifl put it away it wouldjust get green, so
I thought you might ·want it."
"Jesus ... I don't think so."
The words were out of his mouth almost before I finished my sentence. "Of
all the ungrateful ... " I shut my mouth because he looked so pale and sick, but
I was so mad I threw the tuna sandwich on the floor of the sty where Claude ate
it in one swallow. I turned around to leave and there's LaPearle standing in the
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door. He was leaning against the jamb with a baseball cap pulled over his eyes
and one big manure-covered boot crossed over the other. He was chewing on a
piece of straw and slapping my file against his thigh. When he saw I was
looking at him, he held the file out to me.
This was no time to be losing face in front of my other workers , and I was
mad as hell. That Burton had pushed me too far. I grabbed the file from
LaPearle and cut the collar off of my boar. I spun around toward Burton, and
when I saw his fingers still twisting and pulling on that goddamn blue and white
twine, I held the file over my head and shouted, " By Jesus , I oughta give you a
goddamn clout! "
" Fire his ass ," said LaPearle from behind me.
I spun around with the file still over my head. " I'll fire his ass when I'm
ready," I yelled. " This is my goddamn place. And where' s my goddamn
tractor? Probably stuck in a goddamn rut down in the goddamn field! LaPearle,
you get your ass out of here and get back to work. "
" Jeez," says LaPearle. " You know, you used to be the most regular guy
around here to work for until this pansyass weaver got here. I wouldn' t mind
takin' a .22 to his head, then see if he wouldn' t pack up that goddamn twine. "
Then he looks at Burton and says, " Lucky for you I don' t know when pansyass
season is. " He tossed the straw he had been chewing onto the ground and left
the sty.
I was left standing in the sty with the file in one hand and the collar in the
other. I was shaking all over and I felt stupid. Nothing makes me so mad as to
feel stupid, so I turns to Burton and I says, " Your ass is gone. I don' t want to
see you around here tomorrow. "
That night I could hardly sleep. I tossed and turned all night, wondering
about Burton and where he would go. I thought maybe he' d go up to Goddard
College, but then I thought that not even a commie liberal professor would
tolerate him sittin' around saying " I don' t think so" all the time and maybe
weavin' collars for the squirrels.
Finally I fell asleep, and I woke up about dawn. I pulled on my dungarees
and my boots, and without even tying my boots, I ran out to the shed. I turned
on the light to the toolshed and opened the sty door. " I'll be goddamned," I
said to the dark and the pigs. Burton was gone all right, but each of my pigs had
on a nice neat collar. Agatha' s was yellow, Claude' s was blue, and June' s was
red. " That crazy sonofabitch," I muttered, and I pulled my Swiss Army knife
out of my pocket, cut the collars off, and threw them into the trash in the
toolshed.
As I went about my work that day, I started to feel spooked. It was like a bad
dream, finding my pigs with collars on and no one around. I thought maybe I
should sit up that night and watch out in case Burton came back and tried it
again. But by that night when I was sitting in front of the TV with a Gennie in
my hand, and my eyelids were getting heavy, I figured that them three collars
had been Burton' s last hurrah, and there was nothing to worry about.
No matter what I thought that night, I still woke up first thing the next
morning and went out to the sty. And if I had been a little suspicious before,
now I could be sure-each pig had another collar on. I don't know how Burton
had gotten to making them so fast, but there they were.
I cut them off again, all the time thinking about what I should do. When
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Greene and LaPearle came up to my place I told them that their job for the day
was to turn over every blade of grass on the place and see if Burton wasn't
hiding somewheres. Greene started rubbing his back and stooping from just the
thought of all the moving around he was going to have to do. LaPearle says," I
told you you should have run that little pansyass off this place with a rifle. If
you had let me talk to him, by Jesus , wouldn't he have handed over that twine
with a smile on his face and taken his ass all the way to Mexico? "
I told LaPearle to shut up and start searching while I ran down to the store.
When I came home from the store, I went out back to see how the search was
going. And I'll be damned if Greene wasn't sitting down there against a post on
the barb wire fence with his face up to the sun like he was at the friggin ' beach.
LaPearle was walkin' up and down along the fence with a crowbar raised
above his head.
I went on down to where Greene was sitting and I called LaPearle over.
" You. " I nodded my head down at Greene who was cracking his scaly hairy
knuckles just at the sight of me, " Get up off your ass. And you, LaPearle, you
don't need a crowbar to look for a collar-weaving little shit like Burton. Gimme
that crowbar. "
And what does LaPearle do? Well I'll be damned if he doesn't spit on the
ground and say to me, " I don't think so. " Well I'll tell you, that got me into a
rage. LaPearle always had his own personality and he was always a tough
sonofabitch, but until that minute he always knew when to show respect. My
temper was making my ears burn and pushing at my throat, just pushing me to
start something, to shout at that little smartass, but something else in me told
me not to start anything with a guy who had a crowbar in his hand. So I says to
him quiet as I could, " LaPearle, I guess you don't hate Burton. I hear you
wanna start talking just like him. " Well, that hit him where it hurt. He turns
bright red and hands me the crowbar. I tried to smile at him, and then calm as
can be I says, " Now youse guys get to work. That little twine-turning weasel is
probably hiding out in the woods somewheres. I'll just have to sit up tonight
and make sure he doesn't come back. "
So I sat up that night in my kitchen drinking black coffee to keep awake. I
must have fallen asleep anyway, because I woke up in the morning with my
head on the table. I pulled myself up and went out to the sty. By Jesus, if those
hogs didn' t have three new collars I'll be a sonofabitch. I cut them off, and all
day I tried to think of what to do next. By sundown I had decided. When it got
dark I sat down in front of the shed with the crowbar in my lap and waited.
I guess I fell asleep again, because I woke up in the morning. The crowbar
was still in my lap and my hair was all soaked with dew. When I stood up all
my bones cracked, and I knew how old Greene must feel. I stood outside the
door to the sty for a few minutes; I just didn't want to see them hogs.
Finally I opened the door. There they were, my three hogs: Claude was
wearing a fancy yellow and purple collar, Agatha had black and white wove
into zig zags, and June' s was light blue with a tassle. You should have heard me
curse while I cut off them new collars.
My first thought was that I would have to sit in the sty with the pigs, but
when I went to shave that morning I saw my face. I was as pasty white as
Burton and there were black rings under my eyes that made me look like a
friggin' raccoon. No bastard was going to drive me into my grave with no
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macarmay collars. As soon as I finished shaving I went down to my friend
DeForge's farm and asked him ifl could keep my pigs at his place for a while .
He had a sty that he wasn't using since he had just butchered his sow, sent the
boar out to stud, and sold the little ones.
He says sure and he asks me why. I couldn't tell him I had lost control of one
of my hands and he was sneakin' in at night and putting collars on the pigs. I
would have looked like a fool. So I tells him that my boar kicked at one of the
walls and splintered it, so I thought this was a good time to pull the walls down
and build a sturdier sty.
I took the pigs down to DeForge's that afternoon, and that night I finally got
a good night's sleep. The next morning, I woke up with a tight feeling in my
throat. I went into the bathroom, cleared my throat and spit into the toilet. That
tight feeling was still there, and I realized it wasn' t on the inside of my throat, it
was the outside of my neck, and it felt all squeezed up. I put my hands up to my
neck and I'll be damned if there wasn't somethin~ wrapped around it. I looked
in the mirror and there around my own friggin' neck was one of those collars of
Burton' s. It was wove out of so many colors I couldn't count 'em, and it made
me dizzy to try.
By Jesus, I don't know if I was more mad or more scared. I tried to tell
myself that I was dreaming, but when I washed my eyes out with cold water
and looked in the mirror again the damn thing was still there. Well right then I
went and called the police. I swallowed my pride and left the friggin' collar on
so that they could see just what kind of a maniac they were dealing with.
I was glad to see it was Joe Hudson that came up to my place-at least I was
glad until I saw him keep sneaking looks at my neck while he was filling out his
report. Finally I told him enough was enough, and I cut the collar off with my
Swiss Army knife and handed it over to him.
I figured I had done it just in time, because right then I saw LaPearle coming
down the road. Well he sees the police car and Joe Hudson talking to me with
his notebook in his hand, and he comes strolling over like maybe he was gonna
send Joe home and take over the whole damn situation. When he gets up close,
straight away he starts squinting up his eyes and looking at my neck.
" By Jesus," he says, " looks like that asshole can't tell you from a hog. "
" What the hell are you talking about, LaPearle," I says, hoping he might
shut up. But he doesn't; he keeps it right up. He was just about dancing up and
down.
" Seems to me you got some marks on your neck. Seems to me they look a
helluva lot like some hog collars I've been seein' around here lately."
" You got work to do, LaPearle," I says, and I was clenching my fists so tight
my knuckles were turning white.
Right then Joe Hudson interrupts and says he'd like to go into the sty, just to
see ifthere might be some evidence in there. LaPearle makes like he's gonna go
in there with us, but I told him to head on down to the field, then me and Joe
Hudson went into the sty.
Well I'll be a sonofabitch if Burton wasn't in there just like he was waiting to
get caught. He was curled up sleeping on that bale of hay where he used to sit
and make them collars before. The first thing that struck me was that I had
never noticed how long his legs were. With him curled up like that on that bale
of hay, his knees came right up under his nose. Those knees were dirty, too,
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like he had been crawling around in the dirt. His hair was all matted up with
burrs and his lower lip stuck out in his sleep like a little kid's.
Seeing him like that I felt sorry for him again. But it was too late to do anything about that. I had already filled out the police report, and Joe Hudson was
standing right behind me.
Well Joe arrested him that day, and he was tried down to Montpelier pretty
soon after that. I went down and sort of stood up for him. I said he was pretty
much harmless, only I didn't think he was playin' with a full deck. The judge
could see that I was right, and he sent him over to Waterbury instead of to jail.
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WALDEN POND
Allan Zeitlin
It was a beautiful summer evening as Connie and I stood on the edge of
Walden Pond. We were a little drunk, and right then and there we resolved to
walk around the pond three times. To my mind, it was not the appropriate
place to be toting beer cans. But still, there we were, light sweaters tied around
our waists and walking like a couple of sleepwalkers. Earlier that evening,
Connie had not been feeling well, so she dismissed her class early. An hour
later, she was standing at my front door in north Cambridge. In a little while we
were at this transcendental shrine, smelling the summer breeze and walking
through the same clearing where Thoreau once shit like a bear. The pond was
very pretty that evening. Dozens of mallards and drakes splashed through the
water, and for the first time in years, I heard the solitary hoot of an owl. Connie
pointed to the opposite bank where eleven acres of forest once belonged to
Emerson and were now covered over with thousands of cattails.
As we began our first loop around the pond, I heard another pop from one of
Connie's beer cans. "You know," she began, "my department head would go
apeshit ifl discussed the real Thoreau in my classes." She paused and held the
can to her lips, and I watched as she tipped her head back. She was a very
different kind of drinker than myself, applying a deliberation and concentration
I usually save for other things. For a moment, the tilt of her head reminded me
of my grandmother when she put in eye drops. "Do you know what I mean?"
"Connie, I have no idea what you mean."
"There you go," she said, "feeling superior to rr..e. Just because I have a
drinking problem."
I felt a little pang in my chest. "Is that what I do?"
"No," she said with a giggle.
"Are you sure?"
"I'm sure, sweetie. I just want to share with you. I speak the truth about
Thoreau. Few people do." She looked away from me, and over her shoulder I
watched a flock of pintails fly over the water.
"Finish what you start," I said.
As we walked around the pond, Connie told me about the Thoreau most
people accept as absolute truth: Thoreau, the surveyor, poet, and pencilmaker. "It's an illusion most people feel comfortable with," she said, and went
on to give me a rundown on Thoreau's heavy drinking, how most families in
Concord hated him, and how many of those same families still hate his
memory. Then there were the dynamics of Thoreau's sexuality, an enigmatic
mystery that puzzles most scholars. "He almost certainly died a virgin,"
Connie said. Could this be true? I wondered. Mr. Robinson, my high school
English teacher, had failed to mention it.
"One time," she continued, "Margaret Fuller came out here with Whitman
for a visit. Can you imagine those three oddballs here on one day? Whitman
wore a purple waistcoast and had a bag of pecans in his pocket. Miss Fuller
had her shoes off and walked around barefoot, and all three of them were
taking nips from a big jug of elderberry wine. Over there is where they read to
each other." Connie pointed to a clearing about a hundred feet away. A wind
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came up off the pond, and Connie, a little too drunk to realize it, swayed in the
breeze like one of the cattails. " First, Thoreau built a fire and then read out
loud from his essay on the Merrimack River. Then Margaret read a few entries
from her diary. Finally, Whitman stood up, peeled off his waistcoat, and
delivered a thirty-minute lecture on the Brooklyn ferry. Henry loved it and
howled his approval. Then Whitman recited his poems. 'They are beautiful
and odd,' Margaret told him, 'just like their author. ' Thoreau took out his flute ,
and as the three of them sat around the fire , he played for about an hour. The
jug went around a few more times. Then they all went for a hike. Henry showed
them his bean field and a family of blue jays that nested nearby. Pretty soon,
they were walking around the pond, just as we are now."
We were well into our second loop. I wondered if this lecture was the same
she had delivered earlier that evening in class. Her need to get drunk and
discuss Thoreau' s wilder side was a little puzzling.
" So the three of them walked around the pond till nightfall, laughing, passing
around their jug. None of them was above getting a little shit-faced now and
then. Trust me, Thoreau wouldn't begrudge us our measly six-packs. The only
thing he'd resent are the bus loads of school kids who come here and treat this
place like a church. Open another one. " Complying, I brought out another can
and popped its ring.
"' There is a man in the village,' Henry told them. ' His name is Sammual
Hoar. He is Concord' s most prosperous citizen, a lawyer by training and a
landowner by inclination. He thinks I am a drunken idler who is out to seduce
his daughter. But he is only half right. ' Whitman and Fuller laughed as they
dragged their asses around the pond. If you think we' re drunk, you should have
seen them. Henry was really on a roll. ' His daughter' s name is Abigail, a very
pretty name. Unfortunately there is nothing else pretty about her. I am afraid
she made me reconsider my views on public flogging. Her father treats me with
ill will because I set fire to ten acres of woodland he was preparing to purchase.
It was an accident, of course. I was quenching my thirst when the campfire got
out of hand. '
" ' It could happen to anyone,' Whitman told him.
"' My very words,' Henry replied. ' With the exception of marrying his
Abigail, I will do anything to make it up to him. But he won't have any of it.
Whenever I go into the village for supplies, he shuns me. '
" ' It is his own fault for having such an ugly daughter,' Margaret told him.
That's the kind of babe Margaret was.
" ' Miss Fuller,' Henry said, 'I'm going to give you some advice. Consider it
carefully: Stay as you are. Never change. ' Then they all took their clothes off
and went swimming. Afterwards, they rested on the bank. It was the last time
Henry saw either of them. A couple of years later, Margaret drowned in a shipwreck off Fire Island."
As we completed our third and final loop, I thought of Fire Island in the days
before cars and hot dog vendors. I thought of Emerson sending Thoreau to the
island to retrieve Margaret Fuller' s belongings, and how Thoreau had returned
five days later, in the depths of depression. I looked up at the sky, and it had
gone from blue-black to black.
" After that, he really didn't care what Concord's finest thought of him. He
told them all to screw off," With that Connie moved down to the bank and
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lowered herself into the grass. Following her, I sat down on the ground next to
her. "Maybe he was a drunk, so what?" Connie said. A moment later, we were
both asleep.
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JOHN L. SULLIVAN
Kathleen M. Markko
The day that John L. Sullivan came to my house was a memorable one.
Arriving at the door on a Sunday afternoon, he was dressed all in green, a deep
army green. His pants were tucked neatly into his polished black boots. Over
his shoulder a large heavy-looking duffle bag hung, swaying back and forth by
its long dirty cord. All kinds of patches covered his long green shirt, naming all
kinds of clubs that I knew nothing about. When John L. Sullivan walked in the
door, my mother started crying. She just held onto him and cried. John L.
Sullivan cried too, clutching the top of my mother' s shirt and just holding on,
crying and shaking. As he walked in, my mother dropped the spatula she was
holding in her hand. A long greasy smear splashed the clean white tiles as they
embraced to the kitchen clock' s slow ticking.
I don't remember much about the war, just bits and pieces of stuff on TV.
People running through tall green grass to catch up to a slow whirling helicopter. Some had dirty green or white strips of cloth wrapped around their
heads. My parents used to sit in front of the TV to watch the evening news.
When the news showed the parts about the war, they would edge up on their
seats, gazing hypnotically into the screen, looking for a familiar face .
" Could that be him?" my mother would ask.
" No, not that guy ... too thin," my father would answer. I would usually
look up at the screen just for a moment, seeing the soldiers carrying each other
to the helicopters, before I went back to Barbie and her wardrobe.
All that changed when John L. Sullivan came home. My parents still
watched the evening news, but the stare was gone. They wouldjust shake their
heads and " tsk." John L. Sullivan never watched the news. He bought himself
a motorcycle with a sidecar, the kind you see the gangs in movies drive, all
sleek and black with small chrome mirrors. When the news came on, he would
go on out to the garage and work on that motorcycle. Once when my mother
and father had gone out to play bridge, John L. Sullivan and I were home
alone. My parents had left the TV on for me when they went out. When I
walked into the living room, John L. Sullivan was watching the news, the part
about the war. He was staring at the screen, the soft blue and grey reflecting
onto his face. He was staring, but not like my parents. His eyes were all wet
and shiny, his mouth was a tight line. His fingers played with the shiny silver
tags around his neck, sliding them up and down the beaded chain, making a soft
clicking noise. That night John L. Sullivan was very quiet and didn't want to
speak to anyone.
Down in the basement, my dad had set up a little room for John L. Sullivan.
It had a big soft bed, the kind that is high up and great to jump on. The blanket
was one that my grandmother had made, blue and green scraps of cloth in a
star design. The dresser used to belong to my brother before he got a new one.
It was tall and yellow, with stickers of monsters and cars peeling off the front of
the drawers, their curling sticky ends catching dust. Next to the bed my father
placed a night stand, a small black lacquer table with a soft glowing orange
lamp. But the greatest thing in that basement was the clock. John L. Sullivan
had bought it at a garage sale down the street. It was long and thin and very
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colorful. On the right was a set of red glowing hands, sweeping across a soft
blue background. The left of the clock was the best-a scene of Wisconsin,
blue and clean, with a soft meandering stream sweeping by a grove of whitebarked trees. The stream appeared as if it was really running when you turned
on the small switch located at the bottom of the clock. The stream gathered
faster and faster until at the far left corner of the clock, it dashed downward
over jagged rocks, crashing just below the lighted sign: "God's Country, Pure
Brewed." John L. Sullivan would sometimes lie in bed, his long legs stretched
out, a can of cold beer placed on his stomach, staring at the clock. It was a giant
living postcard. He would watch the scene go on and on, never ending, always
rushing past the grassy hills of Wisconsin. Sometimes he would go there when
company came over or people talked too much. Just lying there with the
mountain spring water.
Once John L. Sullivan came to live with us, the basement was a great place
to hang out. He would just be quiet when you came down to play. We had this
train set downstairs, an old rusty train with a boxcar full of cows. It even had
one car with a tall giraffe in the back. When the train passed through the
tunnel, the giraffe would duck his long yellow and brown neck down until he
cleared the tunnel. Some days my brother Herbie and I would just sit down
there and send the train around and around the track. John L. Sullivan never
got mad at us. He would watch us play and never complain, like most adults do.
Two months after John L. Sullivan came to stay with us, he bought me a gift.
It was a plastic clock with a small window above the face. The window was
covered with two bright blue doors which opened to reveal the time in numbers.
" It' s about time you learned to tell time," he told me. " Time is very important. Once you learn, it will change your life."
Every night after the dinner dishes were cleared away and my mother was
cleaning up the kitchen, John L. Sullivan would take the plastic clock and
practice with me. In just a couple of weeks, I could tell time. On my birthday,
John L. Sullivan gave me my very first watch. It was round and had a bright
silver frame. On the face, Cinderella was running down the stairs at the stroke
of midnight, the tall tower clock showing right above her smooth white
shoulder. A small glass slipper was trailing behind her on the fifth step as she
raced the clock.
" Now you will understand all about time," he told me.
John L. Sullivan stayed with us for about a year. It was the best year ever. In
the summer we went for motorcycle rides up and down our street. I would sit in
the sidecar, a too-big helmet rattling against my ears. It was hot and humid, the
best kind of summer there is. The motorcycle ran all summer needing only a
few minor repairs, John L. Sullivan diligently working on the shining chrome
engine.
One afternoon in July, a hot sticky day with iced tea and suntan lotion, my
Aunt Ester came for a visit. Aunt Ester was John L. Sullivan's mother. She
arrived at our house at noon, when the sun was at its highest point and you
could see the steam rising up from the ground, hot and slow. Aunt Ester had a
stern look on her face, her usual bright good looks crumpled up like a shrunken
apple. Her light beige suit was slightly wrinkled from the long car ride over,
small crumples and creases criss-crossing her thighs. She pulled her skirt down
with her small white-gloved hand, using the other to push back the small sprigs
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of blond hair which were escaping her carefully placed bobby pins. Her stern,
angry eyes crossed the blue, easy eyes of John L. Sullivan. She stared at him
for a full minute, long and hard, trying to memorize the way he looked right at
that moment. John L. Sullivan stared back, softly and uneasily. His eyes
shifted downward, going from her eyes to the toes of her well-worn beige
pumps. He turned around and walked out the back door, leaving Aunt Ester in
the kitchen with my parents.
" I knew that he would act like that," she yelled out in his direction as she
pulled a chair up to the kitchen table. " When we came to pick him up at the
airport, it was the same thing. "
My mother handed her a cup of steaming tea on a clean white saucer. Aunt
Ester dropped four white cubes of sugar into the steaming liquid, stirring her
spoon noisily around in the china cup. The spoon clinked and rattled along
with her voice.
" When John Sr. and I picked him up at the airport, it was just disgraceful.
He got off the plane quickly-he wasn' t even looking around for his father and
me. He walked off that plane, all the while taking off his overcoat. The minute
he took that jacket off, do you know what he did?" Aunt Ester was tugging at
the clean white gloves, the perspiration of the day making them cling to her
hands.
" Well, I'll tell you what he did. He threw his coat up in the air. Just like that.
That coat came down right in front of his father' s feet; then he walked over to
the thing and kicked it, kicked it across the cement."
My parents listened carefully, and a sad expression crossed my father' s face
as he stirred his tea slowly. He looked into his china cup, watching the rising
steam, looking for an answer for Aunt Ester.
" You know, his father and I just couldn't handle that; I mean we have
another son too. All those months of worry, and then he comes home and
doesn't talk. All that time, time wasted on worry. "
" Maybe he just isn't ready to talk about his experience," my father
volunteered.
" When will he be ready?" my aunt answered. " We thought that this war
would make a responsible man out of him. We thought that his time in the
army would make him realize a lot of things about life." A small moustache of
sweat had gathered above Aunt Ester' s lip, and she raised a soft lace handkerchief to her face and blotted it dry.
" When his father and I received the letter that he was coming home, we
thought he would be so different, but not like this. Why, his friend died in the
war. We thought he would be so different. " My aunt went on and on, my
parents listening silently.
Walking out in the backyard, I could see John L. Sullivan sitting on the
lawn, his back propped up against the garage wall. His blonde hair was just
starting to cover his ears, the army haircut becoming a memory. I sat next to
him in the grass, small prickly blades of grass tickling my thighs at the end of
my shorts. Sitting against John' s side, I just watched the sky. After a few
minutes, John L. Sullivan picked me up and carried me down to the basement.
We lay there on the too-soft bed, John with a beer, me with a grape N ehi. We
stared at the clock for a long time, the beer sweating and sending beads of
water down John L. Sullivan' s fingers. The sky blue waters of Wisconsin
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drifted past us, and time marched on.
The hands of the clock rattled on and on. John L. Sullivan watched them, his
blue eyes intent. This is time , I thought. This is what it means to understand
time.
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TRACK MEET MONSTER
Gordon Lescinsky
Normally we shouldn't have been running against a team like Neptune. But
once or twice every season, they match you up with some team that's not in
your division, some boondocks team way the hell down the Garden State
Parkway, which you've probably never even heard of before. We had to drive
over two hours to get to Neptune High School. We drove all the way down to
where the pine woods grow, and the soil is almost pure sand, and the ground is
flat, and there's just a hint of the ocean in the smell of the air. We pulled into a
vast parking lot by a big old high school that looked like a dirigible hangar.
Acres of soccer and softball fields stretched out in all directions, surrounded
by a front of tall pine trees.
Coach Fiorello gave us all the details on the bus. "Neptune is going to be
hungry, boys. They're going to try to devour us. They'll have their fangs out
and their saliva running, and their jaws snapping. But I want you boys to know
that, that ... if you want it, you boys will win. You boys are too good to lose, to
Neptune, or to anybody. If only you could see that. If only your eyes could see
it, if you had even the slightest inkling of how good you really are! Your
enemies will curl up before you, boys, and God himself is going to clear your
path, if only you can realize it. If you just want it! Oh, boys ... do you want it?"
"Fuck yes," I said softly in my own head. "Oh fucking fuck yes. Nobody
wants it like me, not on this bus, not in the whole world."
We got off the bus, our jerseys and shorts light and diaphanous. The cool
spring breeze blew right through them, and caressed our skin. Our baggy blue
sweats were slung over our shoulders and our Nikes and Olympias were
hanging by their laces around our necks. The sky was torn- half black and half
white-and the grass was damp from an earlier shower. The coach looked up
questioningly to the sky, but it would neither clear nor rain, though it appeared
poised to do either, at any moment.
Soon, way down at the other end of the field, the Neptune track team started
coming up out of a sort of tunnel in the ground. They filed out and spread out
like ants coming suddenly to life in the spring. There wasn't a single white kid
on the whole team. They were all dark skinned, the same deep, Tanzanian
black, their faces obscured by their darkness. They ranged themselves into
little phalanxes to lope around the track, or to limber up in the grass. Some of
them were tall and lanky, and they stood, touching their toes with their elbows,
or each hooking one foot high over his head, atop the chain link fence. They
were like cranes preening in a wet African meadow. Others were circling the
track, in a peculiar, careless coyote-canter, and others were prancing in inexplicable dances by the mouth of the tunnel.
And then he appeared- Heath, rising out of the earth, like a missile, or a
rising planet, or for that instant when he was half resurrected, the flat ground
girding his chest, like an Easter Island giant. He had that thick shadowed
eyeless profile of an Easter Island beast. He had that unmoving mouth and that
stoniness to his flesh. The ground shivered, and he stood erect. But the sun
refused to shine on him; one lone gray cloud hovered over his part of the field.
We looked in awe. "Oh my God! Look at his thighs," somebody said. His
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thighs were each as wide as his body ( and his body was about as wide as the
trunk of a redwood tree), and at first it was difficult to believe that he could
even walk with those twin barrels, let alone demolish all the state track records
he had demolished. Bursting with unknown muscles, they (his thighs) had to
press and crush against each other to pass through the space beneath his
abdomen on each step. From that impossible black bulging of his thighs, his
legs tapered off very quickly, so that his calves were stalactite-shaped. Just
below his knees, his legs were fleshed out with glistening muscle, like a horse's.
At the ankle, his legs were dense bundles of cable, spliced into his feet, which
were contained within the hugest pair of Puma warm-up shoes I've ever seen.
Someone said, "I'm glad I'm not running against him."
Heath stood, towering high above his ant-like teammates. He didn't move.
He seemed mindless as rock, as though he might not move again for a few
centuries. The wind blew cool over us, and we gazed for a few more moments
in wonder. And then the monster turned his head, slowly, like a tank turret. We
could almost hear the rumbling as his head rotated on his heavy neck, until the
shadowy hole where his eyes were was trained right on us, and a chill ran down
my back. "He's looking at you," said my best buddy Davey, nudging me.
I glared back at Heath, with my coldest, most powerful glare. But after a few
minutes it suddenly seemed like maybe he wasn't looking at me after all. He
wasn't looking at anything. He was just a rock formation that just happened to
be frozen in just that way, like the Old Man of the Mountain, with the wind
blowing around him and hawks banking in circles in front of his forehead.
It was a chilly breeze he sent over us-but, then again, we felt too good, too
strong, too tan and heroic, with our glorious, sunbathed season behind us, to be
chilled for very long. Sure, they had a good team; hell, they had their monster,
their towering, rock-legged Unga Bunga, but we were the Westfield Spartans.
Our bodies felt too good on us, the year was too ripe, for us to feel anything but
warm sun. Yes, it was the big meet of the season, but in a way it was more
normal than special, like just one more step in a staircase to someplace special.
We settled down to doing the normal things we do at any normal away track
meet. We sit in the grass, and stretch, and luxuriate in watching the other team
lay out the equipment and set up the field. If it's a cool day, I put on my warm,
bundly, baggy sweats. If it's a warm day, like it was that day, I throw them in a
heap, and lie down in the grass almost naked and stretch my legs. It always
feels so good to stretch out muscles in the sun-hurts injust the right way. It's
the most perfect hurt imaginable, because the pain increases in proportion to
how strong you are. As I stretched out in the damp grass that May afternoon, I
had pain all over my body.
I'm the sprinter. And I want to avoid bragging, so there's really not much to
say about myself. Except that I'm the Conference champion in all my events,
winner of gold medals in invitational meets in Philadelphia, Providence,

Boston, Rochester, and Albany, holder of the state record in the 220-yard
dash, the Newark Star Ledger High School Athlete of the Year, recipient of a
case-full of other trophies, team captain, and, on that May afternoon, at the
time of that last big track meet, contender for the coveted Bill Beebe award.
The Neptune ants got into the little cinder-block building that stood by the
finish line at the edge of the track and began to emerge from it with various
implements. They came marching out with starting blocks, and orange cones,
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and hurdles balanced on their heads, walking single file to all points of the
compass. Then they emerged carrying the "pits," the mammoth foam pylons
which when put together form the wide foam slab onto which pole-vaulters and
high-jumpers deliver their bodies. The first block came forth, borne by twenty
ant-legs, a huge foam Giza stone. Then came a cry: "Heath! Heath!" The
monster stirred and came, the ground rumbling. He bent down and took the
huge stone up and carried it on his shoulder, kind of like a giant ghetto-blaster,
over to the sacred spot, where he planted it down, slowly turned around, and
returned, with rumbling footsteps.
It was a cinder track at Neptune, so I unscrewed the short, nubby spikes one
by one from my Nikes, and replaced them with bloody daggers.
With his clipboard, sunglasses, and three Kronus digital stopwatches
hanging around his neck, and with Stanley, our team hunchback, heeling at his
side, Coach Fiorello made his way out to the center of the field, right to that
bare, wasted spot of ground where all the soccer kickoffs take place. There he
met the Neptune coach, with his own clipboard, and his own dwarf. Sun
glinted off Coach Fiorello's white scalp, and off the Neptune coach's black
skull, as they negotiated the usual pre-war treaties, and a short black and white
referee stood between them, talking in an agitated way, with his hands outstretched, almost, but not quite, touching the men's shoulders. This gathering
lasted for a couple of minutes, then Coach Fiorello returned, walking straight
to where I was sitting.
"They're putting Heath in the 100, the 220, the 440, and the mile relay."
I whistled through my teeth.
"I know, I know, George. Those are all your events."
I looked back down to the Valley of Darkness, where Heath was being shod
by a demonic Neptune trainer. The trainer was taking off those Puma warmup
shoes, and putting on Heath's track spikes-deadly contraptions of violence
and torture. The trainer was tightening the six-inch pales with a horrid black
tool.
"George, remember what I said? This is your meet! So this guy has set some
records. He's got some ugly black legs, and he clanks when he walks. So what!
That's nothing, George. He's the beast of the South, but you are the prince of
the North! Everybody-all the coaches, all the papers-they talk about you!
They talk about George Androkoupolis from Westfield-who stung Hoboken,
who drowned Mahwah, who broke the dreams of East Rutherford, and who
keeps getting faster and faster. You've reached your peak, they say. Then,
BAM! You sting harder than ever. Well, maybe you've been one hair behind
this gargoyle Heath for the past seven weeks, but that's just because you've
been building. You remember what I said in the locker room? This is the week!
This is the meet! You are there!"
"Yeah. I know all that," I said. "I know it. But ... " I didn't know how to say
what I had to say.
"You're worried about the Bill Beebe."
"I'm not worried ... "
"I understand, George. But don't worry. That scholarship is as good as
yours. Consider it in your hands."
I moved about the infield doing a toe-toucher here, a crouching hamstringthing there.
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"Hey, you're a little bit nervous, aren't you?" It was Davey standing beside
me.
"No, not nervous," said I.
"You should hold your stretches longer," he told me. "Like to the count of

100."
"You mean to tell me that you bend over with your face in your crotch for a
full minute straight?" I asked.
"Maybe longer. Maybe five minutes. That's the way to really stretch."
"Well, I've never pulled a muscle doing it my way," I said.
He laughed. "You know, George, you don't have a speck of endurance. And
you don't want any."
"That's right," I said.
Then we both looked down the field, over to where Heath was doing his
stretches under his storm cloud. He had his demonic trainer on his back now. It
was as if he needed to be put through his stretches with the crack of a whip, like
a huge, half-tamed animal. "Ho! Ho Heath!!" screamed the trainer.
"Hey, George, no more kidding," said Davey. "Give 'em hell, man."
"Remember what I told you," whispered Coach as I was pacing back and
forth in the starting blocks. Earlier I said that the track was cinder, but I said
that really just to distinguish it in general terms from the nice new synthetic
tracks. It was really too gravelly and catastrophic to be called a track at all. It
was a pumicey coal-colored upheaval in the shape of a track. It groaned under
my spikes.
I was looking down the runway. They had installed us in our lanes. Heath
and I were on opposite extremes. I wanted to slay this monster and get it over
with. I wanted to beat him and his long shadow!
He was a gruesome sight up close. He had crocodile jaws, and huge leathery
hands, like a bat's. His long neck was that of a horse, with veins laid upon
veins, and his eyes were still hard to see-small black beads, somewhere there
in the cavern of his face. When you were that close to him, you could hear his
breath, coming in its inhuman rhythm-Boom. Hisss. Boom. Hisss.
"Runners, there will be two commands: 'Set,' and then the gun."
"Set."
And then the gun. And then the cinders. It's a violent memory. A land mine
exploded right in front of me-sending up a wall of dirt and rocks. A swirling
black Oklahoma dust storm blew around me, pelting my face and chest, driving
grit into my teeth. I drove my spikes into the track, and leaned forward. I tried
to grind that track with my spikes, but I honestly couldn't tell whether I was
going anywhere at all. My legs felt like rubber all of a sudden, and something
inside me was screaming. I arrived at the finish line dirty, bruised, and choking
on that Pompeiian dust.
The blood was howling in my neck.
"Jog it off! Keep moving!" It was Davey next to me.
"It's okay! It's all right!" That was Coach. He put his face into mine. I could
see his lip trembling.
There was a lot of noise. Stanley, the swinging, rocking, smiling team halfwit, came up to me with a water bottle, ecstatic about something.
"Youjust ran an 8 point 99, George! An 8 point 99! That's a state record! A
state record, George!!"
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I looked at him, and when my throat stopped burning and my face stopped
throbbing, I said, "What did Heath run?"
He looked down. "An 8 point 8," he said.
"Well you imbecile, how can an 8.99 be a state record if it's over one tenth
of a second slower than a record of 8.8 which was already over one tenth of a
second old when it was set?" No, that's not what I said, but it's kind of what I
was thinking.
The noise all around us, when I finally opened my ears again, turned out to
be cheering and shouting and yelling. In the background somewhere, though,
there was still the rhythmic Boom. Hisss. Boom. Hisss.
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BARBER TOMMY
Erica L. Lauf

He said he would die for me and I believed him. What else can a seven-yearold say to prove his love?
Tommy and I were going to be married someday-we knew that even in
second grade. Sure, we'd had our fights in the past. I even went through most of
grade one thinking I hated him. That was after he rolled a pop can in front of
my bike and gave me a flat tire.
He lived just down the gravel lane from me, in a huge white wood house,
older than automobiles or electricity, that seemed to lean in a strong wind. We
were two families plowed into the earth, harnessed to the wagon, trapped in the
great midwestem expanse. We were farmers. The black mud in the fields after
a heavy rain grabbed our feet, sucked us in, drank our sweat like the blood of
everyday soldiers.
But Tommy wasn't like that. He wasn't like any of his older brothers who
grew drunk at the smell of fresh-cut wheat, or toted haybales for the fine
sweating it gave them. Instead, we'd dart in and out of the cornstalks, flapping
the stiff, pointed leaves of com like they were rabbit ears. Under the green
umbrella of com, we'd hide from the intense mid-day sun, golden and
scorching, hanging in the cloudless sky like a glow-in-the-dark tennis ball.
All he had in common with the older MacKenzie boys was a shock of fiery
red hair and a whole lot of freckles. He wanted to be a barber.
As for me, my cousins were paid farmhands, and my sister was too old to
play with much. Anyway, she was such a girl. She used to paint her face up
and pretend she didn't know how to drive a tractor. And I was a tomboy.
Sure, me and Tom were only seven, but we knew about life. I knew that girls
were allowed to skin their knees and Tommy knew that the only way to get a
woman was to be willing to die for her. I could hop a barbed wire fence twice as
fast as Tommy, but he never called me a tomboy. And I never made fun of the
fact that he wanted to be a barber.
But his brothers sure did. It was because of them that I made the great
decision that changed everything for me and Tom.
One Saturday, we pedaled into Old Stokely- Tommy on the MacKenzie
family clunker, with a layer of paint from each previous owner, and me on my
little pink stingray. I never understood why the top bar of girls' bikes dipped
down instead of coming straight across. Just to prove a point, I always swung
my skinny leg over the back of the seat, skirt or no skirt. Tom stowed our
sandwiches in the black canvas bag that swung behind his seat.
So we rode into Old Stokely. He held out my peanut butter and jelly
sandwich, the freckles on his bone-white hand blinking in the sunlight. We
grabbed two ten-ounce bottles of Coke from the cooler in Mag's Diner and sat
down on the curb to have our lunch. My sandwich was mushed and wilting in
the sun. But I didn't care-I was in love. I could have eaten a liver and cabbage
sandwich and never noticed.
Then we strolled down the white-hot sidewalk to the barber shop to watch
Mr. Sibb cutting hair. Tommy pressed against the window, sighing through the
heat-wrinkled summer air.
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How can I describe Tommy's eyes as he peered in that window? They were
all sparkly and watchful. You'd think old Mr. Sibb with his gray crew cut and
blue dentist's coat was the starting pitcher of the St. Louis Cardinals , the way
Tom hung against that window. Mabel Hanchar, head of the Ladies' Auxiliary,
had her hair up tight in a thousand little clips. She was getting a permanent, and
the stink rolled out the door and all the way down the street in a cloud of painful
vapors.
Tommy eyed her through the streaky window. " She look bald, don' t she? " I
wanted to giggle, but I couldn't make much noise, else old man Sibb would dog
us on out of there. I guess nobody likes getting laughed at while they' re getting
cut on. And then we had to consider the artist, too, even if he was just an old
man in a dentist's coat.
Tom drew a long breath as the scissors opened, so he could hold it while the
shiny blades clamped shut around a teeny lock of hair. " A small break in
concentration at the wrong moment," Tom used to say, " and you end up with a
cueball for a client. "
Tommy' s amazed vision seemed to block out the dusty linoleum floor and
the worn-out chairs. Mr. Sibb had two barber chairs, but he only ever used
one-the lift on the other was broke, and had been for as long as I could
remember. But to Tommy, that old shop was the way out of the cornfields-a
road paved with snippets of other people' s hair.
I was dying to go into that barber shop. I hated my hair. I had two thick, dark
tails spiraling down my back and held at the top by rubber bands. I longed to
hear the precious snip-snip that was meant for me. I dreamt of pageboys and
pixies, but Mama loved my hair. She tried to impress on me the necessity of
looking and acting like a girl. She used to doll me out in frilly yellow dresses
with ruffied panties that everyone could see. I was convinced she did it only so
she could yell at me when I got dirty. I always did. No sense letting her down.
But my hair she loved like no hair was ever loved. She made up a little song
for me:

Chestnut eyes and chestnut hair,
My little girl's a chestnut mare.
On Saturday nights she would scrub it in the sink until I thought it must all be
swimming out of my head and down the drain. Then she'd roll it up in curlers
that would bat around my bed all night and then get wedged between my cheek
and pillow. I'd wake up in the morning looking like I'd been kissed by a
porcupine, with little holes from all those plastic stickers puckering my cheek.
Then she'd brush it out till it sparkled, tie me up in ribbons and drag me into
church like a show pony.
I think inside maybe I loved that hair, too. And when I compared my thick,
shiny tresses to my sister Marybelle' s thin, mousy fluff, I knew I had been
blessed. Poor Marybelle had Mama's hair. I would never admit it then, but it' s
a neat feeling when all the grandmas ooh and ahh over you.
But then I'd truck out through the woods and Mama would shriek at me for
hours, or it seemed that way anyway, for getting a headful of burrs that she'd
have to pluck out one by one. And suddenly I wanted something that fit my
life-style. A pageboy. Or a pixie.
So we were both of us lost in the magic of the barber shop when the
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MacKenzie boys rode into town, the oldest one driving the flatbed and the rest
piled in the back like stacked green firewood. They'd come into town to go to
the seed store across the street, and they caught us gawking in the barber's
window.
"Barber Tommy, Barber Tommy," they shouted. "Can you give me curls?"
one teased in this pipsqueak . soprano voice. "Make me blonde!" jeered
another.
Whenever they mocked him, his freckles expanded to cover his snow-white
face till it glowed red like his hair.
"I think Tommy needs to spend more time in the com-bine," his oldest
brother snapped as they ducked into the seed store.
The hoots and hollers of the MacKenzie boys faded. "I know I could be a
good barber," Tommy said, after we stood there a good half hour. "I'd be good
at ladies' hair, too. My Mom always says that when they wash her hair, they
bang her head around like they didn't know it was alive. I'd be really, really,
'specially careful."
As we rode back home on our bicycles, I chawed my lip. Dust flew up all
around us from the gravel road. I started thinking so hard that I almost forgot to
dodge the spot where the Hendersons' tree, struck by lightning three summers
ago, had gouged a crater in the road.
"Want to cut my hair?" I peeped with a certain amount of authority.
"What? Your hair?" he stammered.
"Of course my hair, what else would you cut?" I asked impatiently. I was,
after all, making a noble offer, and I expected some sort of memorable reply.
We ditched our bikes by the side ofmy house. Tommy took me by the hand
and we tiptoed out to the barn. It was just across the yard from the house, and
Mama never liked me playing out there. The barn used to be painted red, but
by the time I saw it, it had stood there through so much wind and water that the
boards had stripped off their red coat and shone a weathered lavender-grey.
Tommy dragged a hose across the yard to fill a rusty scrub bucket with water,
the hose twisting and snaking in his grimy seven-year-old's hands.
This is a momentous occasion, I told myself. It would be my very first
haircut, or at least it was the only one I could remember. I sneaked into the
house to prepare.
Mama kept my hair in plain rubber bands most of the time, and tied ribbons
around them for Sundays. But for Easter, she had bought me blue satin ribbons
to match my Easter dress. So I snared Mama's sewing shears out of her sewing
box. Then I reached into my jewelry box and toted out the blue satin ribbons. I
needed to be very careful with them, I reminded myself, because if they got wet
and dirty, Mama'd exhibit my stuffed carcass at the next county fair.
Out in the barn, the air was sweet with the presence of the cows we used to
keep. Sunlight poured in through the small window at the top of the hayloft,
beaming down on the stacks of gold hay bales. I nestled myself onto a bale on
the barn floor and Tommy tipped me backwards to dip my tails in the bucket.
Mr. Sibb always washed the hair first.
As my head tipped farther and farther back, the barn seemed to radiate light.
Thin strands of late afternoon sunlight slivered through the barn where planks
were broken or placed too far apart. My heart soared up to the glowing rafters
with the solemnity of my sacrifice, and with mortal terror. Mama loved that
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hair. What would she do if I went and had it butchered? But Tommy was my
man and I knew he'd do a great job, and Mama' d love my hair short.
My head bobbed up and down as Tommy rubbed the cake of soap over my
tails. Squish, squish, squish, he slung them in and out of the water like he was
milking a cow.
"Ow!" I cried softly.
"Does it hurt?" he asked, hastily dropping the tail. At that moment, I
realized I'd got me the gentlest, most considerate man in the universe.
"N-no," I answered him. A little pain goes a long way toward nobility.
I could feel the shears I'd stolen gleaming behind my head. He took a few
practice snips. Then I felt the teeth of the scissors engage on my left tail. For
some reason, I suddenly wanted to cry. I busied myself surveying the barn. I
counted the harnesses hanging along the wall on their pegs. I wondered how it
would feel to be one of the few sticks of straw that escape from the bound-up
bales to lay shining on the barn floor, eventually to be trampled by careless
workboots.
He snipped from the other tail, and stood back to appraise.
"How does it look?" I asked, my nerve slipping away like spilled Kool-Aid.
"Um, not quite even." The scissors clamped shut again.
"What about now?" I asked breathlessly.
"Uh, now the other one's a little shorter."
My neck itched like a big black and yellow corn spider was crawling on it. I
felt the tug and heard the snip-first one tail, then the other. First one, then the
other. I consoled myself that nothing would happen to my ribbons because he
had never untied them.
But when I eyed the remains of my beautiful hair, my heart practically beat
out of my chest. It seemed like four feet of hair plopped in a soft pile of little
snippets behind me. I'm dead, I thought.
I ran up the few steps to the house and into the bathroom near the back door.
in the mirror. Then the tears started for real. One lopsided ponytail
looked
I
my ear, the other, obscenely crooked, just above my shoulder.
below
just
fell
dangled precariously, sodden and black. The other was elseribbon
One blue
the bathroom door shut and perched hopelessly on the toilet.
slammed
where. I
sticky with soap, hung straight down from the rubber bands
hair,
of
points
Stiff
like dark chocolate icicles.
The stampede of my heart quickened my brain. Maybe if I snuck into my
room and said I was sick with some sort of brain tumor that got worse every
time the light went on, I could stay in bed and they could bring me my meals in
the dark until it grew out. But that would take at least two weeks. Maybe I
could sneak past the kitchen where Mama was fixing dinner and run away to
the St. Clair County Orphanage.
I tugged on the pointy ends to make them grow. Didn't work. I must've been
half an hour setting there staring at the blue striped wallpaper. Mama called us
to dinner, and the stripes splintered into zigzags. I didn't budge.
Finally, Mama tapped at the bathroom door. "You've been in there a long
time, honey. Is something wrong?"
"No." But there will be, I thought. When Mama gets an eyeful of my
mutilated hair and single grimy ribbon, she'll tan me and stretch me and hang
me over the mantel.
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"Well, come on out of there then. The boys got to clean up for their supper."
The shriek that ripped through the house when I opened the door must have
echoed in Old Stokely. Next thing I knew, I was held firmly by the hand, my
behind aching terrible, leading Mama to the scene of the crime.
The barn stood so big and dark and terrifying in the dim light of early
evening that Mama had to drag me whimpering inside. Mama cried, too, when
she saw the heap of inch-long bristles-not a strand left to make a fall out of. I
bawled my eyes out from shame, Mama for her shorn chestnut mare and for
the long, thick tresses she never had.
Mama never even untied her slopped-up gingham apron. She hauled me
back in the pickup to Old Stokely, me bellering all the way, both ofus without a
lick of supper. We called on Mr. Sibb at home, since he'd long closed up shop.
He set me up on the stool in his kitchen and examined me through the bottoms
of his bifocals. He made a shameful clicking noise with his tongue and shook
his gray crew cut.
His fat old wife couldn't seem to say anything but, "What a shame! And she
was such a pretty girl." Past tense. Mama's glasses kept slipping down her face
from the little puddle of tears on each cheek.
I had my pageboy. And I was not allowed to see Tommy. Not that I wanted
to see Tommy after the mess he'd made of my beautiful hair and the sore
behind he'd caused me. And as for Tommy-he'd said he would die for me,
and I think he almost did. After the whupping of his life for the Great HairCutting Adventure, Tommy's parents kept him slaving on the farm every
minute he wasn't in school. Just to keep him out of trouble, or so they claimed.
I looked terrible in a pageboy. My hair grew back, of course, but it took a
long, long time. I keep it long now-I never made the same mistake again.
Thomas Edward MacKenzie ended up marrying Alice Lynnette Wilson and
taking over the MacKenzie farm with one of his brothers. I dated some and
finally settled down with Alice Lynnette's cousin Duke.
But I never again found anyone who was willing to die for me. I guess you
outgrow that kind of love.
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THE DINER
Gloria Bowman
"You're shaking," Marshall said after a minute's silence.
"I always get like this when I drink too much coffee." Gina mashed the
unfiltered Camel into her cold eggs and pushed both hands under her thighs,
the cold of the plastic booth feeling good on her skin. Marshall's complexion
looked a sickly red-purple from the fluorescent lights. Or was his complexion
always like that? No. It had to be the lighting.
"If coffee makes you shake, why do you drink so much?" he asked.
"I don't know," Gina replied. "It just happens." She flinched, and fear rearranged her expression.
"What's wrong now?" he asked. She shook her head. It was nothing really.
Her foot twitched beneath the table. Her heart pounded. Inside, her chest felt
thick and muddy.
"It feels like the coming of an anxiety attack," Gina confided. "Sometimes
I'm so afraid, you know?"
"Yeah, man, I know. I used to get anxiety attacks all the time. I still remember my first one." Marshall pulled at his long, curly hair as if he were knotting
it into a ponytail. Without taking her eyes off Marshall's face, Gina swallowed
a mouthful of hot, black coffee. The heat trailed through her body, burning
pieces of her insides. She squinted from the pain, and Marshall squinted back
at her as he rolled a toothpick in his mouth.
" Ya know, I got over my anxiety attacks by meditating, no, not really
meditating, more like chanting, a kind of chanting," Marshall said. "I mean it's
not anything spiritual, but it's the only way I could stop the anxiety, ya know? I
chant ... like Indians." Gina leaned over the table and listened to him. " Hiah-yah-yah. Hi-ah-yah-yah." Marshall closed his eyes and chanted. Louder
and louder. "Hi-ah-yah-yah. Hi-ah-yah-yah." His shoulders jerked up and
down with each beat. Moving her head with the rhythm of his chant, Gina
leaned over the formica table as far as she could. The metal edge of it pushed
into her breasts.
"Chanting makes me hyperventilate," she responded, aligning her head
directly in front of Marshall's. This way, she couldn't see her image reflected
in the cracked mirror behind him. She could see only the round bald spot at the
back of his head.
"Chanting shouldn't make you hyperventilate. Youjust need to control your
breathing more. If you breathe right, you'll be okay. You should do breathing
exercises. They help. I mean, they really do help. You just have to control it.
In ... out ... in ... out." Marshall sucked in large streams of air, held them,
and let them out in measured movements. Gina felt a replay of his Indian chant
pulse through her head. She had no control over its presence. The chant now
existed on its own. Hi-ah-yah-yah. Hi-ah-yah-yah. Breathe.
Marshall grabbed onto the side of the table and held in his last breath for a
full fifteen seconds, then blew it out.
" Oh, man, I can't believe this. My chanting isn't helping, and the breathing
isn't helping either. I'm shaking now too," he whispered. He locked and
unlocked his jaws. His Adam's apple worked itself up and down his throat.
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"I can't stop thinking about my first anxiety attack. Man, I can't believe I'm
shaking."
"When did you have the first one, a long time ago?" Gina tried to maintain
conversation. Maybe it would keep her focused.
"Yeah, the first one was a long time ago. Yeah, maybe nine, ten years back.
When I was living in Michigan. It was the night I realized my own mortality.
Look at this. I'm shaking." Marshall held out his right hand toward Gina. It
quivered. His fingers were long and thin, and the blue veins in his hand bulged
from the flesh. She raised her own shaking left hand toward his. Like magnets,
their third fingers touched. Ouch. Their hands jerked apart.
They breathed in unison. In ... out ... in ... out. Eyes blank, they concentrated on the giant fists punching hard inside their chest cavities. In ... out
... in ... out.
"Breathe," Marshall spoke with each exhale. "Breathe." His arms trembled.
Gina crossed and uncrossed her legs. Then she lit another cigarette. The chant
vibrated through her, an internal, silent wave of sound keeping rhythm with her
heartbeat. Hi-ah-yah-yah. Hi-ah-yah-yah. Breathe.
Gina's eyes move to the white-haired man sitting at the counter. He sucks on
a fat, green stump of a cigar, his cheeks puffing out like tiny bellows. A cloud of
murky smoke hangs around his gray face. The cook dunks a basket of fries into
the hot grease, and the whoosh and bubbling startles Marshall. He turns to the
right. Gina readjusts her head to align with his so that she can avoid seeing her
image.
A fat woman in the booth next to them dips her spoon into a strawberry
sundae topped with whipped cream. The waitress pours more coffee, more
coffee. A Mexican busboy in black and white checked pants mops the floor
with a soggy gray rag. The fries sizzle. The waitress leans on the counter and
smooths her burgundy nylon uniform. The fat woman licks her spoon and
smiles. The whipped cream tastes good to her. "More coffee please," says the
man sucking hard on his cigar. "More coffee, more coffee please," say the
voices in the diner, voices that ride the silent wave of Gina's internal chant. Hiah-yah-yah. Hi-ah-yah-yah. Breathe.
"I was in the attic," Marshall whispered while a smile twitched off and on
his face. "I was in the attic, and I knew right then and there, right then, at that
very moment, that it was my time to die." Marshall spoke looking at Gina, yet
not looking at her, his eyes a blind man's eyes, distant, faraway, shining, glassy
black lacquer. The memory was all he could see.
"For some reason, I ran down the stairs to the kitchen. And then I couldn't
stop pacing. I had to pace. I mean, there was so much energy inside of me. So
much goddamned energy, ya know? And my heart, man, it was pounding. And
then there was this rush of a tidal wave blasting in my ears. And oh, man, I
knew that this was it." Letting go of the table, Marshall spread his arms out
wide. "So I lay down on the cold, brown linoleum and I waited to die. Man, it
was so wild. I knew it was over. The big finish, man."
Gina rotates her shoulders. She still goes outside and sits on her porch, even
on the coldest winter nights, when she knows she's going to die. That way,
someone will find her body before it begins to decay. She lives alone.
Gina's Aunt Noreen died like that-alone. She was dead for three days
when they found her ( only because someone smelled the foul smell of death).
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Her elbows and knees were covered with rug burns. Aunt Noreen hadn't died
immediately. She spent hours, one doctor determined, trying to crawl for help.
Gina drags on her Camel. She smoke rolls through her lungs, curling around
the constant presence of the chant. Hi-ah-yah-yah. Hi-ah-yah-yah . Breathe.
"So I was lying there," Marshall continued, "just lying there on the kitchen
floor, but I still had all of this energy. I knew I had to get outside. But then on
the other hand, I knew that if I did go outside, the chimney that kind of tilted
sideways off the roof would fall on me. But I had to get out, ya know? You just
have to get out. You know how you have to get out? So I decided to make a run
for it. I threw open the screen door and broad jumped about ten feet off the
back porch." Marshall stopped and watched Gina's bloodshot eyes roam
around the all-night diner.
The woman with the sundae wipes her index finger inside the tulip-shaped
dish. The waitresses glide around the room shouting orders. "Two corned beef
on rye!" "Let's go on that cheeseburger deluxe!" "Two over easy, potatoes
well, burn the bacon!" A bald man at a nearby table reads Omni magazine.
Gina remembers an article about voice-activated computers. In the future,
everyone will have one. In the future, no one will know how to read. Hi-ahyah-yah. Hi-ah-yah-yah . Breathe.
"So I'm runnin' across the back yard and I feel these bricks crash down on
my head, but I keep runnin'. And when I get to the alley, I look back, and man,
the chimney is still there."
Gina turns her head toward the door of the diner. Two policemen walk in.
The cashier knows them. "How are ya, boys? Patty melts tonight?" The fat
woman wipes her nose with a snotty handkerchief and leaves a quarter tip. She
struggles into her too-small jacket. Gina puts out a cigarette and lights a new
one. In the future, everyone will be a victim for ten seconds. In the future, no
one will remember anything. Hi-ah-yah-yah . Hi-ah-yah-yah . Breathe.
"So I kept runnin'. I ran, man, full speed ahead. Full stride. Faster and
faster. I was cruisin'. Faster. Faster. And I ran into the street and then I saw
that I was approaching a manhole cover. And that thing really scared me. A
manhole cover, man. So I wrapped my head in my arms ... like this, ya know?
And I dove down to the curb, right into this slab of cold mud, man, but I didn't
care. I was scared. Shit, was I scared. And then I started belly crawling up to
the sidewalk."
Gina stretches her mouth open and closes it. A manhole cover once exploded from its moorings when she was walking down Lexington A venue. It
sliced off a piece of a man's head.
Marshall crossed his leg and accidentally kicked Gina under the table. She
jumped, and he jerked away from her.
"So I got past the manhole cover all right, and I got up, I stumbled a little,
but I got up and started runnin' down the street again. Man, I was cruisin',
runnin' right down the white line. I was pickin' up speed. Really movin'. But
then I saw this car, a black car, a big black car with those smoked glass
windows."
The waitress with hair on her chin can balance four chopped liver platters on
one arm. The busboy fills plastic tubs with plates of rejected food. Ice cubes
clunk into amber-colored glasses. Gina looks at the black hair that sticks out
from Marshall's shirt collar. She thinks about sleeping with him. In the future,
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everyone will have a rare disease. In the future, no one will eat in restaurants.
Hi-ah-yah-yah. Hi-ah-yah-yah. Breathe.
"So this car was comin' at me and I saw the back window ease down,"
Marshall said as he raised his palms and moved them through the air. "And
this black snout of a machine gun poked out and barn! barn! barn! All these blue
flashes of automatic fire came right at me. Oh man, I tried to run away, but I
was hit. I clutched my leg. I was hit!" Marshall grabbed his left thigh, rubbing
his corduroys with a sweaty palm.
Gina holds her coffee cup to her mouth and rests her lips against the heavy
ceramic mug. She is often shot by snipers when she rides the Ravenswood el.
Her own voice asks for more coffee. "Yes, more coffee, please." The whitehaired man snuffs out his cigar and digs in his pockets for change. The whites
of his eyes are urine yellow. The waitress demands a BLT on wheat toast to go.
The cook is slow with somebody's meat-loaf special. In the future, everyone
will have a VCR. In the future, no one will ride the bus. Hi-ah-yah-yah. Hi-ahyah-yah. Breathe.
"But when I looked down at my leg, I didn't see any blood. Man, I thought I
was going crazy. The car just drove past but I kept runnin', right up this hill
towards this cemetery that we always used to cut through to get to the other
side of campus. Anyway, there was this gang of punks comin' at me and I knew
they were lookin' for trouble. But then, get this, then I realized there was this
airplane overhead and it started sputterin' and chokin', and oh, man, it was
gonna explode and land right on me! Right on my head, man!" Marshall
shuddered from a chill and cupped his hands to warm them over his steaming
coffee.
Gina pulls at the skin under her eyes. The infected com between her fourth
and little toe throbs. In the future, everyone will live in tall buildings and everyone will have a business card. In the future, no one will have to commit suicide.
Hi-ah-yah-yah. Hi-ah-yah-yah. Breathe.
Marshall let out a long sigh. "And then I guess I passed out. I came to and it
was morning. Dawn, really. I was right there at the iron gates of this cemetery,
looking up at the purple-gray sky. And I was smilin', man, 'cause I was
breathin'. I remember feeling my chest move up and down, and man, I
remember knowing I was alive and I was breathin'."
Gina smiles and peers down at the little plastic tubs of artificial cream
strewn over their table. She wishes she were a lounge singer, and leans across
the formica table, pretending it's a baby grand.
When Marshall's and Gina's eyes met, they threw back their heads and let
out a loud laugh.
"And I thought I was nuts," Gina said.
"Could we have our check please?" Marshall asked the waitress named
Sophie as she poured them more coffee.
"Sure, hon, right away," Sophie answered. She wiped her free hand on her
stained lace apron.
Lightning cracked outside, and both Gina and Marshall turned to the
window. Spears of rain stabbed at the earth. Cars moved in and out of the
diner's parking lot.
Oh, no. Bright headlights flash at them. One car is coming too quickly. The
driver is out of control. There is no way they can escape. The car is going to
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crash through the diner and smash them against the wall.
Blood spills from Gina's mouth. Marshall shrieks as the rusty bumper of the
runaway car slices him in half.
Sophie drew a smiley face and wrote "Have a nice day" on the back of their
check.
"Hey," Gina said, sliding out of the booth and reaching for her purse, "it's
on me." Marshall smiled. He was glad she was paying.
Together, they walked out of the diner in synchronized steps. Hi-ah-yahyah. Hi-ah-yah-yah. Breathe.
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BALLET
Sandra Goplin

Karen loved going home with Sylvia, especially after their Saturday
morning class at Foley's School of Ballet and Tumbling. Just last month,
Monsieur Foley had finally decided that Karen was good enough to start
wearing point shoes and to move up to the advanced level, where Sylvia was.
"We must not rush into dancing en pointe," he had explained to her, but when
he saw the disappointment on her face, he knew that he was in danger of losing
her dollar twenty-five a week ifhe kept her in the beginners' class, and changed
his mind. "The carriage it is lacking yet," he went on, "but the foot is strong."
The foot is strong, Karen had explained to her grandmother that afternoon,
flexing her toes to prove it, but her grandmother was unimpressed.
"The foot is strong, what kind of talk is that? Which foot is strong? Both my
feet are strong and you don't catch me wanting to do my chores with wood in
my shoes, now, do ya?"
"He means both feet, Gram." Karen was exasperated by her grandmother.
"He can't help it that he talks like that; he's French."
"French smench. That man's no more French than an order of French
fries."
It was true. Monsieur Foley-Hank Foley-was from only as far away as
Gray's Mills. He owned the hardware store on Main Street, which was run by
his wife, Doris, now that the School of Ballet and Tumbling was doing well
enough to require Hank's-Monsieur Foley's-full attention. But he did read
French, and since he had started teaching the girls five years ago, his Parisian
accent had grown thicker and thicker until he was sometimes downright hard to
understand. Doris wouldn't even let him help out in the store anymore on
Tuesdays and Thursdays, like he used to, because he kept forgetting the
English words for things, and the customers were starting to think he was a
madman. Especially with that little moustache he had now, and those silly
scarves he insisted on calling ascots. Doris liked having him around-not
because he knew hardware, but because he kept the place so tidy, and he was
good company-but she had to put her foot down when Mabel Marbry told
her, in the strictest confidence and only because she was a true friend, that Joe
Shanna and Carl Prinner and even her own husband Del were all talking about
-just talking about and not really doing it yet-maybe driving to the hardware
store in Richland Center where nobody talked about "le hammer" and "les
nails" and "une metre de wire pour le fence." Doris wanted to be angry at
Mabel for saying these things, but she knew Mabel just wanted to help. And
she had to admit she was right-Hank was getting out of hand.
Karen adored Monsieur Foley. She adored the way he called the girls
"mademoiselles," and the way he rapped the floor with his stick when they
didn't point their toes hard enough. She adored the black leotards he required
that they wear, the pink tights, the hair pulled up into buns because he wouldn't
have loose hair in his studio. She adored the order, the neatness of it all. And
even though she thought most of the girls in the class were snotty ( and it is true
that thirteen-year-old girls are not particularly gracious, especially when they
live in town and someone else comes straight from the farm), she did adore
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Sylvia DuBois. Spending Saturday afternoons with Syl was the high point of
Karen's week.
Sylvia's parents were French, or at least some of their ancestors a few
generations back were at least partly French, and this accounted in Karen's
mind for their gloriously decadent life-style. They lived in a trailer house in
town, filled with red shag rugs, Mediterranean-style furniture, and souvenirs
from their travels. Her mother collected spoons and had a silver spoon from
each of the fifty states except Alaska in a glass case in the kitchen. On weekends, the only time Karen ever saw them, they slept until the middle of the
afternoon, then lounged around the house in their bathrobes the rest of the day,
even if someone came over to their house. Mrs. DuBois-Maureen, even to her
own children!-would mix up big pitchers of cherry Kool-Aid and gin that they
would drink from tall glasses. Karen envied the way Syl could nonchalantly
help herself to a glass of the sweet concoction or to anything else in the
refrigerator.
At home, Karen wouldn't have dreamed of just opening the icebox and
digging through for a snack; her Gram would be shocked. But Syljust bounded
into the house and started looking for something to eat before she even hung up
her jacket or put down her knapsack full of dance clothes. Today there was
cold roast beef, so Syl got out stuff for sandwiches, and they dug around in the
cabinets until they found a box of cookies that were only a little stale, and Syl
poured two big glasses of Kool-Aid and gin, which they drank down fast and
refilled before they took all the food outside and sat on the concrete-block front
step to eat.
Karen ate her thick sandwich greedily, before Syl had taken more than a bite
or two. Karen was stick-thin, the kind of thirteen-year-old who can only be
described as gawky, and she was always hungry. "I don't know how you stay
so slim, eating like that," Sylvia marveled. "I'm always having to watch my
weight."
Karen looked at Syl enviously. She did so many grownup things, like picking
out her own clothes and watching her weight. Syl wasn't fat, though. If Karen
could have picked anyone to be like, to look like, it would have been her best
friend Syl, with her long, blond hair and barely-plump figure. Monsieur Foley
always chose Sylvia to stand forward and demonstrate the more difficult ballet
moves, because she was so graceful. Yet she didn't stick her nose up in the air
about it like some of the other girls did, who were much clumsier when they got
to demonstrate a simple arm movement or tum. "You're going to be a real
ballerina someday," Karen would tell her after class, but Sylvia modestly said
no, she would never be thin enough, or tall enough, to make it. And it was one
of the deep heartbreaks of Hank Foley's life that his one gifted student, the
only one with any sense of the spirit of the dance, should be destined to be short
and round-figured in an age that wants its ballerinas gaunt, tall, with legs that
make them look like young ponies. If only Sylvia had the body of Karen.
Karen's legs could nearly kick in the ceiling, but they were as stiff as boards, as
awkward as the rest of her movements.
Karen watched as Sylvia picked at her sandwich and set it back down on the
step, barely touched. "You want the rest?" Sylvia asked.
"No, I shouldn't. Well, I am still hungry. You sure it's okay?"
Sylvia laughed, a jolly laugh that seemed like it would have to come from
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someone much larger. "God, Karen, you're so funny. Of course it's okay; it's
just a sandwich." She laughed and held it out to Karen. Karen took a couple of
dainty bites, then shoved the rest in her mouth and washed it down with the
Kool-Aid. She gagged a little at the taste of the gin-no matter how many
times she drank the Kool-Aid here, she always forgot it was mixed and choked
a little when the taste surprised her. She wasn't a very good drinker, anyway,
but she was getting better. She always felt dizzy, like her head was swimming,
though Sylvia ( and even her little brothers, who were only nine) didn't seem to
be affected by it.
"Hey, Syl, what are your brothers doing over there?" Karen pointed across
the street to where the twins crouched over something in the vacant lot where
the Niermans' house used to be. Even from across the street it was clear that
their jeans and T-shirts were grubby and that they hadn't been scrubbed in
quite some time.
"Let's go see," Syl said, already off the steps and nearly to the street. "They
look guilty, don't they?"
Karen had to agree that the boys did look pretty shifty. When the girls
reached the lot, they saw that the twins were crouched over a frog they had
trapped between two rocks, with a magnifying glass held above it so that it
caught the sunlight and narrowed it into a beam aimed at the frog's stomach.
The frog writhed in its trap and twitched as the sun burnt a small area of skin,
and the boys watched, entranced.
"Oh, god, Jimmy, is that ever disgusting." Sylvia wrinkled her nose and
looked as if she were about to swoon, but she did kneel down and watch in
fascination for a moment before she grabbed the magnifying glass out of
Jimmy's hand and flung it far behind her into the weeds, then rolled one of the
rocks away to free the poor frog.
"I can't believe you just did that," Jeffrey whined. Syl just looked at him,
hard, until he turned his head away in shame. "It was Jimmy's idea."
"Well that makes you as stupid as him for doing every dumb thing he thinks
of. I can't believe what a couple of creeps you two are turning into." Both boys
hung their heads and kicked at the ground. They had no trouble hurting a frog
or doing almost anything wrong, for that matter, but they worshipped their
sister and hated to have her criticize them.
"C'mon, Karen, let's go inside," she said decisively and strode purposefully
across the street. Karen walked beside her, trying to imitate her cool assurance.
They picked up their plates and glasses and headed into the kitchen.
Paul DuBois called them from his armchair, where he sat watching bowling
on television. "Hey, girls, how about bringing an old man a glass of that stuff?"
"Oh, Pauly, you're not old," Syl yelled back. Karen couldn't get over how
Syl called her parents by their first names. They poured him a drink, refilled
their own glasses, and moved to the living room. Syl handed her father the

glass, then noticed her mother on the couch. "You didn't want one, did you?"
Maureen shook her head without looking up from the paperback romance
novel she was reading. Pauly asked the girls if they would mind combing out
his hair, and said they could each earn fifty cents. Syl often stood behind her
father as he sat in his chair, combing his hair for hours.
Karen shot Syl a questioning glance. Should we do it? her look asked. Is it
okay? As much as she liked to visit Syl's family, there were these moments,
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these little moments of dread, awkwardness, insecurity. She couldn't keep up
with Syl's nonchalance, and her heart pounded with uncertainty. She thought
of the time she and her little cousin Emmie were at the big Christmas party,
when she was only five, and their uncle Garrett had told them he had a dollar in
his pocket and they had to find it. Only it was a trick; he had big holes in the
bottoms of his pocket linings so that the little girls would be tricked into feeling
down his pants. Little Emmie had cried, but Karen had just gotten mad.
Karen didn't want to comb Pauly's hair, but Syl was already digging in the
pocket of her father's silk bathrobe for a comb. "You comb, and I'll give a
scalp massage," Karen heard her say, and the comb was thrust at her. She took
it stiffiy.
"Oooh, a scalp massage," Paul sighed dramatically, sinking luxuriously
into his chair. "You girls do spoil me." Karen combed his wavy gray hair
gingerly, not letting her fingers touch his skin, while Syl massaged. Pauly
wriggled contentedly. "Oh, that's so good, that's so nice," he cooed. "Say,
Karen, are you by any chance married?"
Karen blushed and stammered.
"You stop teasing that poor girl," Maureen scolded halfheartedly from the
couch. She lay stretched out across the length of the couch, her feet propped up
on one end with pillows, with her toes held apart by cotton balls for the toenail
polish to dry. A cigarette hung from one comer of her mouth, and an ashtray
full of lipstick-stained butts sat on the coffee table in front of her. She caught
Karen's eye and winked conspiratorially. "Don't mind Pauly, he's just a dirty
old man.''
Karen knew that Mrs. DuBois-Maureen -only wanted to make her feel
more at ease by taking her side against Pauly, but she also saw the quick look
that Maureen shot at Pauly, and she sensed something between them that
excluded her and made her feel too young. She felt a little dirty, seeing that
look. Then she noticed for the first time that the front of Maureen's bathrobe
hung way open, almost completely exposing one of her breasts. Karen felt
herself blushing as she turned away and wished she were back at home, where
no one even left their rooms without getting completely dressed, and no one
touched anyone. Sylvia didn't notice, and Karen herself didn't notice, that she
had pulled her own sweater tighter around her body and was hugging herself
almost violently.
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YO' MAMA BELL
Sioban Flannery

The following short story is entirely fiction, and is not based, solely or in
part, on any potentially litigious corporation. This is my story, and I'm sticking
to it.
From The American Dictionary:
Phone Monster (FON MON'STER) A mythical creature blamed
for defects in phone equipment and connections.
From The Phone Company Survival Manual:
... Phone Monsters do exist and they're icky. (See Icky.)
Deep within the bowels of the phone company-a company composed
mainly of bowels-a war session was winding up.
"Remember, men," intoned James Patton, Chief Technician of the First
Division of the company, "you have three advantages over this phone
monster. You are mobile, you are many, and you are being paid double-time."
Once again, his loyal assistant Hurley marveled at Patton's way with words.
All the other technicians in the room screamed their admiration for Patton, and
drooled over the overtime pay.
"Are the weapons in place?" questioned Patton.
"Yes, Sir!" the group shouted back.
"Then remember everything I've told you, and especially this ... " Patton's
voice dropped to a warning whisper, " ... it will try to provoke you, make no
mistake about it, but no matter what ... do not give in. This monster has many
clever tricks."
Patton motioned and led the way out, setting the pace in the hallway at a
slow trot. The group jogged through the corridors, heading even deeper into the
subterranean depths of the company.
After a few minutes, Hurley managed to catch up to Patton. He whispered
his concern.
"Sir, do we really need ten of us to do this job?"
"We need more than ten, son. We need a hundred, a thousand, aw hell! We
need a million. No number is too great when we are charged with the responsibility of maintaining the phone system. When it comes to making sure that a
phone call goes through, no price is too high for you, or me, or the customers,
to pay."
Hurley felt humbled by Patton's total dedication to the job, and promised
himself that he too would wear the company uniform proudly. His pulse

quickened as Patton motioned the group to the last door, in the last corridor,
off the last hallway.
"So this is the switching room," thought Hurley. He and the other men were
aware of the humming sound, even before Patton opened the door. It was the
kind of hum that made cold sweat pool in your clenched fists: the hum the
executioner hears when he throws the switch to the electric chair, the kind of
hum you hear in the dentist's waiting room as the drill bores into another's
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mouth and you glance nervously over the top of your magazine at the clock on
the wall, which emits its own hum.
Patton opened the door and started in, but swung ' round suddenly. Hurley
slammed into him, then felt two people slamming into his own back. He turned
his head and found all of the technicians jammed into an arrow configuration,
with himself as the point. To Hurley, it seemed almost as if Patton were some
giant bowling ball, and Hurley and company were pins about to be knocked
down for a perfect strike.
" Remember, men! " Patton shouted, spitting dime-sized drops of mucous
into Hurley' s face. " Do not! Do not! DO NOT let it break you! " Patton stared
deeply into each man's eyes, looking for even a hint of pity or mercy for the
monster in the returned gazes. He found none. This didn't surprise Patton. He
knew each man had once worked in the phone company' s customer service
department. They were a mean bunch.
Patton strode into the room, followed closely by Hurley and the rest of his
assistants. Just inside the room, the group stopped again, and the men stared in
open awe.
" It's bigger than a football field! " exclaimed Hurley.
There was a chorus of " Yeah! "
" It' s bigger than our company president' s office! " exclaimed another.
There was a chorus of " No way! "
Before them lay the main switching station, the brain and spinal cord of
phone operation. Rows upon rows of steel racks stretched out before them.
Each rack stood seven feet tall, with colored wires weaving in and out of each
frame like long ropy hair. The floor, ceiling, and walls gleamed a glittering
white.
" Over these wires," began Patton, " life-saving information is being passed
from hospital to hospital- and just in the nick of time. Mothers who haven't
heard from their children in years are joyously conversing with them. Politicians are making mind-boggling deals that will affect us , and the generations
to follow, long into the future , eventually affecting the very destiny of our
planet. And .. . young lovers, weak with longing and burning with passion, are
intoxicating each other with the sounds of their voices." Patton' s eyes teared
as he turned to his men.
" Do you know what this means? " he asked, his voice low and reflective.
" They' re all gonna be real pissed off when we cut their connections without
warning?" Hurley questioned.
" Precisely. " Patton' s eyes shone with approval at Hurley. " Now get to
work.' '
Each man grabbed a wire and cut it in two, leaving at least two phone
customers per wire talking into a void, though some of those customers would
never notice. The technicians kept working, cutting thousands of wires and
hooking hundreds of them into a large black box that represented the
company' s single most effective tool in the fight against the phone monster: a
recording of the most irritating voice on earth.
As the technicians worked, Patton was also busy. He recited area codes
aloud from the Yellow Pages, then carefully removed a small, black velvet box
from inside his uniform and gingerly opened its lid. All of the technicians
stopped what they were doing to watch. Patton gently removed a crisp fifty-
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dollar bill from the box, kissed it, and whispered, "In you we trust." Then he
placed it back in his uniform, over his heart. He turned to Hurley and the
others, who were visibly impressed. They had never before seen money that
camefrom the phone company.
"Are you ready?" he asked. All nodded in unison.
"Start!" barked Patton, and all of the men did, some of them almostjumping
out of their skins.
Hurley felt a strange chill sweep over him as the first eardrum-busting beep
filled the room. Every man grabbed his own ears as the sinister, banal tones
droned from the black box: "At the tone ... the time will be ... eight-forty-five ... and! thir ... ty ... sec ... UNDS!"
"That voice could slice ice into slivers," Hurley thought to himself as the
message continued. He knew the sheer repetition of the message could drive
even non-thinking beings to insanity, and he wondered, with a vague unease,
how long it would take for the monster to appear. As he watched, one of the
wires snapped free from the black box and poured a laser beam of light into the
room. Hurley had to close his eyes against it, and when he opened them again,
the entire room had gone dark except for what looked like a giant electrical
tumbleweed that whirled itself about, zig-zagging blue bolts of light while
hissing out retina-piercing white sparks. The monster was at least ten feet in
circumference.
Hurley stared at it, dumbfounded, feeling the searing heat in waves that left
his face covered in sweat, while the hair on his body stood up through goosebumps. The monster rotated less than thirty feet away, and Hurley's heart
thumped forlornly when he realized that Patton was advancing on the creature.
He knew he was expected to follow.
"You!" roared Patton at the monster as he stood about ten feet away from it,
"You! ... have defiled! ... the phone company!" Patton pointed an accusing
finger as if it were a gun at the monster. Hurley was full sure then that Patton
could part the Red Sea if he tried. Patton's hair was being blown back by the
forceful wind emanating from the center of the monster, and his face was an
unholy beacon of bluish-white light reflecting from the creature.
"They look good together," thought Hurley.
"BEGONE!" Patton screamed at the monster, and like magic, every technician but Hurley was gone.
"Where did they go?" Patton shouted to Hurley.
"Coffee break, sir!" replied Hurley, who felt the very DNA in every cell of
his body scream out for his own coffee break. But he fought it.
"Sir, where is the wind coming from?" he shouted.
Patton answered without taking his eyes off the monster. "This creature has
lived in and on the phone company lines. It grew strong on long-winded conversations, sucking in all that hot air as energy. But no more!"
With that, Patton scooped up the Yellow Pages, opening to the page he had
marked earlier and began to read: "It! ... " spit out Patton," ... is illegal to use
the phone company lines, without authorization of said phone company, for
use of said lines. If said lines are used by a person or persons or parties consisting of persons as well as parties not consisting of persons, said person, or
said persons or said parties must reimburse said company for said usage of said
lines."
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"You said it!" shouted Hurley, swept up by Patton's delivery.
"Reimburse or die!" screamed Patton to the monster, "Reimburse or die!"
Hurley joined in, screaming the refrain ( although his voice ascended to an
embarrassing squeak after the fourth shout). Before his eyes, the monster
began to shrivel, curling up into itself and shrinking like an animated laundry
stain in a TV commercial. Then the room filled with music that seemed to blare
out from the center of the monster. At first, Hurley was just astonished, but as
the melody continued, it touched off a primal response within his brain, and he
felt his control slipping. He fought but still found his arm stretching out
towards the creature as his lips formed the words to the song he knew by heart.
"Reach out ... " squeaked Hurley, singing along to the music, "reach O\lt
and touch ... ''
"Don't listen to that sap!" screamed Patton while he dragged Hurley away
from the monster. "Don't you know that song will turn your brain into dehydrated margarine?" Patton gave Hurley a vicious slap across the face .
Hurley came around, but Patton slapped him again, just for the fun of it. Then
he turned back to the creature.
"All right, monster ... " he sneered at it, "you want to play dirty? Well, you
asked for it." And again Patton bent down, this time removing a card hidden
under the cover of the Yellow Pages, a card the color of fresh-squeezed blood.
Patton let out a maniacal laugh while flinging the card right into the center of
the glowing monster.
"Sir! Did you really give it a Disconnection of Service Notice?!"
"Right between the eyes, or whatever the hell is in there," came Patton's
beefy, satisfied reply. He looked ten feet tall, exhilarated by a suspense-coated
anticipation.
A low whine grew around the room, straining into a gurgling scream as the
monster burst into a thousand blue pinlights. The room shook in the explosion,
which sent Hurley and Patton crashing to the floor. Above them, blue bits
riccocheted, bouncing and careening off the walls, floor, racks and ceiling. The
star-faint bits of light coalesced at the far end of the room, hovering raggedly
above a computer bank for a moment, and then in a thin laser stream disappeared into the switch.
"Where'd it go, sir?" Hurley asked, as he stood up and swatted at imaginary
dust on his uniform. "Did we really kill it, sir?"
"No," answered Patton, disappointment pungent in his tones, "it's disappeared into the long-distance lines."
"Should we go after it, sir?"
Patton gave Hurley a tarnishing look. "Hell no! That company has its own
technicians. Besides, they're always harping 'Make the right choice, make the
right choice!' As far as I'm concerned, the phone monster did."
"And what about us, sir?" pestered Hurley. "What about the phone
company?''
"Son," answered Patton, placing a paternal arm around Hurley's shoulders,
"the phone company is off the hook."
The room hummed contentedly as the two men left its premises.
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LEONARD'S BOY
Jennifer Miller

It was a crazy thing to do, but not as crazy as what Laura did. Laura jumped
out a window and flew to a nameless place. Sue at least knew she was going to
Arizona.
Four hours earlier she stood transfixed before the plate glass window of
Crowell's bookstore in downtown Chicago. The object of her trance was a
large silk screen on stretched canvas in the middle of the window display. The
work, unframed and propped on an easel, showed a desert scene-two bold
saguaros dominated the foreground, one in bloom with a delicate, almost
transparent, yellow flower atop its uppermost limb. Behind the cactuses in the
distance, mountains painted in stratified colors of browns and oranges rested
dormantly against a pinkish-red sky at dusk. Sue gazed at the warm desolation
of the scene while large snowflakes, like silent white whispers, pressed against
her, sticking to her hair and clothes. She would have stood gazing at the
painting forever if it weren't for a voice inside her, a terribly angry and urgent
voice, that told her to do something crazy. Just like that it said, "Do something
crazy." Sue's feet remained stubbornly planted to the ground. Looking down,
she thought she saw the bumpy layer of ice on the sidewalk creeping up the
sides and then covering the tops of her shoes. She felt the glacial ascent of the
ice up her legs-calves, knees, then thighs-and it continued down the inside
of her skirt and up and around to the outside of her coat, stiffening her clothes
with a hard layer of flawless ice, two inches thick. "Do something NOW," the
voice warned, yet Sue stood immobilized.
The ice hardened around her chest, making her breathing difficult. When
she could feel its icy fingers crawling up the nape of her neck, she did it.
Shattering the ice that bound her, she turned swiftly and weaved in and out past
the hundreds of stoic Chicagoans who slogged through the freezing slush at
rush hour. You want crazy? I'll give you crazy, she told the voice. When she
reached the First National Bank of Chicago, she swished through the revolving
doors and there, just minutes before closing time, withdrew her modest life
savings of three thousand dollars. Back outside, a hailed cab whisked her off to
O'Hare Airport. Four hours later, she boarded a Phoenix-bound 727, the last
flight permitted for take-off before the blizzard, by then in full force, closed the
runways.
Despite the fact that she had no other clothes than the wool skirt, sweater,
and coat she wore that day to the library, Sue knew that flying to Phoenix that
very night, without any luggage, was the rightest that right gets. In flight she
greedily munched on her complimentary glazed peanuts, the first food she had
eaten since-since when? She counted back the days. Sunday was four days
ago already. Would all future days be counted in terms of their distance from
last Sunday? She wondered. First it would be how many days, then how many
weeks, then how many months, and then how many years since the Sunday
Laura threw herself from her tenth-floor bedroom window. She didn't want to
think about it. But she hadn't eaten since early that Sunday evening when she
joined Derek for microwave pizza at his place. Four days ago. So few days,
and yet it seemed like a lifetime away. Death plays nasty tricks with time.
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Derek was Laura' s friend who rented the apartment directly above theirs on
the eleventh floor. He and Sue had ridden the elevator up together Sunday
afternoon after they had both been shopping- he grocery, and she windowand he asked Sue if she and Laura wouldn't like to join him for an impromptu
pizza party up at his place-just a threesome. Pulling the boxed frozen pizza
from the top of his Treasure Island bag, he giddily read its waxy cover with
exaggerated exuberance, " The taste of pizzeria pie-without the pizzeria
wait! " Sue returned his good humor with a half-hearted smile. Said she' d ask
Laura about it and then phone him, but secretly hoped that Laura was out or
would have other plans. Derek made Sue uncomfortable. Not only was he an
extrovert, but he was a moody extrovert, breaking into euphoric opera one
minute, crying into his beer the next. Although Laura and she never discussed
it, Sue suspected strongly that Derek was gay, and she somehow felt safe
maintaining a certain detachment from him. The elevator doors opened at the
tenth floor and Sue told Derek once again before leaving, " I'll call you in a few
minutes." As the elevator doors shut, the sight of Derek' s small frame
swallowed up by the four walls of the elevator evoked a kind of sympathy, or
sense of sorrow, in her. Through the closed doors, she heard his muffied voice,
" Pizzeria pie without the pizzeria wait! " and she rolled her eyes in surrender.
Once inside the apartment, she called out Laura' s name, but no answer came
back as it usually did. She decided to accept Derek' s invitation anyway and
dialed his number. Elated that she accepted his invite, Derek suggested she
come up now and they would call Laura later. As Sue left the apartment, she
noticed a chill draft in the hallway just outside Laura' s bedroom, but she gave
it no further thought. Later she would wonder if Laura had already jumped.
In the airplane, Sue crumpled the foil packet that had held the peanuts. She
should probably call the library in the morning, she decided. Let them know
she wouldn't be back for awhile, that they'd be minus a cataloguer for a few
days. Lois would be understanding. In fact Lois was the one who demanded
that she take the rest of the day off. " Go home, Susie," she had said, the flab of
her arm shaking as she shook her finger at the library exit. " Your best friend
only just buried yesterday and you back at work today? What' s the matter with
you, girl? Take some time off. Get away from here. Get away from that apartment. Go home. See your folks. We can get along without you for awhile. Take
yourself some healin' time. " Lois, a woman feared by library patrons because
of her size alone, sat staring at Sue from a tall stool behind the circulation desk.
She stared so curiously and with such disdain that Sue felt she had no choice
but to leave the library. The problem was, though, that she didn't really know
where to go. The apartment was too quiet, and there were Laura' s things
besides, and her parents' home was out of the question. They hadn't even come
to the funeral. What comfort could she expect from them? So she ended up
roaming aimlessly through the wet, cold, city streets until she came across the
desert silk screen in Crowley' s window.
Yes, she would call Lois first thing in the morning. Sue sat back now, listening to the sounds of Flight 409 . In the cabin a few rows ahead, the flight
attendants rattled about, loading cold plates of ham and turkey croissants ,
cheese, and grapes into metal carts and filling stainless steel pitchers with
coffee and boiling water for tea. Somewhere up ahead an infant was crying.
Behind her she could hear the doors of the toilets squeaking open and shut,
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and the little "occupied" latch snapping back and forth. In the two seats on her
left sat two women. The one in the window seat looked in her mid-twenties.
She wore a Walkman headset and would occasionally readjust it, letting a
faraway tinny sound of country music escape the earphones. Her hands held a
book open to the very first pages. It was one of those trashy romance paperbacks that you can pick up at the airport gift shop. The shiny cover showed a
voluptuous raven-haired beauty in a flowing scarlet evening gown, strongly
embraced by an older, mustachioed man in a military uniform. The older
woman sitting in the middle seat right next to Sue worked crossword puzzles.
Her perfume was light and pleasing to Sue, like the smell of citrus fruit, and
Sue noticed that her hair, makeup, and nails were all perfectly maintained.
Directly across the aisle, on an end seat in the middle section, a mother read
a Dr. Seuss book to her son who was sitting next to her. Sue listened to the
words of the story and recognized the book. It was Green Eggs and Ham. "Do
you like them in a box? Do you like them with a fox?" the mother asked, leaning
in closer to her little boy's face as he stared blankly at the book in her lap. Then
the mother's voice changed tone, loudening with the exasperated reply of the
Cat in the Hat, "I do not like them in a box. I do not like them with a fox. I do
not like green eggs and ham! I do not like them Sam I Am!" The little boy's
face remained expressionless, but his little fingers began pulling at the corners
of the remaining pages in an effort to turn them to the end of the book. The
mother kept a firm hand on the page, though, and continued reading. Watching
all of this, Sue remembered how Laura always refused to watch the annual
Christmas cartoon "The Grinch Who Stole Christmas" with her. When Sue
asked her why, she replied, "Because Dr. Seuss stories frustrate the hell out of
me. All I ever want is for the goddamn repetitive rhymes to end. I felt this way
when I was a kid, and I feel that way now." Get Laura on a subject she either
loved or hated, and she was on a roll. "Did you ever read the one about the red
spots?" Laura asked while sitting crosslegged at the table working a jigsaw
puzzle showing millions of people on a beach. "It was the worst! All these cats
get red spots all over the kid's house while the mom is out, and the kid is trying
to get rid of the spots and the cats, but the cats just keep reproducing and
making more spots while trying to get rid of the ones they've already made. I
was a nervous wreck by the time the book ended!" "So how did it end?" Sue
asked. "I don't remember," Laura returned, shaking her head, "but probably
with the mother returning home to find her son a basket case, rubbing his little
hands together saying, 'Out, damned spot!' "
Sue smiled, remembering Laura's imitation of the psychotic little boy and
how she'd rubbed her hands together frantically. She wished desperately that
Laura were sitting beside her right now to share the sight of the frustrated little
boy across the aisle. But Laura was gone. For the first time the enormity of
Laura's absence hit Sue. It was the first time she'd permitted herself to feel it.
A large lump formed in her throat, and she tried in vain to swallow it away. She
unfastened her seatbelt, stood up into the aisle, and laid her winter coat back
on the seat. Quickly she moved down the aisle towards the center of the plane
where the toilets were, hoping she'd make it inside one of the little cubicles
before the torrent of tears came, but she was too late.
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NEW YEAR'S EVE
Lisa Lilly

Bette sat on the edge of the bathtub watching Steve take a bath. He was
stretched out, leaning against the back of the tub, with only his head and neck
above the water.
"Are you going to be done soon?" Bette asked for the second time, shifting
her weight and crossing her legs impatiently. The flared skirt of her dark green
dress was spotted with tiny droplets of water from when Steve had reached for
his can of beer sitting next to her on the side of the bathtub.
"Mm-hm," Steve answered, sinking lower into the hot water.
Bette sighed, leaning forward and inspecting her just-polished fingernails. It
was almost nine-thirty already, and the party had started at eight. She should
have known this would happen. But she thought just this one night they could
go out. Was that too much to ask? She noticed that Steve had closed his eyes.
"You sleeping?" she asked.
"Uh-uh," he answered drowsily.
Bette got up, unable to sit still any longer. She stood in the center of the tiny
bathroom. The air was heavy with steam; it fogged the mirror over the sink
behind her, pressing against her body and making it hard to breathe. She ought
to leave, just go without him, and the hell with what he'd say tomorrow. He'd
ruined enough of her evenings. She half-turned on one heel toward the door,
but then made the mistake of looking back at him. He'd inched down just a
little farther, now the water line went all the way up to his chin. What if he was
asleep? If she left he might slip all the way under the water and drown.
Well, then, let him slip under, she thought, let him pass out-that's what he
was, passed out, not asleep- let him drown. Why should she have to stay here
and spend her New Year's Eve watching over him?
But she did stay. She didn't want to go to the party alone, or drive alone,
either. All the snow and ice-she wouldn't want to get stuck on the side of the
road somewhere without Steve to push the car out or get it started if something
went wrong. He'd done all the work on her car, ever since she'd bought it. She
tapped the toe of her shiny black pump on the tile floor rapidly, nervously
looking at her watch again. Nine-thirty-nine. She wasn't going to end up going
anywhere, even alone, if she kept waiting for Steve.
If only she'd gotten here earlier, before he'd gotten so comfortable in the hot
water. Well, there was one way to wake him up. She leaned over the tub and jerked
the plug out of the drain, dropping it in the soap dish. The water spiraled down.
It took a while for Steve to notice. His eyes stayed closed as the water level
sank lower and lower. His exposed skin was covered with goosebumps, but it
wasn't until the water was almost completely gone that his mind registered the
cold and he opened his eyes.
He looked up and saw Bette standing over him, a dark green shape against a
blur of lemon yellow. He blinked his eyes a couple of times. "Guess I fell
asleep, huh?"
"I guess you did," Bette answered sharply. He sat up in the now empty tub,
then stood and stepped out onto the floor, stumbling a little, grabbing onto her
for support. She let him lean on her, walking him out of the bathroom and into
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the hallway, his cold, wet arm slung over her bare shoulders. She cringed at the
feel of it against her skin, shivering as water dripped down her neck and then
soaked into the tight-fitting back of her dress.
There was no light on in the hallway, it was lit only by the fluorescent glow
from the bathroom and the yellow light from the street light outside the huge
picture window in the living room. Bette had one arm around Steve' s waist,
and the other out, hand against the wall to keep herself steady on the thin spike
heels of her pumps. She had a sudden vision of Steve' s parents coming home
unexpectedly and walking into the hallway behind them and seeing Steve' s
naked backside, and her in her fancy dress and high heels, half-walking, halfdragging him. He'd never had any trouble walking after drinking before, she
thought resentfully. He was playing it up, trying to make her feel sorry for him.
She should have left him there in the tub.
In his room he collapsed on his twin bed on his back, with one arm extended
on either side of him. Bette pulled a sheet up over his chest, then went back and
closed his bedroom door, just in case his parents did come home. Then she
paced restlessly in the center of the room, thinking back.
The first time she' d met Steve, down in her brother Mike' s room in the basement, she'd been only fourteen. He'd been twenty-one, with a long face and
dark hair, and thin, perfectly formed lips. His body seemed to move lightly and
effortlessly and constantly. When his and Mike' s band performed he drew all
eyes, not just hers, eclipsing the other musicians on stage. Once you looked at
him you couldn't look away. Nothing else interested you anymore; it was as
though he was in color and everything around him was only black and white.
She'd trailed after him for three years, and when she finally went out with
him Bette could hardly believe it was real. He was perfect, and he was always
there for her. When her friends complained about guys who stood them up,
guys who lied to them or chased after other girls, guys who didn't understand
them, she smiled to herself, because she never had to worry about those things.
But lately, it was different. She walked over to the window, peering out into
the icy world for a minute, then turned away again abruptly. She'd grown to
hate the room around her, because Steve seemed never to want to leave it. He
kept the shades pulled and the lights dim all the time, and he wanted only to sit
back in his big black chair, drink beer, and watch his television. It flickered
continuously, casting a weird, eerie light about the room. He left it on all the
time, even when he wasn't watching, even when he and Bette were talking or
making love. He kept a twelve-pack on the floor next to his chair so he
wouldn't have to walk all the way to the refrigerator in the kitchen to get
himself a beer. He didn't mind; he said he liked it warm.
If she complained, said that she wanted to go out like they used to, not sit
here and watch him drink, he said he was older now and didn't like to do so
many things. Older-he was only twenty-seven. But she was twenty, and for
some reason that made all the difference. She had never thought of that when
she spent so much time chasing after him, ignoring all the guys her age, no
matter how good-looking or interesting they seemed.
She looked out the window again, slumping forward with her hands on its sill
and letting her forehead rest against the cold glass pane. Maybe he would cut
down on his drinking, especially when she stopped having to work weekends.
Maybe he' d quit altogether, like he'd done before.
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Outside, she saw, the snow had stopped , but not soon enough to keep her car
from becoming a huge snowdrift in the middle of the driveway.
·· we can still go," Steve said softly from the bed behind her. When she
turned around, he was curled on his side, looking at her sleepily.
" Yeah?"
.. Sure .'' She went over and sat on the bed, and he gently pulled her down so
she was lying next to him. " Let' s just stay here for a little while , though," he
said. " There' s time. '' His hand reached up and brushed her hair away from her
eyes, and then slid down to run over her neck and shoulders.
When he pulled her dress over her head and dropped it onto the floor in a heap,
her only thought was, " It' s going to get all wrinkled. Not only has water been
dripped all over it, now it' ll be wrinkled, too. " As Steve slid himself on top of
her, her mind ran through a list of other worries: a paper she was writing, reports
she' d left on her desk at work, the condition of the roads on the way home.
Later they fell asleep, Steve' s arms locked around her, their bodies not
moving any more than it took to breathe. When Bette woke up, she was in
exactly the same position she' d fallen asleep in. She looked at the digital clock
on the headboard. 11 :30.
Steve lay still. There was no sense lying here waiting for him to wake up; she
knew he wouldn't. She lifted his arms off her and sat up, starting to dress. If
Steve were coming with her, he would be the one getting up now, and she
would still be lying, naked and warm, under the covers. He would go outside,
start up the car, and dig under the seat for the snowbrush and scraper to clear
off all the windows. Then he' d come in and get her.
Her dress was still damp as she pulled it over her head, and her nylons were
damp, too. They clung to her legs, chafing against the back of her knees where
she hadn' t done a very good job shaving. She spent fifteen minutes hunting for
her keys , digging through her coat pockets and her purse in the dark. She didn' t
turn the light on because she didn't want to wake Steve. She finally found them
in the bathroom on the sink, next to the soap dish.
She went back down the hall and stopped in Steve' s doorway, looking at him.
He was still in the same position, on his side, arms down, hair falling over his
eyes , the sheet pulled up to his chest. His face was fuller and heavier than it had
been when she' d first met him. His whole body was heavier. It wasn't so much
that he didn' t look attractive anymore , he did, in that heavier, almost footballplayer kind of way. But his face wasn' t just full , it was puffy, swollen under his
eyes and along his jawline from the alcohol. He didn' t look like Steve.
She thought of the night three years ago when they' d gone for a walk
together, alone. It was before they' d started seeing each other-she was still
Mike' s kid sister to him , then. But just before they' d reached her house, they'd
stopped together and stood under the streetlight talking. On impulse she' d
reached her hand behind his neck and pulled his mouth down by hers and
kissed him. He' d almost pulled away, but then he hadn't. He' d slid his arms
around her instead, returning her kiss. Neither of them had seen anyone else
since then. She didn' t know what she' d do without him.
She stood in the doorway a little longer. Then she shut the bedroom door
firmly behind her and walked down the hall alone, thinking of the cold and ice
outside, and wondering where her snow brush was.
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THE THREE LOTTIES
Gerry Martin

There were three Lotties that grew up in the big old house on Seminole
Street, and they had three things in common. All of them had heavy chestnutauburn hair, all of them led lives touched by scandal, and all of them came to a
bad end. Long before the third Lottie, Bernice's daughter, was born, the first
Lottie, Bernice's aunt, was shot to death in her own house by her friendly nextdoor neighbor, a Detroit streetcar conductor, right in front of her horrified
husband's wheelchair. The second Lottie, Bernice's sister, just walked out of
that house on Seminole Street one terrible January night and never came back.
That was when Bernice was four years old. But she remembered it. The events
of that night had burned themselves into her memory ...
In the early dark of a late January blizzard, the snow swirled fiercely
outside, blinding anyone in it to less than one foot of vision. From her favorite
perch in her father' s rocker in the middle of the big dark parlor, Bernice could
hear Agnes, her mother, tap tap her way sharply from the kitchen back door,
out into Bernice' s view through the dining room and hall, across the plank
wood flooring, and back again. Her mother' s long, navy, woolen skirt, which
reached to the top of her black button shoes, swished as she turned, pacing
nervously back and forth, back and forth. Suddenly the heavy oak front door
blew open and Bernice's father came in, his black leather aviator' s cap pulled
tight around his ears. He stomped his feet loudly on the coco mat in the hallway, and shook the snow from his jacket. Agnes started forward, relieved, and
then disappointed.
" John," Agnes said, her voice shrill. " It' s six o' clock. Lottie isn't home
yet. "
" She' ll come," he reassured her, bending down to pull off his boots. " Maybe
Clarence is picking her up. "
" Clarence doesn't have the buggy," Agnes shook her head. " He' s over at
Eva' s tonight. He' ll stay with the Stanberrys and leave on the morning train for
Chicago. He has two clients to see there. " Her voice softened a little, as it
always did when she spoke of her only son.
" Agnes, Lottie is a big girl now. She's eighteen. And she just got promoted
to that bookkeeping job. George Delaney himself told me how good she is with
figures. Maybe she went to a friend' s house after work. "
" Without saying anything?" Agnes' s voice rose to the edge of hysteria.
" Just look at the weather out there! "
" Now, Mother," John said, trying not to sound too concerned. " Relax. I'll
go out and look around a little. "
" You be careful. Don' t stay too long. " Agnes' s tone was sharper than she

intended. John knew that. He always knew that. But Lottie, he knew, didn't.
From her perch in the parlor, Bernice could see him frown as he bent over his
boots to pull them back on. He looked worried in spite of his words. What if
Lottie had carried out one of her threats to leave? Where could she go on a
night like this? John knew that Agnes was hard, but she was not mean. How
many times had he told Lottie that? And Agnes was strong. Why, she could
hitch up their two horses and go do a man' s day of hauling, if it was necessary.
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They stood facing one another across the square oak dining room table, the
dim glow from the gas lamp on the wall lighting their faces. Both of them had
forgotten about Bernice until they heard her from the dark adjoining parlor,
squeaking back and forth in her father's rocker. She would always stick her
small fingers into the mouths of the carved lions at the end of its arms to push
and rock. She could feel the smooth wood inside those grinning mouths. It was
her favorite place and her favorite chair, just opposite the other carved rocker
that was her mother's, on the other side of the dark brick fireplace. From where
she rocked she could see her mother's figure, facing her father, but she could
not see him. And she could hear their voices. She knew that something was
terribly wrong, and it all had to do with Lottie and the thick veil of snow
whirling outside, barely visible against the dining room windows in the
gaslight.
Agnes moved to her husband's side and turned her face away. "We mustn't
frighten the child," she heard her mother murmur. "But do you think Lottie has
run away?" Her father replied in a tone too low for Bernice to hear. He reached
down to buckle his boots, and he rebuttoned his jacket. Then he fastened his
cap, put his gloves back on, and went out into the blustery night. Running to the
dining room window to see which way he would go, Bernice could see his
receding figure-head down and shoulders hunched-disappear behind the
steady whirling of the snow. He crossed over in the direction of the path down
to Heinz's house about two blocks away, only the land around the house on
Seminole Street was not yet city blocks then.
It was still wild, with weeds and bushes and big oak trees all around. And out
behind the barn, where the horses, Ned and Barney, were stabled, was a wide
cinder alley, and beyond that, over the dump, ran the Rock Island Railroad
freight tracks. During the daytime, whenever the trains went roaring past,
Bernice would amuse herself by running out to wave at the men going by as
they hung out the windows of the cars in their blue and white striped overalls
and caps. And they would throw her big chunks of blue chalk to play with. She
would use them to draw pictures on the short piece of walk that led from the
house to the road, where she played in the summer by herself, crooning tuneless little melodies as she carefully sketched crooked blue houses and people
and trees. But at night Bernice was afraid of the railroad tracks. Bums slept out
there, her mother had told her, and she mustn't go near them. And Bernice
knew that it was true, because sometimes one of them came to her mother's
back door begging for a meal. Agnes would always give it to them. She would
send Bernice to the pantry to get out the old tin dishes she kept in a corner there
for the bums.
When she could no longer see her father's figure in the snow, Bernice turned
back to her mother who was fidgeting abstractedly with her long rolled-back
dark hair, in the dim light of the dining room. Bernice, in her turn, fidgeted with
the ruffies of her white pinafore which drooped limply at the end of the day, as
usual.
"Carter," Bernice said suddenly.
Her mother turned sharply. "What did you say?"
"Carter," Bernice repeated. It was a name she'd heard Lottie say.
"What do you know about him?" her mother asked again with a note of
fierce alarm. But Bernice had walked back into the parlor and climbed back up
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into the rocking chair, once again rocking back and forth. She knew her mother
was worried about Lottie. Standing perfectly still and straight in the dining
room, Agnes turned toward the wall where a large photograph of Lottie was
hanging. It had been taken when she was only twelve; she was all dressed up as
a flower girl for a wedding, in a white dress with white satin shoes. One foot
was carefully posed behind the other, the long tapered fingers of her left hand
lay slightly curved on the newel post of a dark staircase, and her long dark hair
was caught back by a big white bow. The picture was oval in shape, framed
with an ornate gilt frame . Agnes suddenly turned to face the picture front on,
and she folded her arms across her breast the way she did whenever she was
angry and determined. She muttered through gritted teeth, " May the devil sit
on his breastbone and pant for his soul. " There was no doubt in Bernice' s mind
that her mother meant that curse-for Carter.
The door opened again, and her father stomped back in, bringing layers of
the blizzard with him. He shook his head slowly, thumping his boots on the mat
loudly. This time he took off his jacket and shook it free of snow. He seemed
sad. He could see no sign of Lottie. She was gone.
" We' lljust have to wait, Mother, and hope for the best," he said heavily. He
put his arm around his wife, and she slumped down against his shoulder,
looking small and tired.
In the passing of the next few days, Lottie did not come. In fact, they never
saw her again, though they heard stories. Stories about how Lottie had gone to
Aunt Mame' s for shelter that awful night-and Mame, Agnes' s half-sister,
never let her know, stories of Lottie' s storybook marriage to a wealthy Chicago
stockbroker, stories of Lottie' s travels to New York and Paris, stories of
Lottie' s fabled beauty ... Clarence had seen her once, standing on the corner
of State Street and Madison Avenue in Chicago-her glorious hair done up in
a fashionable French twist, her long-waisted, pleated maroon velvet dress and
stylish high-heeled boots accented with a double strand of pearls. She'd disappeared into a hansom cab before Clarence could approach her. They did not
know her address , and she never wrote.
That is, until today ... On an overcast December afternoon in 194 7,
Bernice was dragging herself and her three small daughters up the stairs of the
front porch of the house on Seminole Street where she now lived with her
husband and daughters. The cold air was grey, with certain spots of weak white
sun. Two large brown bags of groceries filled her arms. She paused briefly at
the black metal mailbox on the outside wall next to the door. Through its slit
she could see a pink envelope. When she took out the mail, her heart began to
beat fast. What she saw there was large, sprawly handwriting on a pink
envelope. Bernice Stillwell! Why, her name hadn't been Stillwell for fifteen
years! Suddenly weak, she staggered with her load-and the pink envelope, in
her hands-through the house to the kitchen table, where she satjust looking at

it for a moment before she opened it. A sudden breakthrough of bright winter
sun streamed in the west window over her shoulder. From a drawer in the
kitchen cupboard she drew out a paring knife and slit open the envelope. It was
a birthday card-for her forty-fourth birthday-today. Inside, scrawled in the
same large hand, was a message: " I would like to hear from you, if you care to
write. Your sister, Lottie. " Bernice put the envelope and card down, and
buried her face in her hands. The tears rolled through them and her shoulders
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shook. Timidly, the three small girls, Ann, Elaine, and Carol, came over and
put their arms around their mother's shoulders and head.
"Momma, what's wrong?" begged Ann, the oldest, who was twelve.
" Well, not anything, really," Bernice smiled at the three through her tears.
" It's just that I've had this feeling for a long time that something was going to
happen. And now it has. I was afraid it might be something bad, but I don't
think it is. Look. I've got a birthday card from my sister, Lottie. Do you
remember me telling you about Lottie?"
The three solemn-faced girls nodded and looked with wonder at the pink
envelope. The storied, rich Aunt Lottie, who ran away and who was beautiful.
Why, she must have jewels and furs, and ... The oldest of the three, Ann, was
tall and lanky for her age, with bright red hair and freckles. She'd often
wondered about Momma' s sister Lottie. Now she thought of that snow-fierce
night, and Grandmother pacing, like Momma had told them. Elaine, whose
real name was Loretta Elaine, and who was the third Lottie in that family,
already had transparent white skin and heavy chestnut hair-except that she
looked a little sickly as she was growing up, pale and almost anemic. Now she
looked at her mother with a serious, unhappy expression. Elaine never liked
anything to change, and she had always thought of Aunt Lottie as just a bad
girl. Carol, the youngest, was grinning as usual. At eight, she was chubby,
blonde, and always happy.
"Oh goody," she laughed and threw her arms around her mother. "Will we
have a new aunt now?"
" Maybe. Yes, I think so," her mother smiled back. Then she turned to the
bags of groceries forgotten on the table and began to unload them and put them
away in the nearby cupboard. She turned back to the three little girls, her
flowered apron making a faded blue splash against her new pink birthday
dress: " Now let' s get ready for a nice birthday supper. Daddy will be coming,
it' s almost time. You kids want to go out and meet him down by the railroad
tracks? But now, don't tell him about the birthday card. I want to tell him
myself. "
They promised. Pulling on their jackets and hats and mittens, they turned to
run out through the kitchen to the back porch, slamming the door behind them
in the low winter slant of the sun. Bernice watched them without moving until
they were out of sight. Through the kitchen windows the day suddenly
darkened as the sun disappeared under late afternoon clouds, and the sky
outside took on a ghostly grey-white light. Things have changed, she thought,
since Lottie left home. Clarence dead first, and then Dad, and finally her
mother, totally blind by the end. She got up and moved toward the back door to
look out down the railroad tracks. The three little girls were already out of
sight, over the edge of the ravine on the other side of the alley.
As she turned to close the door it squeaked loudly, reminding her of a time
when that door was still a window, a squeaky window, a long time ago. That
was just a few months after Lottie had left, and Bernice was sleeping in the
back bedroom off the kitchen-Lottie' s old room. In the middle of the night,
she heard the pantry window slide quietly open and then there was a long
squeak. She sat up in her bed. She used to dream about Lottie, and at first she
thought maybe this was Lottie, come sneaking back. But the footsteps that
sounded across the kitchen floor were heavy, a man' s steps. Carter? Why did
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she think of Carter? Frightened, thinking of the bums, she crouched down
under her blankets. Then she heard her mother's shrill voice call out from the
front bedroom just off the dining room: "John! Get your gun!" Bernice heard
Dad thump to the floor, and then a kind of gathered rush. Then she heard the
footsteps again, double-timing it this time, back across the floor toward the
pantry, all in the dark. Did a man's voice whisper "Lottie" across the kitchen
darkness, or did she just imagine it? She never could be sure. She heard her
mother and father burst into the kitchen, lighting it from the doorway between
the kitchen and dining room with a big fat candle held high in her mother's right
hand. Bernice peeked out. Agnes was leading the way. Her mother rushed to
the pantry door and yanked it open. "Fire away!" she blazed at her husband.
In the dim light Bernice could see her mother and father in their long night
flannels, and she could see the barrel of the shotgun pointed, silhouetted in the
same shadowy light. "It's no good, Mother. He's gone," she heard her father
mutter heavily.
When she was sure the intruder was indeed gone, Bernice crept out into the
kitchen. Dad was breathing hard, his gun standing upright now on the floor
beside him with its barrel pointed at the ceiling, and the pantry window stood
wide open. A cold raw wind blew the curtains on the window back in their
direction. Agnes moved to light one of the kerosene lamps standing on the
kitchen sideboard. No one said anything for a few minutes. In the eerie light of
the lamp, the shadows of the kitchen swung crazily as her mother moved it all
around the room-to the stove, and then to the walls, and to the windows.
Nothing was different, but everything looked different. "Damn railroad
bums," she heard her father growl as he started back toward the front bedroom, carefully carrying his shotgun before him. Agnes moved to close the
pantry window, and snapped it together in a lock. Then she blew out the lamp
and led Bernice back to her bed in the back bedroom. She'd stayed with her,
Bernice remembered, until she fell asleep, though she'd hardly had time to be
frightened.
"Did Carter come?" she asked her mother.
"Of course not," her mother answered sharply. "You don't know any
Carter. Now go to sleep and stop chattering about him."
Bernice remembered that her mother had tucked her in and bent over to kiss
her with a deep frown troubling her brow. She was strong, all right. Even then
Bernice had known that. And now Lottie? What kind of woman was Lottie?
Had the man whispered "Lottie"? Bernice folded her hands under her face,
resting her elbows on the table. There were holes in the sleeves of the old pink
sweater she'd put on over her dress, and her elbows stuck out, resting on the
cold linoleum top of the table. Supper needed fixing, there were things to do,
but she sat for a minute and wondered.
By the time her husband, John, and the girls came slamming through the
back door, Bernice had begun to brown the chicken and peel the potatoes. John
waited at the doorway of the kitchen while she came over to greet him with a
kiss. Then dropping his dented black workman's lunch bucket on the step, he
turned to go down the basement stairs to shower and change. It wasn't until a
few minutes later at supper that he noticed her solemn, abstracted air.
"What's up, kid?" he asked, helping himself to a mound of mashed potatoes
and focusing on her face over the bifocal center of his heavy safety work
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glasses at the same time. Bernice just passed him the pink envelope with the
card. He read it and let out a low whistle.
"Well, I'll be damned!" Neither one said anything for a minute, and the
three little girls just watched silently, looking from one to the other. "What're
you going to do?"
"I'll answer, of course. But I wonder, what does it mean? Looks like she's
still in Chicago. Her husband died about the time we were married, according
to my Aunt Lottie, and then I heard from her that she got married again, but
afterwards she was divorced. I think her second husband was quite a bit
younger. I wonder what made her write now? John," she turned her full face
toward him and frowned, "I just hope it doesn't mean some trouble."
"N aw," he dismised her worry. "How could it? She can't be mad at you;
you were just a four-year-old kid when she left. You took care of your mother
to the end. You got a right to this house ... "
"No," she waved her hand, "it's not that. But I don't know Lottie. What
kind of person is she? I never once saw her in the last forty years. Though I was
supposed to once. My Aunt Lottie who lived in Detroit tried to arrange for us
to meet at her house one summer. You know," she turned to explain to the
wondering eyes and faces of the three little girls across the table, "when I was
working, before Daddy and I got married, I almost always took my vacation up
in Michigan and always visited Aunt Lottie. Well, that summer, I went, but
Lottie didn't come. She promised she would, but she didn't. At the last minute
she sent a telegram that she couldn't make it. That was the last time I really
tried to see her." Her tone shifted and her eyes gazed across the table, but not
at the little girls. She was looking out the window, and over the hill across the
valley, and across the railroad tracks, all the way to Detroit. "I always
wondered a lot what she looked like and what she was like. Though of course, I
saw pictures of her that Aunt Lottie had. I thought maybe she looked like Aunt
Lottie, with her head of heavy auburn hair, always marcelled in the latest style,
but Aunt Lottie always said Lottie was much more beautiful-less bony and
big, more delicate and chiseled looking, with gemlike blue eyes and darker,
richer, thicker hair, with dewy eyelashes and a soft voice. Oh, I wanted so
much to meet her then ... " Her voice trailed off, and she snapped back to the
supper table with its birthday cake sitting in the middle of its linoleum top. It
was everybody's favorite: Lady Baltimore cake with thick vanilla icing. She
picked up John's rough brown hand, looked at his stubby nails, and went on for
a minute. "But now? I just don't know if I want to now."
The light from the kitchen ceiling gleamed down on her own dark chestnut
hair, and it seemed to John at that moment that Bernice in her pink dress and
faded flowered apron was every bit as beautiful as Lottie with her furs and
jewels could ever be. He leaned over and laid his arm across her shoulder,
patting her neck lightly. "It'll be okay, kid. Youjust see." Then he turned back
to the table and the three silent, staring little girls. "Come on. Let's have some
of that cake." And they didn't talk about it anymore.
Later that night, in bed, Bernice dreamed about Lottie for the first time in
years. She found herself in a brightly lit big room at a party with lots of people
around. She couldn't identify most of them, but she knew that she knew them.
And Lottie was there, smoking and laughing and tinkling her glass and flashing
her sparkling blue eyes. Her hair was a dark red auburn, and it was marcelled
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in the old way Aunt Lottie's had been. In fact, she looked like Aunt Lottie as
Bernice remembered her, but it was her sister Lottie all the same. In the middle
of a bright, bantering, but incomprehensible, conversation Lottie was called
away to a phone by a solemn, pale-faced young man dressed in black who
tapped her on the shoulder from behind and motioned her to the telephone.
Lottie had not been paying much attention to Bernice, though Bernice's attention was riveted on her sister. When Lottie came back to the group that was
drinking and talking amid indistinguishable sounds of glasses, ashtrays, and
eating, she turned to Bernice. The tinkling of the glasses stopped for a moment
as Lottie told them all brightly, "That was the judge. I just got custody of the
child." Bernice's heart jumped. Which child? Whose child? Lottie had no
children that she knew of. In answer to her thought, Lottie smiled charmingly,
"Why Elaine, of course, your second child. I can give her so much. You won't
mind." Bernice's mind and feelings suddenly went blank and dead. She felt as
though she'd been wrapped and muffled in a damp grey cloud. All the others
were congratulating Lottie. They were trying, all at once, to advise her how to
raise the girl. Lottie just laughed lightly, teasing back and saying she would
probably do it her way, all wrong and indulgent. Bernice turned desperately to
look for John, but he was nowhere around. Then she woke up, and there he
was, snoring loudly beside her, his hair sticking straight out in all directions
and one foot protruding from out of the covers. He'd managed as usual to move
himself into a catawampus position so that she had only one little comer of the
bed. She reached over and nudged him hard on his upper arms.
"Move over."
Grumpily, without really waking up, he did, and she settled into her pillow to
try again to go to sleep. But her mind was disturbed, and she frowned up at the
darkness of the ceiling. Through the windows faint starlight shafted, creating a
dim glow. It must be about two or two-thirty, she thought to herself, and she
turned over onto her stomach, trying not to give John the chance to move in on
her space again. She fell asleep and once again she dreamed. This time she saw
herself back at the funeral of her brother, Clarence. But no one else was there.
Just Clarence in his open coffin in a dark narrow room. A dim light from
somewhere shone on the coffin. Then John was beside her, but they did not
talk. Eva, Clarence's wife, was nowhere around. Even in her dream, Bernice
was aware of her lingering bitterness against Eva because of her refusal to call
a doctor when Clarence lay dying. She would only call in her Christian
Science prayer leaders to pray over him, and so Clarence died. In the years
since Clarence's death, Eva herself had gone to doctors. But still, she had let
him die. Suddenly, Clarence sat up in his coffin. She could distinguish his neat
dark suit and his tie against the stark whiteness of his shirt. He looked straight
at her with eyes that shone like two mirrors in the dark. "Watch Elaine!" he
warned. "Watch Elaine," he said again before he lay back down in his coffin.
The sudden fear that shot through her woke Bernice immediately. The sky
outside was lightening; day was coming. She got up, wrapping her faded blue
chenille robe around her and putting on socks before she slipped into her dark
felt house slippers. The house was cold, and still quite dark. It was 4: 30 by the
kitchen clock when she snapped on the light there. John would not need to get
up for at least an hour and a half, and the children would not be up for another
three hours. She pulled her robe around her again more tightly and moved to
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the stove to start a pot of coffee. When it was ready she sat at the table with her
cup, the steam from the hot coffee rising visible and opaque in the cold air of
the house. She took a pencil from a drawer in the cupboard, and a piece of
paper. She would have to practice this letter first ... She took out the birthday
card from its pink envelope and read again the message there. Then she began:

Dear Lottie,
Yes, I care to write. I have always wanted to contact you, though I
never had the chance to know you.
She wrote slowly, trying to think her thoughts and words out first. What else
could she have to say? In a flash of bitter hurt, she wrote: "But I guess you
knew that. You knew I wanted to meet you at Aunt Lottie's years ago, but you
were too busy then." No, that would not do. She crossed that last part out,
crumpled up the paper into a white ball and took another piece of paper to
begin again. This time she went to the drawer to get her pen.

Dear Lottie,
Your card for my forty-fourth birthday was a happy surprise. I
would like to be in contact with you. After all, you are my sister. We
are all the family we have now. And I am married. My name isn't
Stillwell anymore. It's Bernice Lawrence. My husband, John, and
my three daughters and I live here at the old home since Mom died.
My family is very good to me and dear to me. But I would like to
know my own sister.
There. That was it. How should she sign it? Love? No. Leaning over the
paper, her fingers cramped now with the cold, she wrote, "Your sister,
Bernice." She folded the letter and put it in an envelope, sealing it with her
tongue. She addressed the outside. Then she looked at the clock. It was time to
call John. It would take several calls, so she might as well begin. He would
need to stoke up the furnace before the kids got up. As she looked around the
kitchen once more, she could almost see it the way it used to be. Let's see, right
there in the corner where the table and benches are was where the big black
cookstove used to be. There was the round space up on the wall, covered over
now, where the pipe from the stove released smoke and heat. Her mother used
to keep a heavy flatiron near the stove, which she put on it whenever she
needed to press something. Now the kitchen was mostly white, with a sink
instead of an indoor pump, and with built-in cabinets and counter where the
two big old windows had been. Now there was just one big window-over the
sink. They'd found one of Clarence's brown and white baby shoes, she remembered with a smile, in the kitchen wall when they took it apart in order to
remodel it after her mother's death. She shook her head as she glanced at the
wall clock again and went in to call John for the second time. Then she smiled
again. Yes, there'd been some good times, and some hard ones in that old
kitchen, and in the new one.
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CLOSED CIRCLE
Graham Lewis

The empty skillet flew off the stove, knocked over ajar of steak knives , and
clattered to the floor. The jar followed and smashed loudly into uncountable
pieces, scattering utensils everywhere. Little Al turned quickly and bit his lip
nearly hard enough to draw blood. Before his confused mind had time to
remind him that he was an idiot for running in the house, he heard the heavy,
certain footfalls of his father, Big Al, hurrying to the kitchen. GODDAMMIT!
What's alla GODDAMN NOISE ABOUT? Little Al held his breath. He
knew he would have to pay for waking his father. He felt his soul dissipate
through the holes in his socks, as his buttocks clenched instinctively at the
thought of a beating.
YOU LITTLE BASTARD! Big Al filled the doorway and pointed. He was
covered in a thin layer of sweat that made him appear somewhat shiny to the
boy. I THOUGHT I TOLYA TA KEEP QUIET! Just looking at the mess
made the blood boil behind his milky blue eyes. He was a giant to Little Al,
whose head barely topped his old man's belt buckle. I'm sorry, Daddy, I dint
even see it. DIDN'T SEE IT? HOW CAN YOU MISS THE FUCKIN
STOVE? YOU CLUMSY, STOOPIT, UNGRATEFUL ... I WORK ALL
NIGHT FOR YOU AND THAT BITCH! I SLEEP INNA DAY! YOU
KNOW THAT, RIGHT? GIMME A FUCKIN BREAK FOR ONCE!
Big Al had screamed almost every word he had ever spoken. He wanted
everyone to hear his every word and to know that a man who took no shit was
nearby. If some asshole in a theater or restaurant, even a church, was stupid
enough to ask him to shut up ... that asshole risked the loss of a few teeth. Big
Al, for the most part, likened quiet to death, and only in his own sleep did he
want anything to do with it. In the war, quiet meant something evil was waiting
to happen, and the only time Alphonse Caputo felt fear was in quiet. As soon
as explosions filled the air and guns rattled, he became overwhelmed with
bravado. He had won the Bronze Star, and a handful of Purple Hearts for
bloody yet relatively minor wounds. All considered, the war meant nothing to
Al. He knew from the start he would make it home. And as for politics ... for
or against didn't mean shit. He hated the short-haired bastards who told him
what to do, and he hated the long-haired bastards who protested what he had
done. It was all the same to Big Al. By his own reckoning, he had greased
twenty-six slant men and seven slant women, and that' s what mattered. And
any motherfucker who was stupid enough to tell him to shut up would up the
ante. His size alone usually put the fear of Jesus into such morons, so the ante
had remained the same since April of 1970. At six-foot-four and two hundred
pounds, Big Al Caputo seldom found it necessary to tum away from anybody ... especially when confronting his nine-year-old son.
Little Al began to cry, realizing fully it was a mistake. His father had no
sympathy for tears, in fact, they made him insanely angry. STOP CRYIN OR
I'LL GIVE YA SUMTHIN TA CRY ABOUT! His fist was in the air, waving
in slow meandering circles. I AINT SHITTIN YA, STOP IT! With a superhuman effort, Little Al shut down his tear ducts and heaving chest. He stood
silent and still, waiting for the punishment he knew he deserved. First, it was
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only a tiny slap, barely hard enough to knock him to his knees. Then it was a
kick in the stomach, plenty hard. Hard enough to make him throw up what little
he had in his belly. It formed a small yellow-brown pool on the filthy tile
beneath him. He did not utter a sound. NOW LOOKA THIS FUCKIN
MESS! JEEZIS CHRIST! I'm sorry, Daddy, gagged the boy. I-I'll clean it.
Big Al grinned and flexed his biceps. YA GODDAMN RIGHT YA WILL!
AND IT BETTER BE BEFORE YA MOTHA GETS HOME! YOU
KNOW WHERE SHE IS? No, Daddy. Sh-she dint say. The boy rubbed his
belly and stared blankly at the messes he had made. Big Al shook his head and
turned, flexing and cursing his way to the bedroom. IF I FIND OUT SHE'S
WIT JACKIE DELANEY I'LL BREAK HER FUCKIN ARM!
Marie Caputo had, in fact, been with Jackie Delaney. All afternoon. Every
afternoon for two weeks. It wasn't a love affair they shared, for neither loved
the other. Their attraction to each other was purely utilitarian. Jackie reminded
Marie of Al in size and demeanor, but she never felt afraid in his arms. Jackie
never beat on her before, during, or after. He liked to rough it up, and Marie
liked it rough ... just not bloody as it was sometimes with Al. She enjoyed the
way Jackie pulled her hair and bit her shoulder when he came. It was nice. And
trying to keep the teeth marks hidden from Al was exciting. Not as exciting as
the way Jackie could manage at least five hard-ons in a row, but exciting nonetheless. Al had been drinking so much lately that he was lucky to raise his
pecker twice a week.
With a coy grin she checked the hallway outside Jackie's door, found it
empty, and began to climb the stairs. It didn't matter that the elevator never
worked. It didn't matter that the hallways were covered with filthy spraypainted slogans. It didn't even matter that Al might knock her around a little,
that is, if he noticed she had gone out. Nothing mattered except the sticky
warmth between her legs and the smile on her face. Her son met her at the door
and let her in silently.
Little Al had cleaned up the messes he made within half an hour of his
father's tirade. His stomach didn't feel so bad anymore, anq he moved about
freely ... with as much stealth as he could muster. The last thing he wanted
was to wake his father again. That would cause real trouble, maybe even a trip
to the hospital. Little Al despised hospitals. The two times he had woken at St.
Mary's, he was sure his mother and father had left him forever. And they might
have, had he not refused to answer the doctor's questions about how he was
injured.
At the moment, he wanted to go down to Jackie Delaney's room. If Jackie
was alone, and in a good mood, he would let Little Al hang around for a while.
Sometimes Jackie took him on his maintenance rounds to fix things in the
hotel. Other times, Jackie would just sit him down in his room, show him dirty
pictures from Hustler magazine, tell him jokes, and generally make the boy
laugh for a bit. Little Al loved to laugh, to feel his face twist up and his stomach
convulse with pleasure. He would laugh riotously at all of Jackie's jokes.
Though he didn't understand their adult themes, he just figured they must be
funny. Hey, kid, didya ever hear about the two fags who went on vacation?
No? Well, they didn't know what to do with themselves, see ... so the one fag
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spots a drugstore, runs in, and comes out with a sack. I've solved our problem,
he says to the other fag. Oooooooh, says the other fag, what's that? The first
fag pulls a box of tampons outta the sack, waves it in the other fag's face, and
squeals ... Look! We can swim, ride bikes, and even play tennis!!! HAWHA WHA WHA WHA WHA W! Jackie loved that joke, and even though Little
Al would have heard it before, and still wouldn't have understood it, he would
have laughed along uproariously ifhe were there to hear it now. Unfortunately,
his mother was out, and he wanted to make sure she entered quietly when she
returned. If she had forgotten her keys, his father would have to let her in, and
Little Al didn't even want to think about the consequences of that.
Below, Jackie lay naked in bed watching Speed Racer cartoons on the small
black and white he had lifted off an evicted tenant. He watched the pictures
move but didn't really see them. His mind was on Al Caputo, Al Caputo's
wife, and Al Caputo's son. Jackie liked Marie because he hated Al Caputo, but
he genuinely liked the kid. He knew Al beat the boy but decided to keep his
nose out of it. Unless it went too far, way too far. Nobody ever helped him beat
his old man's head in. He had to do it alone, after he grew up and got tired of
being shoved around. That was the best way. Total satisfaction. Besides,
maybe the kid deserved some of it. Kids could be a real pain sometimes. As for
Marie, Jackie just liked the afternoon snatch ... the fact that it was Al
Caputo's wife only made it better. Greasy loudmouth asshole. If Al ever
needed a boot in the ass, Jackie would do it for his own reasons.
Marie lit a cigarette and stomped loudly to the kitchen, which made Little Al
shiver with fear. Didn't she understand what could happen? He followed and
watched her open the refrigerator, take out a bottle of vodka, and gulp from it
noisily. So, is His Highness awake yet? she asked between gulps. No,
answered Little Al, not yet. Marie snorted. Well, it's about time he got his ass
up for work. She jerked unsteadily toward the plastic record player in the living
room, balanced the bottle on their TV, and selected her favorite album. Jerry
Lee Lewis always made her feel sexy, especially when she had just had sex.
She knew the record would wake Al up in a hurry, because she always played
"Great Balls of Fire" after they fucked. Little Al shook his head and cowered,
waiting for the explosion.
Only half the song had played before pounding footsteps announced the
arrival of Big Al. He stood next to the bathroom in his underwear, looking as
hard and sexy to Marie as he had the day of their marriage ten years before.
Where have you been? he asked in a slow, sing-song voice. Marie, astounded
that he hadn't shouted the question, sat cross-legged on their ratty green couch
and didn't answer. I asked ya where ya been, Al repeated. 1-1 was over at
Margie's, offered Marie, still unsure of the new game. Oh, that's nice, Al said

gently as he stepped into the bathroom. Marie nervously swallowed more
vodka while Little Al stared goggle-eyed at the bathroom door.
On the way out, Big Al kissed his wife and son, and quietly said goodbye. He
wore an easy smile, his darting eyes betraying no plot or treachery. Marie and
Little Al said nothing, but took his behavior as an evil sign. They expected him
to burst back into the room, laugh at them, and punish. But it never happened.
He just said goodbye and left.
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Al's job was just what he liked: Night Watchman at the Peabody Coal
Refinery. He was left all alone to guard a five-story building which housed the
executive offices on Market Street. He could do anything he pleased for an
eight-hour shift, and he did just that. Anything usually meant he would crank
on a radio in the office to break the deafening silence, check a few doors to see
if they were locked, drink half a fifth of Early Times, and fall into a coma for at
least five hours. It was his routine, but the events of the last two weeks or so
weighed heavily on his mind, so he drank slowly, barely sipping. As he
wandered the halls, checking a door now and then, he found himself in front of
the vice-president's office. It was Al's favorite office as well, filled with award
plaques and diplomas bearing the name Simon Birnbaum. Al often sat in there,
staring at the walls and fantasizing himself the president of a huge corporation.
If he happened to look into a mirror during one of these fantasy sessions his
reflection was that of J. R. Ewing, his favorite television character, who
represented total reality to Al in regards as to what kind of people run large
corporations. He whiled away many an hour fucking gorgeous imaginary
secretaries on the desk and crushing nonexistent companies over the phone.
Twice in the last three months he had woken from his stupor in the office just
minutes before his supervisor found him.
He unlocked the door, entered the office, sat in the big leather chair, jacked
his feet up on the oaken desk, took a smooth sip of bourbon, and laughed. He
hoped Marie and Al Jr. were shitting their pants over his Academy-Awardwinning nicey-nice exit. The bitch. It was obvious to Al that Marie messed
around on him, but he never knew who with. He could never prove it. There
was never enough cash to hire a dick, and following her himself didn't seem
worth the effort. He messed around when he had the chance, so as long as she
kept the details hidden there wouldn't be a problem. It was also a good excuse
to rap her one whenever he felt like it. He would say ... THAT'S FOR
FUCKIN AROUND ON ME! ... and never have to specify when or with
whom. It all worked out perfectly in Al's mind.
But this, this was different. He knew exactly who it was. And he hated
Jackie Delaney's guts. All his kid wanted to do was hang around Delaney's
room. And now his wife, too. He had been tempted to sneak downstairs one
afternoon and have it out with them both. But Al knew it would be dangerous to
fight Jackie. The Bouncer, huh? Shit. I'll bounce on his fuckin skull. Goddamn
Irish trash! Al could feel blood filling his forehead and his eyes bulging from
the pressure. If Jackie was only a few inches shorter, or a few pounds lighter, it
would have been over by now. Al knew he would have to be careful and choose
his moment well. The mick was hard, no doubt. Al himself saw Jackie put the
nigger family upstairs out on the street. The father was a monster, but with the
greatest of ease Jackie tossed him down a flight of stairs, slid him into a full
nelson, and threw him through the front door, the guy's wife and kids bitching
and hurling garbage the whole time. Now that took balls! Al sipped faster as he
thought of the three months he had known Jackie. How the bastard's eyes were
glued to Marie's tits the day they moved to the hotel. The smile on his face
whenever she would walk by. The "fuck you" look Al always received. Soon
the sips became gulps, and the memories began to come as fuzzy pictures, as if
an out-of-focus movie was playing behind his burning eyes. Hell, I coulda been
pals wit th' cogsugger if I' da wanted. Fuckin shit! The whiskey began to
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separate Al from his thoughts, like a theater curtain brought down between
actors and their audience. All he could possibly do was drink more, so that's
what he did. Until the bottle was empty, and unconsciousness had claimed him.
Marie sat on the couch, holding her bottle and staring vacantly at the TV,
while Little Al reclined on the floor reading Silver Surfer comics. Since Big
Al's exit, neither could concentrate on what their eyes beheld. On any other
day, he might have slapped Marie, punched Little Al's arm hard enough to
bruise, and spat on the rug. Not to mention the horrendous yelling that should
have ensued. The yelling she sometimes looked forward to. The last time
Marie could remember anything like it was when Al first met her two brothers,
Ennio and Tonio, who lived in Kansas City. She had told him they worked for
her Uncle Joey, who was supposedly a member of the Kansas City Mob. Al
always wanted to be in the Mob, so he schemed to impress them. Hopefully,
since he was a new member of the family, a job would be forthcoming. For
nearly a month, he was so nice to Marie she actually thought life enjoyable.
Later, she found out he simply wanted her in a good mood so she wouldn't
weep to them about what a monster he was. But when they finally showed at
the door of Al and Marie's Housing Authority apartment, Al was less than
impressed. They were little skinny greaseballs who looked as if they exposed
their dicks to grade-school girls on weekends. They wore filthy T-shirts instead
of silk suits, and carried boxes of grease-laden tools instead of shiny, large
caliber handguns. We fix Unca Joey's cars, they explained to AL We're his
personal mechanics, they laughed. Al didn't find it funny. Especially when
they asked if Al had any friends whose cars needed fixing, and would it be
okay if they stayed until they found regular work? Al immediately exploded,
pushed them out the door, and threw their toolboxes off the small balcony at
the rear of the building. Then he fixed Marie good. She almost went to the
hospital that time, but the bitter pains in her back went away after a couple of
days. She remembered that pain and prayed it would not return, as she silently
drank her medicine.
Little Al, too nervous to read comics, asked if he could go downstairs to Mr.
Delaney's room. Yes, replied Marie in a hoarse whisper. She was relieved. Al
Jr.'s presence only made her feel worse. It would be nice to drink alone. He'll
be safe at Jackie's.
Jackie noticed how shaky Little Al appeared when he opened his door,
thought what the hell, and let the kid in. Got some squat on line tonight, kid,
but not for a while ... How's your mom? he asked. The boy replied that she
was fine, except for worrying about his father. Jackie wondered aloud, Oh
yeah, why is that? Little Al's face grew cold and expressionless, his hands
fluttered at the empty air. Daddy acted strange today ... he ... he didn't yell
at us. He was nice. It means somethin bad, Jackie. The boy nodded his head,
certain of his words.Jackie shrugged and squinted his eyes. Whadaya mean? If
he was nice, that's good!
Jackie couldn't believe he was standing in his own living room, crummy as it
was, defending the asshole whose wife he had stuck it to this very afternoon.
The irony made him feel good, and he laughed out loud. It's not funny, Jackie!
Little Al's eyes welled with tears. Jackie stooped and touched his shoulders.
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Hey, come on! I wasn't laffin at you. Shit, what do I know about your old man?
It's just dumb for you to worry if he's bein nice, that's all. Little Al heaved a
few times against the tears and calmed himself.
Jackie checked his watch and decided the time had come. Time ta go now,
kid. He shuffled to the door and opened it. If your daddy tries ta give you any
money ... just cause he's so nice ... don't forget your old pal Jackie. Al
nodded, grateful that Jackie had implied they were old pals, but disappointed
that Jackie hadn't listened to him. I won't, Al replied morosely as he walked
out the door.
When the boy reached his home upstairs, he entered quietly and saw that his
mother had fallen asleep on the floor, still clutching the now empty bottle of
vodka. He took the bottle from her hand, draped a moth-eaten army blanket
gently over her body, tossed the empty in the trash, and fell asleep instantly on
his cot next to the kitchen.
Big Al slept fitfully with his head resting on the oak desk. A river of milky
drool ran from the corner of his mouth and formed a small dense pool on the
polished wood surface. He grunted now and then, for in his dreams strange
things were happening. At first, he and Jackie Delaney seemed like great
friends. They were in a bar ... drinking, laughing, pinching girls on the ass. It
seemed like they were Vikings just home from a siege of rape and pillage at a
nearby island. Everyone in the bar knew their names and congratulated them
for their courage and potency.
Then things changed. Al was suddenly walking down a long corridor ...
toward the sounds of people making love, or rather, a woman making sounds as
if she was being made love to. She screamed, she panted, she moaned, and she
cursed, all in a throaty voice Al had heard somewhere before. He finally found
a door, and threw it open. Inside, Marie bounced up ?-..nd down on Jackie
Delaney. Her eyes were rolled back into her head, and her back arched to the
point of snapping in two. Her mouth was open, but only small grunts escaped
her quivering lips. She was coming harder than Al had ever seen before. And
Jackie lay underneath her, completely still, doing nothing, with a contented
grin on his face. When he spotted Al he laughed loudly, the sound growing and
becoming unbearable in Al's head. Al dove for the bed, but a sharp pain in his
neck made the dream go away. He woke on the floor, a district supervisor
standing over him.
Caputo! Get your ass up and outta this office! Al's head pounded, a burning
sensation in his brain blocked all thoughts. Wha? Wha th'? Who? He couldn't
seem to make his limbs work, and a sudden stream of bile shot through his
mouth and splashed in his lap. The boss laughed. You drunken ginny sonuvabitch! I been waitin for this. He bent and grabbed a handful of Al's hair. Al's
body stiffened with another retch, puke dribbling from the corners of his jaw.
I ... I ... wha? Lemme go. Sick.
The boss, whose name was Stan Kiniski, giggled deeply and shook Al's skull
back and forth, savouring his helplessness. He had hoped for three months to
be the one who finally caught Caputo drunk on the job, and now his wish had
come true. Kiniski thought all Italians were pigs, and Al topped the list. Two
break-ins since the bastard got the job, a thousand bucks in office equipment
stolen right under his fuckin nose. I told Stenko not to hire an Italian, that he'd
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only make the rest of us look like horseshit. He pulled a handful of Al's hair
backward, pointing Al's clouded, unseeing eyes at the ceiling, and spat a large
wad of snot onto Al's nose. You're lucky I don't call the cops, you fuckin idiot!
Al snorted and shook his head free of Kiniski's grasp. He tried to stand, but
only crumpled to the floor halfway up. He knew exactly what Kiniski was
doing, but his anger couldn't cut through the fog. Kiniski guffawed. Tryin to get
rough, eh? Well, I can fix that. He bent and punched Al hard on the left ear.
Suck that, Caputo! Al's head hit the carpet and his eyes fluttered. The room
was spinning in a blurry circle. Ha! N othin to say about that?
Kiniski gloated and paced the office, thanking all his gods that Al was too
fucked up to fight back. I think we played enough for one night, pally. Time to
crawl home. He grabbed one of Al's legs with each hand and pulled him out of
the office of Simon Birnbaum, down the hallway, to rest in front of the
elevators. I'd call the cops, giggled Kiniski, but they'd only give you a nice
hotel room to sleep it off. Al lay on his back, groaning, trying to keep another
load of bile from escaping his stomach. Yeah. Whine all ya want, ya stupid
ginny. You're all done here. Be my pleasure to tell Stenko I was right. When
the elevator arrived, he pulled Al inside and pressed the button marked
Garage. Think I'll leave ya down there. Them colored boys'll let ya out when
they open in the morning. The elevator stopped, and Kiniski kicked Al in the
ass, pushing him onto the concrete with his foot. Al's head had almost cleared
on the ride down, but his gut still protested movement. The pushing of
Kini ski's foot almost made him spill again. Mercifully, he passed out as soon
as the elevator doors closed and cut off the laughter of his boss.
Four hours later, Al slowly became conscious of the cold concrete beneath
him. It felt like a slab of ice, but caused the pounding in his skull to lighten. His
first thoughts were directed toward what had happened hours ago. He lay still,
soaking in the cold and allowing memories to wash into his wounded brain. His
left ear ached and throbbed like an infected tooth. He couldn't have forgotten
what Kiniski had done if he drank a keg of bourbon. What he couldn't remember right off was what had caused him to drink more than usual in the first
place. He sat up, resting his swollen head on his knees. Marie. Delaney. That
bitch! He rose slowly and limped to the parking toll booth. Inside, the clock
read five to four. Shit. If I wait, I won't get out until they open at six. And I'm
sure that prick Kiniski locked the elevators. Al felt a scream start in his toes
and work its way to his mouth. He let it out with as much force as possible:
FUUUUUUUUU UUUUCK!! The sound echoed in the empty garage and
came back limp, as he thrust both fists through the glass door of the booth.
When he finally grew tired, Al sat in the booth and stared blankly at what he
had done. The ticket-punching and timing machinery were completely
smashed, wires stuck out at all angles like orange fright-wigs. His hands bled

and shook, but his anger was only beginning to materialize. First the bitch.
Then Delaney. Then Kiniski. It would be easy, all so fuckin easy. He wiped
the blood on his hands onto his pant leg and left the destroyed booth. The
destruction had served Al in two ways: it not only helped him to crystallize his
anger, but also cleared his head to the point oflucidity. He could now think and
think straight. On closer inspection, Al found the lock on the stairs leading
above to be quite flimsy. With help from a crowbar he found inside the booth,
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it opened in minutes.
As Al walked slowly home, he kept wiping blood from his slowly seeping
cuts onto his clothes. Two bums stared goggle-eyed as he passed, and ran when
he stopped and turned to face them. That almost made him laugh. It was only a
twenty-minute walk, but that was plenty of time to really knot up. Lost another
fuckin job! That goddamned bitch ... she'll be sorry. REAL SORRY! Al
babbled to himself of a thousand punishments all the way home, punctuating
his madness with an occasional howl at the darkness.
Look, kid, he broke your nose. Here's a rag, I'm gonna see what's up. You
stay here, got me? The boy nodded almost imperceptibly and took the rag.
Jackie turned and tore up the stairs, pushing other tenants who were curious
and afraid out of the way. As he entered Caputo's room he felt his gut tighten.
Big Al had Marie on the floor, holding her hair in his fist. His other hand
held the pliers, which dripped with gore and had a shiny white molar trapped in
its jaws. Marie's mouth was wide open and a steady stream of spit-laden blood
poured down her neck. YOU COCKSUCKIN BITCH! I'M GONNA PULL
'EM ALL ONE BY ONE! NOBODY WANTS A TOOTHLESS HAG!
I'LL TEACH YA! He emphasized his ravings with a slap in the mouth,
spraying red droplets all over the television set. Marie's torso slumped to the
floor unconscious. Jackie darted and caught Al by the throat from behind.
THAT'S IT FOR YOU, CAPUTO! He tightened his grip until Al choked and
sputtered. Out of instinct, Al pushed back with his legs until Jackie was against
the wall, and thrust his elbow into Jackie's stomach. Jackie released his grip
with a surprised grunt, allowing Al to leap away. YOU SEE THIS,
DELANEY? He pointed at Marie. YOU CAUSED THIS! Al began to kick
Marie in the back, her inert body jerking with every blow. Jackie jumped and
tackled Al, painfully dropping him to the floor. They rolled over each other a
few times, flinging punches whenever possible. Jackie finally trapped Al's
arms with his knees and sat on his chest. FUCK! Al was crying, and all he
could say was FUCK! Jackie lifted his fist into the air and brought it home
repeatedly, chipping away until Big Al Caputo's face was unrecognizable, and
no sound came from his tom lips.
Little Al suddenly ran across the room andjumped toward his father's head,
screaming, insane. I'll teach you, he cried as he kicked his father's broken face.
I'll kick your ass, you little bastard! I'm not afraid! I'm not afraid! Jackie
grabbed the boy and held him, trying to catch his breath. I AINT SHITTIN
YA, the child screamed. I AINT SHITTIN YA!
The next afternoon a detective came to the hotel to get the whole story from
Jackie again. Jackie repeated it for the sixth time, still leaving out the fact that
he had been sleeping with Marie. When the detective had finished writing
down everything Jackie said, he stood up to leave. Jackie lit a Camel. How are
they doing today? he asked nonchalantly.
The detective smiled. You sure put the hammer to that worthless bastard.
He's still in a coma. Face like a mushmelon. But I don't think you have
anything to worry about legally. Jackie shrugged his shoulders, unconcerned.
What about the woman and the kid? The detective shook his head, and slid on
his jacket. The woman lost three teeth. Crazy asshole pulled em right out.
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Can't imagine. She also can't hear outta her right ear, but the doc says that's
only temporary. The kid ... well ... all he had was a broken nose, but they're
keepin him doped. Every time he wakes up he starts screamin and throwin stuff
around. I don't know. He seems more affected than the woman ... bein a kid
and all. I hope that louse stays in a coma for twenty years!
Jackie sucked his cigarette and let the detective out. When he was alone
again, he stared at his hands, clenching and unclenching his sore fingers. Bout
time to meet Sean, he thought, realizing his throat was dry.
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UNDONE BY LOVE
Robert Restivo
In high school, my shameful-wh ich is to say my romantic-dre am was to
break away someday from the tyranny of material comfort and go to live in a
garret in some disreputable part of the city where poets and painters disputed
in coffeehouses and hammered out the forms of the future.
But instead of fulfilling that particular fantasy and thereby breaking my
parents' hearts, I proceeded to take up social causes and met Gordon. That
was in 1964 when I went to Oxford, Ohio, to do my part for the civil-rights
movement. This I did despite my father's operatic sulking and my mother's
quiet weeping ( their customary responses to signs of independent behavior on
my part). I was just 19, and the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee
had declared Freedom Summer in Mississippi.
Students and other volunteers were invited to Oxford, Ohio, for training.
And in the heat and humidity of mid-June, a small, polite crowd of us gathered
in an Oxford park around the municipal band's gazebo, from the inside of
which a cadre of earnest speakers instructed us in the principles and tactics of
nonviolence.
Just behind where I stood was a concrete basketball court where some of the
boys played while we waited for the meeting to begin. After it started, one lone
student went right on shooting baskets. He was a skinny, loose-limbed boy in a
T-shirt and tan slacks, with sandy hair squared into a flattop and thick, blackrimmed glasses strapped to his head. He totally ignored us and went on playing,
but the thud, thud, thud of the basketball and its banging off the rim made it
impossible for us to ignore him. Finally, one of the speakers, a bustling brown
quick-eyed man, clapped his hands and shouted at him: "Hey, friend, are you
with us?" We turned around and I felt embarrassed for the boy. I needn't have.
Gordon brought the ball down from his aim, put it on his hip and boldly
looked us over, grinning and shielding the sun from his eyes. "All the way to
the barricades!" he yelled back. Everyone, even the speaker-we looked for
his reaction-laughed and cheered. Then the SN CC man waved him affectionately into the group and the boy swooped up his green shirt from the
ground, flung it over his shoulder and came to stand next to me. I winced at his
ripeness and tried shifting over as far as I could to open some breathing space
between us.
When the class broke up for the afternoon and everyone began to drift off,
Gordon caught hold of my arm and introduced himself. At the moment he
touched me and I turned back into his beaming face with his dashing blonde
flattop sloped down and tapered toward me, I thought, This boy's just a showorn And under different circumstances I would have turned my back on him
and walked away, but I didn't know anyone in Oxford, Ohio-none ofmy girlfriends had come, their parents wouldn't let them get involved in troublemaking, they said. So, I was alone and a little frightened, and just because
Gordon was so sure of himself and had such a solid, eager smile, I stayed back
with him. When I told him my name was Deborah, he smiled and spun the
basketball between his palms and said all my regular friends probably called
me Deb or Debbie, didn't they, so his name for me would be Rah.
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One night we gathered together in a steamy auditorium, and they told us we
might die. They wanted us to think about that. Gordon was curled up in the
theater seat next to me with his hands clasped around his raised knee, bumping
his thumbs in a steady rhythm while the SNCC coordinators conjured images
of shotguns and pickup trucks, of the skull-cracking power of axe handles.
They told us about the lynchings and the beatings and the rapes and castrations
there'd been in the past, and of the percolating hatred waiting for us on the
backroads and in the cities, from Potts Camp to Jackson.
I wanted to turn my head and look at Gordon but I didn't dare. The humiliation, the indignity, of being murdered-of actually being shoved into death by
some cretinous bully-was what distressed me most. Martyrdom, itself, was
no particular problem. I'd been raised on it.
Since first grade I'd been taught that God might extend His hand to me at
any unlikely moment, that He might call on me to lay down my life for what
was right. This He would do because He loved me.
Sister Jeremy, my fat and sarcastic eighth grade teacher, used to toss the
chalk stub in her swollen hand in an infuriatingly pompous way and tell us that
all our precious little plans for ourselves and all our parents' most fervent
wishes for us meant nothing. "Just when you're feeling very proud," she'd say,
"just when you think you know exactly who you are and exactly where you're
going, think of Saul struck blind and flat on his back on the road to Damascus."
And most of all, we were to remember, when we looked into the future's
terrible face, Our Lady's humble fiat-"Thy Will Be Done"-the truly perfect
prayer. According to Sister Jeremy, the Virgin's lesson for us boiled down to
this: Now and for the rest of our lives, as persons of faith and conscience, we
could expect to be undone by love.
After the evening program, Gordon and I went for a walk among the spooky
pine trees crowded together in front of the hall. The coolness of the evening
seemed to waft up from our footfalls on the spongy ground, and we were enclosed
in the pines' deep sweet scent. The dangers of Mississippi were very far from me
at that moment, and I truly supposed I was prepared for whatever must come.
Gordon was unusually quiet. "Listen," he said finally, "maybe you
shouldn't go. Somebody's got to sell buttons and raise money up here."
My breathing stopped. He was so achingly earnest and, at the same time,
trying so hard to sound casual! A long pine bough was swaying just above my
head, and I reached up to caress its supple, fragrant bristles. Ah, I thought
ecstatically, so this is what it's like when a boy's in love with you!
"Listen to me, Deborah," my father had said over the phone, "nobody's
going to protect you down there. Not the FBI and certainly not the local police,
that's for damn sure!"
Three boys, civil rights workers, one black and two white, had disappeared
in Mississippi. Everyone assumed they were dead. They were.
My parents phoned me in Oxford three times a day and pleaded with me not
to go.
"What's the point if you get hurt, honey?" my mother kept asking me.
"What point do you make?"
"What's wrong with those people?" my father wanted to know. "Why do
they send girls? What's wrong with the boys?"
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So that's the way it is with you two, I thought. It's okay for me to get
involved, but not if there's a real risk, not if being involved requires any real
sacrifice, any real commitment! You want me to go on playing at life like it's
only a game, as if I were only a child, only your little girl! I was furious, but I
didn't have the courage to confront them.
And, as it turned out, I didn't go to Mississippi. My father fell off a ladder at
home and broke both his feet, and my mother said she was going out of her
mind with him to wait on and me on my way to who knew what. So I went
home to the suburbs and sold buttons.
Gordon wrote to me almost every day. His job, a job that would have also
been mine, was to go all over Mississippi and encourage blacks to register to
vote. "Everybody's afraid down here," he wrote, "the black people who live
here, the civil rights workers, the cops, even the rednecks! Especially the
rednecks!''
Once on the evening news I saw Gordon or someone who looked like him
standing with a clipboard in his hand, talking to a benchful of black men in a
courthouse square. My mother was in the kitchen making supper. My dad was
lying on the couch in his casts. I was sitting on the floor folding information
packets in the same miserable spot where I'd done my homework when I was
in high school.
Gordon surprised us one Friday morning in early September a couple of
days before I was due back at school. My mother was just pulling into the
garage after taking my father to work when she saw Gordon in the rearview
mirror, ambling up the driveway in rumpled tan wash pants and a black shortsleeved shirt, carrying his suitcase in one hand and swinging our newspaper in
the other. He chortled and slapped his hands at my surprise. He'd hitched a
ride with a SNCC volunteer who lived in Chicago, and the two had taken
turns, driving all night from Mississippi. His face was littered with sweatpimples, and his eyes behind the black frames of his glasses looked stung and
puffed with weariness. We shook hands and shook hands. The morning was
already heating up our living room, and Gordon smelled like an alley.
I was floating! It seemed so exotic, so sophisticated, to be visited in your
own home by someone you admire, someone you'd met not long before, someone who'd driven all night from Mississippi!
"Don't his parents want him home?" my mother whispered to me while
Gordon showered and she made breakfast for him.
"He is on his way home, Mother! He lives in Minnesota!" I said, trying hard
to sound matter-of-fact, as I set a place for him in the sunlight through the
kitchen window.
She speared a strip of frying bacon and turned it over in the pan. "After all
that's happened," she said, "I'd want my child home!"
The two of us sat at either end of the table as Gordon wolfed down his eggs
and bacon and three glasses of milk. At first, he said, he'd been very nervous,
even afraid. But the fear came only at night when it was time to sleep. He had
both of us in his thrall.
He told us about the thick Mississippi nights, how noisy they were, noisier
even than a city, he said, especially when there were owls about.
"I'd be just about to drop off to sleep, and they'd start up whoo-ing, and my
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mind would start flying all over, and I'd be sure all those hoots I was hearing
were really rednecks surrounding us and signaling to each other."
My mother slowly shook her head and looked over at me like I had belched.
I could see she was going to say something and I cringed. "I'm so glad you
didn't go!" she said. I rolled my eyes and Gordon politely concentrated on his
plate.
He said it wasn't until late August, after they finally found the bodies of the
three murdered civil rights workers, that he slept soundly. He was still apprehensive, he said, but now he was angry, too, angry at the killers and angry at
himself for being afraid of goons. He could see most of his fellow civil rights
workers felt the same way. He leaned toward my mother and lowered his voice
dramatically: ''We were so determined to get things changed that if some of us
had to die, if I had to die, well then, I was ready! Come and get me, brother, cuz
I ain't goin' home!''
My mother, who had been listening to him with her eyebrows raised, shook
her head again and poured him another glass of milk.
I regarded her profile. I saw the weakness of her chin, the insignificance of
her nose, the plucked and painted-on eyebrows, the idiotic springiness of her
permanent. How could she be so shallow? I couldn't comprehend it! If it were
me, I was sure I would have contemplated suicide!
"Your mother would have dived off the deep end if you'd been down in
Mississippi this summer," Gordon said.
We were walking in the dappled shade beneath the colonnade of elms that
lined the sidewalk and overarched my neighborhood.
"It would have been good for her," I said, watching our feet and trying to
stay out of step with him. "She has to let me grow up sooner or later."
He kicked a white stone off the sidewalk and into the lawn and said: "That's
not up to her, you know."
I loved talking with Gordon; ours was a relationship of talk. We went few
places and did few things together: there was so little opportunity, with him in
Mississippi and me in Illinois, then him in school in Minnesota and me in
school in Illinois. Mainly we'd write letters or talk on the phone for hours and
wind up broke. We'd take turns paying for these calls (I carried around a
canvas sack I'd fill with change) and depriving ourselves of snacks for several
days after. He said things that were pointed and insightful, statements that
could penetrate the dense fog of my feelings. My admiration for his ability to
make sense of my chaos was probably what led to my interest in becoming a
therapist.
The only physical affection we expressed were a few friendly kisses. For
this I blamed myself. During that Oxford summer I was at the intense tail-end
of my Catholicism. I tried hard to think of myself as a pure, otherworldly spirit,

and I considered my burdensome body and all its profane urges to be more or
less shameful and degrading.
But after that summer of my summons home from Oxford, of my missing
out on Mississippi, after that summer of fetching and carrying for my poor,
depressed, broken-footed father and sniping at and being sniped at by my
mother, all the while having to watch the cataclysmic occurrences of my times
on TV rather than participating in them myself, after that awful summer, I went
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back to school and, at that safe distance hundreds of miles from home, I
secretly rebelled.
Richard was my co-conspirator, although he did not know it at the time. He
and I had been friendly since my freshman year and had even gone out a few
times. Now we began seeing each other regularly. He shared my parents'
values-value s nearly opposite my own. Wealth was his goal, business his
means to wealth, college his gateway to business. Good times, fortunately,
were to be sprinkled in along the way- Richard was no Puritan.
My activism-orga nizing rallies and teach-ins, that sort of thing-did not
threaten him; he was annoyed only if something came up and I had to break a
date.
If it were true that I was using him as the instrument of my resentment and
rebellion (and indeed I was), I nevertheless genuinely liked him. He was playful and secretly smart and even deferential in a cheerful sort of way, except
when we'd get off from the others and lie in the crabapple thicket next to my
dorm. Then, he was stone-faced and unyielding-ex actly what I needed. We
would never talk about what we did there, but we both knew that no matter
where we would go on our dates our ultimate destination would be the bed of
damp black leaves beneath the complicated branches of the crab apple trees. I
felt deliriously soiled! I wasn't sorry, so I didn't go to Confession; besides, I
had no intention of stopping.
Sometimes I caught a glimpse of me passing, and I would pause to look at
myself in the full-length mirror on the back of my door. I was quite slim in
those days, but even in floppy clothes I made a womanly impression. Richard
wants me only for my body, I would say to my image, and my face would break
into a smile so stunning it made me laugh!
Gordon wrote to me nearly every day that year, and every day I would come
awake in my narrow dormitory room hoping for his next letter.
"I can't tell you how puny I feel," he wrote, "how no account and hopeless!
Every evening at precisely this time that damn stone tower across the walk
from my room tries to launch us back into the Middle Ages by playing an
Angelus! I guess we're supposed to be the pious serfs pulling off our caps and
unstooping ourselves in order to recollect the great mysterious surprise of the
Word made Flesh! Every day the same surprise!
"Why do I stay here, Rah? How can anyone cloister himself away like this?
You're so important to me. It's as though you are the future wanting to know
me. Who could I tell myself to, if not to you?"
But then Marylee from Memphis started showing up in his letters. She went
to his college and had been with him in Oxford, then in Mississippi. They sang
folksongs together sometimes. Then she had problems with her parents which
Gordon would confide to me. Then she seemed to need him, he said. To really
need him. (Didn't I? I didn't know.) And Marylee-the-person-separate-fromGordon all but disappeared. His letters instead were full of how their relationship made himfeel, how it opened his eyes to so many things he'd been blind to
before.
Then he thought he might be ready to make a personal and real and
permanent commitment, but he wasn't sure; and I started seeing Richard.
And the rest is the future.
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Years later, when Gordon came to visit me in Chicago, we went back to my
place after dinner, and he flung himself out on the mattress and punched up my
pillow under his head. I sat on my hands, sideways on one of the creaky metal
folding chairs at the card table, feeling wary and rocking back and forth on the
uneven floor.
His talk was fast and scattered. He told stories, and one blended into
another so that it seemed he was telling one long, complicated story, and at
every shift and turn of it, his enthusiasm would rise as if he were just now
coming to the best part, and his eyes would glitter and his hands would chum
the cross draft of the cool night flowing through the open windows. Mainly, I
rocked and listened.
He went on about the summer we met in Oxford and his experiences in
Mississippi and how guilty he felt about leaving the South to return to school
that fall. And he brought up our rambling midnight phone conversations and
our thick letters that took up half the night in the writing and half a day in their
reading and rereading.
Then he said that something had happened down there in Mississippi that he
had never told me about, something huge and hopeless he had deliberately
withheld from me. It had to do with the night when the bodies of Chaney,
Goodman and Schwerner were found in the earthen dam.
Gordon had been at an organizational meeting of canvassers in Jefferson
when word of the find hit the airwaves. Everyone was stunned and wondering
what it would mean now that there were bodies to photograph. There was wild
talk of a Klan uprising and of Washington sending in troops, and the meeting
disintegrated into confusion.
He borrowed a car and drove out from Jefferson about 30 miles west to a
spot in the country where Marylee was teaching at a Freedom School. It was a
small, primitive hunting compound down a dirt road in the woods, and it consisted of a few grey plank shacks supported to a couple of feet off the ground by
low, stone pyramids.
It was getting dark when he arrived. The workers had heard the news and
had sent the children home. They were gathered in a gloomy knot on the porch
of the men's shack, discussing what had happened. Some cried openly and
made defiant speeches. Others trembled with anger and had little to say.
Marylee quietly clung to him, and he was glad he'd come. Finally, when everyone had run out of talk and had sunk back into themselves, someone led the
group in a prayer and a moment of silence. Then the meeting broke up.
Gordon and Marylee sat up late on the gallery of the women's quarters
hardly speaking. The last lantern had been extinguished and the darkness that
closed in on them was so heavy, Gordon said, he could feel it pressing against
his skin. The wild night racket of the woods was in full flight and driving him
crazy. He told me it seemed as if every living thing lost its natural shyness in
the dark and if it could chatter, howl, or rattle, it did so now with total
impunity. And though he had never done more than play at sex, had never
actually made love to anyone before, it now seemed to him as necessary and as
inevitable as the death they were surely facing to take her body in his hands
and to feel the weight of his own boldness in her sudden lightness and pliancy,
and to identify himself with both sides, with the giver as well as the taker. Then
almost immediately when their clothes came off, he said, an awkwardness took
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hold of him. She'd gone still and silent as death, and he couldn't tell if she were
actually participating with him at all or merely bearing his efforts.
Afterwards, she didn't say anything and neither did he. "We just lay there
like we'd been shot!" Gordon said. Then Marylee slipped out of the sleeping
bag and went into the cottage without a word, and he wanted to crawl off into a
hole.
But then a moment later she rushed back out and threw her arms around
him, and she was laughing and kissing him, and everything was suddenly
wonderful! Goose-bump ecstacy, Gordon called it. When she finally pulled
herself away from him and went inside, he lay there wide awake the rest of the
night, utterly in love with the heavy darkness and the raging forest and the
entire state of Mississippi!
"I never felt like that before," he said, "like I wanted to take a deep breath
and throw my arms around the whole world and get drunk with everybody."
The next morning, when he turned out his sleeping bag to dry it in the sun, he
discovered a smeared spot of blood the size of a half-dollar, and as oldfashioned as it seemed to him even at the time, he began to feel toward Marylee
a tender protectiveness, an unshirkable responsibility.
"And I knew," he said, propping himselfup on his elbows and looking at me,
"my whole life had gone to hell!" He said I had been the one person he felt he
could be completely open with, and he was bursting to share with me this
fantastic thing that had happened, but he couldn't because it would have been a
betrayal of Marylee. And he felt he couldn't be honest with Marylee about
himself and me because that would hurt her and poison things between us. So
there he was, bottled up and lonely.
"ljust wouldn't accept that that night had closed me off from you,'' he said,
"but it had!"
And as he talked, I remembered that Saturday afternoon in 1965 when I'd
been called to the switchboard phone, which was on a low blond table in the
middle of the long corridor of my dormitory, outside the hall counselor's room.
It was Gordon calling from a pay phone at his school, and he sounded forced
and falsely enthusiastic, and I lay down on the floor of the hallway and read the
ceiling as my dorm sisters hopped over me or walked around me and Gordon
said into my ear that Marylee and he had reached an understanding. They
were to be married, he said, right after graduation, in a sundown ceremony on
the grounds of her parents' Memphis home, overlooking the Mississippi River
which, by the way, had been quite a concession on her parents' part-being
married in the evening, that is, and outside of church. But that was just one of
their numberless battles with her parents. Now they were feuding over whether
he and Marylee would write their own ceremony, their own vows, or would
have to stand there instead like a pair of ridiculous puppets, reciting back the
old-time bullshit the priest fed them.
And as I lay there with my heart racing, listening to him and slowly pushing
my hand out along the cord, straightening its curl, I thought quite coldly, quite
rationally: So this is the way it turns out between us. I looked down on myself
from the ceiling and saw me lying there on the floor futilely uncurling that
telephone cord, and I knew there'd been nothing unique between Gordon and
me after all, nothing exalted, that I was just another girl being let down by just
another boy. I did notice, however, that he never said he loved her. He never
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made that statement to me. I noticed that.
And the night of his call, out in the damp bushes beside my dorm, I solemnly
offered my virginity to Richard and he avidly accepted. I had had no desire
back then to describe that night to Gordon. And I certainly didn't now.
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Stories and
Prose Forms

WHY DE DEVIL BEAT HIS WIFE
Donna M. Jackson
"De Lawd usta have a wife," Auntgranny said to us, sitting on the porch in
the old weather-beaten wooden chair. She had on a green clover-print dress
( she said it gave her good luck) with a blue and white apron tied around her
waist. Her multi-toned gray hair was plaited on each side of her head and
pinned up to form a crown of sorts in the front. Her calloused brown hands
were busy shelling beans into a brown wicker basket sitting on the porch in
between her ash brown legs. We (June-June, Chris, Jeff, Deb and I) were
sprawled in front of her on the steps. The sun was high-too hot to play.
"Oh, Auntgranny," Chris said lazily, "ain't no such thing as God havin' a
wife." He stretched his arms above his head and pulled his cap lower over his
face. He was lying at Auntgranny's feet on the porch.
Auntgranny reached over and grabbed another handful of beans from the
basket and put it in her lap. She had a wad of tobacco in the side of her mouth.
A long, thin, brown stream shot from her mouth into the can on the left side of
her. She continued shelling beans.
"Wud I say, boy?" she questioned Chris, not looking his way, but continuing
to shell the beans. You never contradict Auntgranny. If she said the sun was
purple, then it was purple because that's the way she saw it. And you could
argue with her until you were blue in the face, and the sun would still be purple.
Chris took a moment before he raised his cap and said, "The Lord had a
wife."
"Dat's right," she said. "He had a wife. Found huh wandrin' cross the
univus. Dis wuz way 'fo he made de earth. She one of de reason why he made
de earth.
"When de Lawd found huh, she wuz in a terble, terble way, all sick, talkin'
outa huh haid, buhnin' up wid feva. But de Lawd, he fix huh. Made huh aw fine
'n well. 'N she got all purty 'n stuff. 'N the Lawd bein' a man got his nose aw
wide open fo' 'im up and ast huh ta marry 'im, 'n she did. Dey jump de broom.
De angels wuz singin' 'n dancin' 'n carrin' on. Ev'abody had a good time. A
real good time. Dey had chicken, and tater salad, cohnb' ed, blackeye bean 'n
okrae, oh dey had a lot of food. It wuz jist piled aw atop of de tables.
" 'N his wife sho' looked purty dat day. She had on a white dress wid gold 'n
silva all ova it. Huh shoes wuz made of crystal. 'N she got one of de angels to
git huh sum staws furn de sky, 'n she put it aw in huh hair. Did she looka sight."
Auntgranny spit another wad of tobacco in the can. Our eyes were glued to
her hands as she shelled one, then another, and another bean.
"De Lawd tuk huh on a honamoon ta Satuhn. Dey had fun fo a real long
time. Fin'ly bout a yea' or so later dey come back. Wile dey wuz gone, de
angels made a house fo' dem. It wuz a big house. Had near a hunderd rooms in
it. 'N de Lawd, he carra huh up de steps. 'N dey wuz happy fo' a wile.
"Den one day, de Lawd's wife, she go in de throne room 'n say to de Lawd,
'Lawd husbin, I's bowd. Ain't nuthin ta do in dis heah house. 'Nit so dawk in
heah sumtime. Ain't you got de powa ta do anythin' you want?' De Lawd tol'
huh 'yes,' 'n ast huh wud did she want. He wuz so hurt ta see his wife so sad, he
tol' huh she could ha' anythin' she want.
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"'Well,' she told de Lawd, 'make some light.' 'N his voice thunded 'cross de
sky, 'nit cracked open, 'n dey wuz a big ball of fire, 'nit lit up de who' sky lak a
Christmas tree. 'N his wife wuz happy, but she soon got tired of aw dat light 'n
went back to de Lawd 'n tol' 'im she couldn't git ta sleep wid aw dat light
shinin' in huh face. So de Lawd made de moon, dat way she could see at night,
only it wouldn' be bright lak de sun. Wen he did dat, she went away happy.
"Den anotha time she come to de Lawd 'n said she wuz lonely, so de Lawd
made de earth 'n aw de animals, 'n de buhds 'n fish, 'n his wife wuz happy fo' a
while. Den one day she come ta 'im 'n say, 'Lawd, ain't nobody ta enjoy aw dat
nice stuff you put down der. Why don't you put some people down der so dey
can be happy like us?' 'N so de Lawd made a man awmost lak 'im, 'n put 'im on
de earth. 'N de Lawd's wife took a lakin ta 'im, 'n would leave heban sometimes ta go see 'im. Finally de Lawd found out about it. A right bad turn he
took too. He didn't know wud ta do. He wurred about dat aw day, until one of
de angels tol' him ta make a woman awmos' lak huh. 'N de man, he took ta de
woman de Lawd made fo 'im. But wen de Lawd made de woman jes lak his
wife, she picked up sum of huh ways. 'N she done let de devil talk ta huh. 'N
she et dat apple, 'n den gone run 'n give some ta de man, 'n dey got shame fo
demselves 'n run 'n hide. So wen de Lawd come lookin' fo dem ta see how's
dey <loin', he cain't find 'em, cuz dey off someway in de trees, wid a bunch of
leaves coverin' dey privates. 'N wen de Lawd found 'em, he know' d what dey
dun. 'N he got aw fired up 'n mad, 'n he didn' want to heah who done what, he
jist tol' dem ta git out. Dey done wrong, 'n he didn't want ta see dem no mo'. 'N
de Lawd's voice thunded 'cross de earth, 'n de man 'n de woman runned away
furn Eden. 'N de Lawd went back up ta heban 'n sat on his throne.
Now de devil wuz watchin' aw dat wuz goin' on, 'n he wuz sittin' back der in
Eden laughin' hisselfsilly, 'n cookin' up some mo' mizchif, wen 'long comes de
Lawd's wife. She come down furn heban ta see wut's amiss. 'N de devil wuz
lookin' huh ova, 'n thinkin' dat she sho look fine, dat brown skin aw smooth 'n
silky lak. Den he got an itch, 'n den a twitch in his pants, 'n he tried his best ta
think of a way ta git at huh. Wen he fin'ly hit on a way, she was gone, so he
decided ta wait."
Auntgranny picked up the flyswatter and flattened a horsefly in one swoop.
Then she reached over and grabbed another handful of beans and placed them
in her lap.
"Now lak mos' marriages, ya awways ha' awguments. 'N de Lawd 'n his
wife were no 'seption. De hebans would ring wid dey fightin'. De angels would
hide behin' de clouds. 'N de earth would be ashakin' 'n atremblin', oh it would
be somethin' terble wen dey got ta fightin'. 'Nit got wo'se 'n wo'se. 'N weneva
dey had a fight, de Lawd' s wife would run down ta see de devil, dey' s close as
two peas now. See he done sweet-talked his way ta huh haid.
"Den one time afta dey fought, de Lawd follered huh ta see where she go. 'N

where do ya think he found huh?" Auntgranny asked us, looking up from her
lap. Her eyes were set hard in her dark face. They seemed to be looking
straight through us.
"He found huh cavortin' wid de devil. 'N jest lak de man 'n de woman wen
de Lawd found dem hidin' in shame, dat's de way dey wuz. 'N de devil wuz
tryin' ta look fo' some way ta 'scape, cuz he wuz spose ta be in hell, 'n didn't
ha' no power on earth, 'specially wen de Lawd wuz standin' right der wid his
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eyes jesta blazin' wid fire. 'N de woman, she jes stand der wid huh haid bow' d
down lookin' at huh feet. 'N de Lawd wuz thinkin' 'bout aw he give huh 'n
made fo' huh, 'n now here she wuz, standin' der wid de devil wid shaweful eyes
dat couldn't look 'im in de face. He tun'd ta leave, 'n de woman tried ta foller
'im, 'n he told huh ta stay wid de devil. 'N he tol' de devil to keep dat woman,
she wuz his now. He didn't want huh no mo'.
" 'N de Lawd raised his foot 'n stomped de groun, 'n de earth open up, 'n de
woman 'n de devil disappear. 'N de Lawd, he climbed back up ta heban. It took
him fo'ty days 'n fo'ty nights. He cried aw de way. 'N aw de angels cried. Wen
de Lawd got back ta his throne, he stopped cryin', 'n so did de angels. 'N de
Lawd saw dat he made de angels sad, so he made a rainbow ta make dem
happy agin. 'N de angels wuz singin' 'n dancin'.
"Den de Lawd started thinkin'. He wuz feelin' low 'bout what he done ta his
wife, but he knowed he couldn't git huh back, 'n he did love huh still. So he put
a pot of gold at de end of de rainbow he made fo' de angels. He knowed de
woman lak' d purty things, 'n if she found de gold, she would know he still loved
huh, 'n she could come back. But de devil he knowed dis 'n wouldn' let de
woman leave. W eneva de Lawd made a rainbow, de devil would sen' somebody ta try ta git de gold, but de was awwy someone standin' der watchin' de
gold so de devil could ne'er git it.
" 'N de woman, she tried ta git away, but de devil wouldn' let huh. He would
beat huh wen she tried ta leave."
Auntgranny put the last of the beans in the basket. She spit the rest of the
tobacco in the pail and stood up, picking up the basket. Chris was sitting up
now. It had gotten cooler, so now we could go out to play.
"So weneva ya see a rainbow, you knowed de Lawd is fo'givin' his wife, 'n
ders an angel watchin' ova de pot of gold. 'N wen it be rainin', dat' s jes de
Lawd cryin' cuz de devil still got his wife. 'N wen it be rainin' 'n de sun is
shinin' 'n dey ain't no clouds in de sky, dat's cuz de devil is beatin' de woman,
cuz she tried ta leave agin."
Just as we were about to leap off the porch, and as Auntgranny was reaching
for the door, a light drizzle began hitting the dry, dusty ground. And we all
turned and looked at Auntgranny, who gave us a" See?" look before walking
through the darkened kitchen door.
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THE DELICATE ART OF CLIPPING A CAT'S NAILS
Elaine M. Gonzales

My cat, Lou Reed, is more like a roommate than a pet. He lives in the same
apartment that I do, he eats in the kitchen and sleeps in the bedroom as I do,
and we depend upon each other for company and affection. Though he is an
indoor cat, I wanted Lou to keep his claws. If, by accident, Lou would find
himself outdoors, I wouldn't want him to be defenseless. But having a roommate with claws can be extremely detrimental to furniture, not to mention to
oneself. That is why I bought Lou Reed a scratching post and taught myself the
delicate art of clipping a cat's nails.
I call it a delicate art because something as seemingly simple as clipping a
cat's nails can turn into an ugly scene between a flailing, snarling, scratching,
biting cat and the skin on your arms. A cat is like an infant, understanding little
of what you say. The communication between you and your cat is based on a
kind of intuitive understanding of gestures. I understand: flailing and biting
mean, "Stop it!" But I also have the painful memory of Lou Reed scaling me
like a human skyscraper, his sharp nails securing him to my body during his
adventurous climb. So there must be a happy compromise here. The nails must
go, but the cat's got to agree to it. This is where the delicate part is critical.
To be able to clip your cat's nails in the fastest and easiest way, you should
lie your cat on his back cradled in your arms. I would like to interject an
important note: a cat is rarely on its back. It's not an ordinary body position,
and a cat will usually squirm into an upright position if on its back. Then how
do you cradle a cat? You practice. Accustom your cat to this body position. I
used to pull Lou Reed up by his front legs slowly until he was in my lap, belly
up. If he jumped off right away, I let him. A little amateur psychology with a
cat can help. If Lou thinks he's free to leave my arms at any given time, then he
is more trusting of being in my arms. With time your cat will get used to
lounging in your lap belly up.
I have a philosophy about clipping my cat's nails. I see it as a clash of the
egos. There is the woman of the house, the breadwinner, the purchaser of the
furniture, the human skyscraper if you will, who must keep her roommate's
claws to a bearable minimum. Then there is the cat and his kingdom, knowing
that his claws help him in his daily adventures and seeing no reason why I should
perform this endless trimming ritual. I have learned that Lou Reed will allow his
nails to be "temporarily unsharpened" if there is a reasonable trade. Almost
any cat will trade a good five minutes of petting for nailclipping. After five
minutes you will discover a relaxed cat in your arms, primed for the big event.
Regular nail clippers close at hand, lounging cat in your arms, you set about
the task. Lift the front leg furthest from you up slightly and away from the cat.
Let the paw rest in between your thumb and first finger. There are five claws on
each of a cat's front legs. Gently press your thumb on the inside of the paw and
press your finger on the outside near the nail you want to trim. This gentle
pressure will cause the joint to extend and the nail will naturally emerge from
the furry paw.
The first couple of times you plan to clip your cat's nails you may want to
accustom him to this idea by extending his claws without clipping right away.
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Remember that the pressure on a cat's paw should be slight; forcing the claws
creates the ugly scene I previously mentioned.
The reason I specifically stated that you should clip the paw that is furthest
away from you is important. When clipping a cat's nails you must be able to
see the nail clearly in profile. There is a vein in a cat's claw about halfway up
the nail. If you cut into this vein, you must take your cat to a veterinarian
immediately. Pain and injury should never be a part of the nail clipping process
for your cat or for you. You can see this vein as a dark patch at the base of the
nail if you view the nail in profile. If you clip a little below the vein your cat will
barely feel it. If you are ever unsure, clip a little less or even clip just the tip. It's
the sharpened point of the nail that causes painful scratches, not the length of
the nail.
As I had explained previously, there are five claws on each of a cat's front
legs. One claw is located up slightly from the paw on the inner arm. The hind
legs, though, have only four claws each. These claws are thicker and generally
not as sharp. I recommend that only the tips of these nails be clipped.
After clipping the front and hind claws of the paws furthest away from your
body, gently slide your cat around so that the unclipped paws are away from
your body, and trim those.
Trim fast and accurately. Remember that your cat doesn't really understand
why you're doing what you're doing. Cats don't have an abundance of patience.
My cat has no patience. When Lou Reed wants to move on, he moves on. Your
cat may feel the same, so try not to labor over nail clipping too much.
I have repeatedly used the word "gently" to describe the steps in the delicate
art of clipping a cat's nails. Being gentle with your cat can get you through the
best and worst of times, and nail clipping can be either, depending upon your
treatment. Every couple of weeks is about the right length of time between
trimmings. Or just do it whenever the mood strikes you. It usually strikes me
right after Lou sinks five to ten affectionate claws into my knee or my shoulder.
I guess you really have to like cats to understand.
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CORNER STORE
Janet E. Schmidt

Located on the northeast corner of Archer and Natchez, on the southwest
side of Chicago, stood my favorite childhood hangout, a tiny, neighborhood
store. It was commonly called the Corner Store since it had no official sign
stating its name, and it was located on the corner. Mr. Grella, the store owner,
was a polite, kind, older man with a crown of powdered-sugar white hair
around his head and a ring of fat around his middle. He sold cereals, milk,
bread, lunchmeat, soda, and candy, and you could always find some ChefBoy-R-D on the shelves for a last-minute dinner.
Mr. Grella, in his starched white apron, would stand behind his glass
counter wiping, wiping until everything gleamed. He never sweated the way
most older, heavy men do when working. He always looked fresh from the
shower. Sometimes he would sweep the floor, but it rarely needed it, except on
autumn days when leaves blew in at the heels of children. And when the floor
did need a good sweeping, a child offered to do it with the promise of payment
in penny candy. The first time I swept the floor was a treat. I was allowed to go
behind the meat counter to sweep and smell things I'd never even tasted before.
Mr. Grella would greet most of his customers by name, and ifhe didn't know
them, he introduced himself. He would wipe his already clean hands on his
starched white apron while walking around the counter, so he could greet his
new customer with a firm handshake, and a "What can I get for you today,
Mrs .... I'm sorry, we haven't been introduced. I'm the store's owner, Mr.
Grella, and you're ... ?" However, most of Mr. Grella's customers were
children. We would run in, just as Mr. Grella was opening up, to buy milk, or
oatmeal, or fresh baked donuts from Mrs. Grella's kitchen for breakfast, and
then run home with them. He always patted the boys on the head, messing their
hair. He never touched the girls. He just flashed us his sharpest smile. We
stopped in before school, in pressed plaid uniforms, to buy a snack for lunch.
After school, we would come in and hang out. Mr. Grella allowed that, even
liked it. The White Hen didn't.
If there were no adults in the store, I'd bring my bike right in, rather than
taking the time to lock it up. And the floor was so smooth, we would skate right
in, rolling down the aisles until we found the single item we had come for. Mr.
Grella only said, "Be careful, be careful." Never did I hear, "You break it, you
bought it."
Mr. Grella's register sat upon the loveliest glass counter filled with candy. It
was always shiny and crystal clear. The candy sparkled. The counter was glass
all the way down to the ground, so even the smallest child could view the
delights. Packed shelves contained rows of fresh candy: grape, lime, and orange
Zotz; wafer flying-saucers in various colors filled with sugar balls, five for a

penny; Red Hot dollars, Dots on paper, Fish, ten for a penny; licorice sticks,
licorice whips, Bulls-eyes with cream centers, Kraft caramels, Tootsie Rolls,
Jolly Rancher hard candies in watermelon, hot cinnamon, strawberry, grape
and peach flavors, three for a penny ( cheaper than White Hen prices). There
were small boxes of Lemon Heads, Boston Baked Beans, and miniature jawbreakers, each ten cents a box-and of course, a wide selection of chocolates,
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Nestle's and Hershey's, fifteen cents a bar. On top of this counter were three
glass jars, each holding a supply of jawbreakers, in one of three different sizes.
The first jar contained those approximately one-half inch in diameter for ten
cents each; the second contained those approximately one inch in diameter for
fifteen cents; the third held the jumbo jawbreakers, two inches in diameter, for
a quarter of a dollar. These were marvelous fun. You could purchase one, suck
on it until it felt as if your jaw were just about to break, set it down anywhere
without worrying that it would stick because it wouldn't, and continue later
after your jaw felt better, to suck your way to the center sweet tart.
When we hung around the Comer Store, we kept ourselves occupied by
eating. In the summer it was ice cream. In the front cooler, near the door, Mr.
Grella carried a wide selection. There were orange and cherry pushups,
drumstick cones with chocolate and nut toppings, Heath ice cream bars, Snocones, Popsicles, Freeze Pops, chocolate-cov ered ice cream bars, and many
others.
In the fall we ate popcorn. The popcorn selection was the best anywhere in
the neighborhood. It was surely the best within walking distance of my house.
He carried freshly popped hot buttered popcorn, cheese-flavored ( sprinkled
with cheese salt), real cheese-covere d and caramel-cover ed popcorn, and also
a flavor-of-the-day. Sunday's flavor was strawberry which I never did like, but
I didn't hang around in the store much on the Holy Day anyway. Monday's
flavor was orange, Tuesday's lemon, Wednesday's grape, Thursday's watermelon, Friday's cherry, and Saturday was rainbow day. On Saturday Mr.
Grella mixed all the flavors together, and the colors mixed like a rainbow in the
bag.
The gumball man, a huge gray-haired man in oversized wrinkled trousers
and a dirty shirt, refilled the gum ball machines on Wednesdays. He almost
never talked, but when he did, it was a gruff, "Get outta' my way, kid." Of
course, there were several machines to be filled, a gumball for a penny, or a few
pieces of tart candy for a penny, a rubber ball for a nickel, or a superball for a
quarter. And Mr. Grella owned the best machines around. There was one that,
when you put in a penny, it would drop from above, landing into a pile of
others. A wall moved continuously back and forth, pushing the coins to the
edge of the platform on which they rested. If you were lucky, your penny would
fall while the wall was pulled back, and land between the wall and the pile;
when the wall came forward again, it would push your penny into the others,
forcing them over the edge of the platform and down the chute into your
waiting hand. If you didn't get any pennies, you got a consolation gumball.
Right by the door stood a penny pinball machine based on the game of baseball. When a penny was put in and the cold silver handle turned, a gumball
painted to look like a baseball dropped onto the plunger. You pulled the
plunger and watched as the gum ball flew up and bounced around. If you were
unlucky, you would land in an OUT slot, and lose the gumball. But if you were
lucky, you could land in one of the four bases slots. For first base, you got a
gum ball, the one you first shot up. For second base, you received two
gumballs. The top of the machine would spin and make a whistling sound as it
released the second gumball. All the people in the store knew when you got a
hit. For third, you got three gumballs and two whistles. And for a home run,
you got four gumballs and three whistles. It was a proud moment at the Comer
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Store when I got a home run. We loved this game, and would stand in line,
pennies clenched in our little fists, waiting to get our chance at bat.
In the center aisle of the three-aisled store, on the bottom shelf, left-hand
side, were all the necessary things for a child's play. Metal crates contained
rubber fast-pitch balls, baseballs, paddle balls, punching balls with long
rubber-band handles, rubber snakes, frogs, and spiders, black spider rings,
ball-and-jack sets, dominoes, marbles, dice, baseball mitts, batting gloves,
basketball nets, Slinkies, Crayola Crayons, coloring books, chalk, colored
pencils, markers, waterpaint sets, and baseball cards with sticks of gum. Mr.
Grella had several different kinds of yo-yos, and of Frisbees. He carried
different sizes of plastic balls. There were bubbles, with different styles of
wands. He sold roller skates, and skate keys individually.
Mr. Grella was proud of his store. He loved children, and this was evident in
viewing his merchandise. He enjoyed his shop, his line of work. He will always
be remembered by the children of my neighborhood.
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Introduction to THE NATIONAL HOTEL and

AIDS: LEARNING FOR LIVES
Don Bapst

The characters in the following piece of fiction ("The National Hotel") are
just that: fictional characters. The protagonist, John, does not speak and act in
the same manner as every other gay person in the world, nor does he behave as
every person living with AIDS, ARC, or a positive HIV test. He is a unique
character with an individual set offears and fantasies. Unfortunately, John has
succumbed to something more frightening than AIDS itself. He has internalized
the irrational fears, prejudices, stereotypes, and homophobia which surround
the issues of AIDS and homosexuality alike. Hatred creates hatred. Fear
creates fear. The essay following "The National Hotel" gives alternatives to
such negative emotions-alternat ives that can stop AIDS now. ACT-UP!
Fight AIDS and free the world of the repression which fuels this disease.
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THE NATIONAL HOTEL
Don Bapst

John can always hear the high chatter of early afternoon voices sneaking
through the thin walls of the hotel room. He pushes the brown corduroy bedspread to his feet and lies back, naked. Smoking a cigarette and stretching his
body in any direction that momentarily eases the pain, he listens as the pipes
rattle in the walls-the residents are taking their morning showers. Footsteps
shudder through the hallway and shake John's bed lightly. He waits, each
morning, for the conversations that follow; they are his entertainment.
"Jason! I told you not to bring that tramp over here. He eats all our food,
fucks you, and leaves. I can't handle it, Jason. We're supposed to be LOVERS. I wonder if you understand what that means, Jason. It means NO
TRICKS IN OUR A-PART-MENT."
It's the queen down the hall with the big, biker boyfriend. Every fucking
morning they go through this conversation-to the obvious delight of the
queen, who only lives for dramatic situations in which he can feel victimized.
The big, stupid box of muscles that he dates always answers in a series of deep
grunts: "Sorry" and "I know" and "O.K., Demmie, I won't do it no more."
That's the queen's name: Demmie. No big surprise in the National Hotel.
Down the hall there is a Francis, a Boobie, and a Darla. And there is always
someone new checking in with a name to top them all.
Once, a drag queen named Lucinda had checked in for a week or so, but her
dramatic outbursts of wails and tears at three o'clock in the morning got her
kicked out. She would stumble across the fading blue and green carpeting in
the hallway-screaming about her latest "beau" and how he had shit on her:
"These men are all beasts, I tell you! Oh, Georgio! Why did you leave me?"
Her four-inch cherry pumps left runs in the carpet as she dragged her six-foot
frame up and down the hall in mourning. Each night a new boyfriend had
dumped her, and the more exotic his name-the more she wailed in grief.
When "Raphael" left her, they asked her politely to leave, for her screams had
stirred the entire hotel. But Lucinda took it like a true drag queen: she clicked
lightly down the sloping stairs that led to Market Street, her chin held high, and
never turned back.
In the National Hotel, everyone here pretends his life away; a hotel room is
a castle. Stories fly down the stained and crumbling hallway like clouds. There
are plans of going to Hollywood and becoming famous, plans of opening one's
own disco in New York, stories of having lunch with celebrities, hopes of
finding "Mr. Right."
John speaks to no one. He has no dreams. He doesn't wish to pretend, and
that amazes them. He just floats to and from the bathrooms at the end of the

hall. There is something sad about the blueness in his eyes, or is it that nervous
glance-never settling on anyone's face for more than a moment? He walks
past them quickly.
John allows the rituals of the hotel to take place around him-never
participating. The schedule is irregular, but certain key events are repeated.
Washing clothes is a biggie, the apex of the domestic fantasy: queens pluck
clothes from the floors of their boyfriends' "apartments," bitching constantly
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about stains and wrinkles, loving every minute of it. The "boyfriends" are guys
too rough and lazy to have any interest in washing clothes. They pretend to
sacrifice their Levis and flannels reluctantly, but they love the attention as
much as the queens love to bitch. They take care to wrinkle and stain, for these
are their symbols of masculinity.
John washes his own clothes. He stains them with a masculine pride: ''Huh!
Spilled my beer." He bitches inwardly at his own clumsiness: "Look at this
thing! How do you do it, John?"
The queens gather together over the washing machines that are tucked
neatly in the corner, near the showers. They bitch about Tony and John and
Jason and compare stain removal techniques with proud chins thrust forward.
They are exaggerated imitations of housewives-their role models: the women
on the soap commercials. Often they peek proudly at their "husbands" who
take showers in the next room-boldly bragging that their man (this week) is
the most hung.
The men know that they are being watched as they shower. Sometimes they
close the curtain in protest; others soap themselves with a smile-putting on a
show. Eddie is the biggest exhibitionist in the building; he drapes a small towel
around a tight, tight waist and moves slowly towards the showers. The walk
takes about twenty minutes, usually, for he stands at the open door of every
worshiping queen and casually flexes his tanned muscles, just to torture her.
He pretends that he has almost forgotten he is nearly naked; the towel slides
down his body like a gum wrapper, revealing a thick tuft of pubic hair. He
catches it at the last moment with a deep grunt and pulls it up, saying, "Shit,
almost lost my towel, huh?" Then, he gives that little cowboy grin and moves
to the next apartment. By the time he makes it to the shower, he has collected a
pack of followers who wait quietly by the edge of the hall to watch his routine.
The shower curtain delicately parts, just an inch, and the audience cranes their
necks for a peek at Eddie's infamous cock.
Even John caught himself in the act on one occasion, but it had been at one
o'clock in the morning when everyone was either at the bars or fucking. Of
course, John didn't just peek; he jumped right in the shower-wrapping his
mouth around Eddie's prick. It saved him the work of searching the bars.
He likes Monday nights the best. Nearly everyone in the National Hotel
goes shopping, and John hears nothing but the echoes of his own thoughts as
they bounce through the hallways. The couples go together-"men" hold the
basket or push the cart while the "wives" scoop items from the shelves with big
flowing sweeps of their arms. Not many of them dress like women, but their
dramatic gestures distinguish them as the "women." They have learned
through habit to take on the nurturing role, and they do it instinctively-the
mothers of the freak show.
When the couples return with their canned and boxed goods ( for there are no
refrigerators in the hotel), the chitchat grows in volume and tempo. At five
o'clock, when the early birds trickle in, the voices begin softly and delicately.
By seven they are louder, stronger, the deep masculine tones bouncing against
the soft lisps of the feminine. By nine, the voices surge up, loud and clutteredall the voices are one pool of energy. John listens to the montage of sounds as
he prepares for his journeys into the night:
"Steve! Get in here and help me with these buttons!"
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"What should we make for dinner, hon?"
"You bitch, those are my pants!"
But, thankfully, they finish their dinner and their dressing quickly-saving
their energy for the bars. No sense sitting in a crumbling hotel room with leaky
ceilings just because the weekend is over. No, the men throw on their newly
pressed Levis and flannels; the queens run up and down the halls trying on
each other's newest shirts, jackets, and jewelry. By eleven, the voices begin
losing that peak of energy. They are entirely gone by twelve. An occasional
drip from a forgotten shower at the end of the hall reminds John that the
evening has started. He follows the sound to its source and strips his clothes,
leaving them with his room key on the bench near the makeshift, plywood
shower stall. The cold water hits his face, trickling down his body to the peeling
paint near the drain. The thin plaster walls shake around him as he soaps away
his fresh scabs. By twelve-thirty he is as good as new. He slips on his clothes
and leaves the vacant building for the bars-just a small god with a mortal's
disease, getting ready for a night on the town.

* * *
John's eyes open to the sunset. He squints and stretches.
Last night he murdered Steve. He expected to feel something BIG today-a
sense of victory to help him up and out of this bed. His chest aches, making his
breathing slow and difficult. He feels nothing but sore and empty.
A surge of brilliance hits him. He'll write a letter to Steve. He picks up a
sheet of paper, and it soaks up the orange sunlight. He lowers the pen:
Dear Steve,
Bet you thought you had your baby back last night, huh? Back in your arms
to stay. Well, this letter is probably the last thing you'll ever get from me,
Fucker. That's right: Fucker. Not Master, not Daddy, but Fucker.
I thought I'd drop you a line to fill you in on the rest oflast night. Remember
how after I fucked you I said I had to leave early to catch up on my sleep?
What really happened is that I hit the bars till about four o'clock in the
morning, and this big hairy dude named Bill-I think-ended up fucking the
shit out of me. He made you and your scrawny cock look like a toothpick taped
to a beach ball. I mean, this guy was BIG, Steve. He didn't have to pretend he
was good in bed-he was good. I met him in the bathroom at the Soldier while
I was taking a piss. He walked right into the stall with me, grabbed my balls,
and started beating the hell out of me. You'd never do anything like that, Steve.
You'djust stand there saying, "Call me Master-MASTER." What a fuckin'
turn-on.
Anyway, we played around in the stall for a while, and I took him back to my

hotel. The second I got the damn door closed, he started going crazy on me. He
shoved me down on the bed, jumped on my stomach, then grabbed me by the
hair and twisted it till I couldn't do anything but roll over or watch my scalp
come off. I didn't have to be asked to roll over, and I didn't have to pretend to
be afraid of his threats or turned on by his ... Oh, I'm sorry, Steve. I keep
forgetting how sensitive you are about your performance in bed. I know how
hard you try to make it real.
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I'm sure you can imagine what happened next. No? Then pay attention and
learn something. Here I am, face down on the bed with this guy's knee in my
back and his hands yanking out my hair; all the time, I have no idea what the
hell he's going to do next. All I can see is this white pillow and a little bit of his
snakeskin boot planted near my face. I figured he was getting ready to brand
me or something. I wasn't thinking of ways to sound scared so that "Master"
would be pleased; I wasn't pretending to groan in ecstacy. No, I was just plain
scared out of my skin and loving every minute of it. And better yet, I didn't
have to listen to some old faggot like you trying to be sexy by calling me stupid
names-like "Bad Boy"-that you heard in some porno flick.
So guess what happened next, Steve. He rolled up his pants leg and pulled a
bowie knife out of his boot. I thought, "Shit! I either picked up the boogie man
or Mr. Right." And since I'm still here to write about it, I bet you can guess
who he turned out to be. But when he reached around my neck with the knife
and pressed the hard metal against my cheek, I still wasn't sure. It kind of
reminded me of the time you brought the butter knife to bed with you and held
it up to my throat screaming, "Daddy's gonna punish you." Except your knife
only made me shiver 'cause it was so fuckin' cold. This guy dragged the knife
all over my face-almost cutting me-real slow-up one cheek, down another.
He nicked me by the corner of my lips, just to make sure I was paying attention.
Then he went fuckin' crazy again! He straddled me like a horse and pinned
me to the bed. I couldn't move. He cut out the ass of my jeans. He handcuffed
me to the bed. Then he whipped out that massive cock-the one I met in the
bathroom only a couple of hours before. He shoved it so deep I screamed. I
curled up my toes, kicked my legs, and grabbed the headboard till my nails
carved little moons in the wood and my fingers bled.
It was fireworks, Steve. You know how you always told me that fireworks
were a crock of shit? Well, you were wrong. I saw big fucking purple and red
and green skyrockets. My vision blacked out. I started coming ... Then all of a
sudden I felt this streak of fire down my back like my skin was being ripped off
with a meathook. Did he kill me with the knife, I wondered? Or was this part of
his routine? I grabbed the headboard tighter; I clamped my teeth shut; I opened
my eyes and closed them; I thought I couldn't stand it a second longer; I tried
to squirm away; I couldn't move; then, I came like a fucking racehorse.
What's-his-name was coming too-he was pumping me so hard I thought I'd
give birth to my stomach, but then he yanked out. It was over.
He uncuffed me and kissed me for the first time. He said he hoped he hadn't
cut me too deep. I looked at my back in the mirror: a real professional job.
Razor thin, but it had hurt like hell. I couldn't feel a thing anymore. Everything
was cool. I lay there with him for about thirty minutes without a problem in the
world, then we started again-this time face to face. But I'll leave that one to
your imagination, Fucker.
So why am I telling you all this? Just to piss you off, of course. But don't
mourn the loss of your sex toy. You never owned me, and you never will. I was
a slave to your money and never to you, queen. I can just see you squinting
your eyes at this letter and whispering in that pathetic, squeaky imitation of a
real man: "If that bitch were here I'd show her who's boss!" Well, if the price is
right, I'll be willing to negotiate. Just ask anyone in town for me.
Oh, wait! I almost forgot my little surprise! If I didn't get AIDS from you,
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then I sure as hell surprised you with one hell of a Christmas present, didn't I?
John
He licks the envelope, drops it on the table, and grabs a tissue to wipe his
running nose.
What if Steve laughs? Will he casually discard the sheet ofpaper in a stack
of others? Will he glance past the letter, guessing correctly that John had
never really met the ''perfect" trick?
John knows he'll never answer these questions, and in the end they'll make
little difference. Did Steve kill him or did he kill Steve? Which came first, the
Chicken or the Egg? He grabs the pillow with two shivering palms, presses his
head into the fabric, and dreams of a revenge that will ease him through this
nasty nightmare.
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AIDS: LEARNING FOR LIVES
Don Bapst

Why do we need to keep talking about AIDS? Is there anything left to say?
Hasn't the media blown it out of proportion and created enough panic already?
Can't we forget about it now that we know how to avoid it? In the past few
years, these questions have filled the minds of many concerned Americans
who are tired of listening to reports of the suffering, dying "victims" of a
strange disease; they wonder what connection AIDS has to their lives. Since
AIDS cannot be spread by casual contact, they figure, not much. But AIDS is
at once a bigger and a smaller issue than people realize. AIDS is big in its effect
on the individual, but small in comparison with our power as a society to stop
it. As human beings, we can stop AIDS once and for all, without quarantines
and without genocide. Unfortunately, the irrational fears of the majority of the
population have limited our battle against the disease. It is time to shake those
fears and destroy AIDS before it turns one more person's life into a nightmare.
As most ofus know by now, AIDS can only be transmitted through i.atimate
sexual activity with an infected partner or through the use of a contaminated
needle (AIDS Information, 8). This is where the fear and problems start:
What about people who contracted AIDS through blood transfusions? Since
May of 1985, all blood donations in the U.S. have been screened for the AIDS
virus ( Slaff and Brubaker, 41 ), so there is no longer a great risk of getting
AIDS by receiving a transfusion. Thus, most transfusion patients with AIDS
were either exposed to the virus before the screening procedure was in effect or
were contaminated in a situation where the procedure was disregarded. So
when donating or receiving blood, make sure a sterilized needle is being used.
Some people worry about people who caught AIDS without using needles
or having sex. How did they get it, and can I get it that way too? Are mosquitoes
spreading it? What about toilet seats? These concerns reflect paranoid speculation, created by media hype. Any reliable AIDS study will tell you that every
person who has AIDS exchanged either blood or semen with an infected
person. It is impossible to find a single verified case of AIDS transmitted in a
different way.
But let's say mosquitoes could spread the disease. How many times have
you been bitten by a mosquito? Probably many times in this year alone. So has
everyone else in the world, and very often by some of the same mosquitoes. So
why aren't there any cases of people who can't explain how they got AIDS?
Obviously, mosquitoes are not one of the causes of the disease. If they were,
the human race would very likely be extinct (Levine). As far as toilet seats are
concerned, Slaff and Brubaker, authors of The AIDS Epidemic, say, "the
actual threat to the individual is comparable to being hit with a bolt of
lightning" ( 3 3).
You might imagine, if you have watched television or read newspapers for
the last three years, that Americans should already understand the risks of
AIDS. But if you walk down Main Street U.S.A., the scenario is quite different. Fear is prevalent, and response to the AIDS epidemic often reaches
panic. "During August and September of 1987, towns in Pennsylvania and
Tennessee were doing whatever they could to keep children with AIDS out of
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schools. And the Arcadia, Florida, fire that leveled the home of three
hemophiliac brothers believed to have been exposed to the AIDS virus came
to symbolize the madness that fears about the disease can bring to the surface"
(Kirp, 56).
Why do people still fear the virus to such extremes? Perhaps it has to do with
the media's hype, based on such poorly formulated theories as the AIDSfrom-mosquitoes theory and the AIDS-from-shaking-hands-with-a-homosexual idea. These concepts do not come from researched, scientific studies;
they are speculative journalistic attempts to make headlines-not to trace the
roots of the problem. They affect a segment of the population that does not
question the truth or magnitude of the information it receives. Sensationalism
depends on such blind, ignorant acceptance for its survival.
Beyond the public's failure to critically screen available information,
however, a more terrifying phobia is fueling the fire of panic. Not since the
bubonic plague has there been a disease as devastating to the body as AIDS.
The entire immune system is destroyed by the virus. Any healthy person
walking around today may find tomorrow that his or her body's defenses have
been annihilated by that one-night stand or that blood transfusion three years
ago. And even if one has not used a needle or participated in sexual activity,
the shocking power of the disease is enough to panic the majority of the
population against mosquitoes, toilet seats, and handshakes. It is uncomfortable to think that this potential destroyer of the human race is a result of
Mother Nature or one's own lack of caution. There must be an "evil force"
plotting the downfall of the world. The fact that homosexuals make up 66.34
percent of the AIDS cases in America (Duda, 8) works into this theory
perfectly. Blame gives people an outlet for their fears: The entire problem has
been caused by one group of people, they imagine. Dennis Altman says in his
book, AIDS in the Mind of America:
In the hysteria around AIDS one sees rational fears of contagion mixed
with irrational fears of sexuality and "otherness," which recall the irrationality psychoanalysts have uncovered in anti-Semitism.
Across the United States over the past few years graffiti have symbolized
this new and powerful way of stigmatizing homosexuals: "AIDSAmerica' s Ideal Death Sentence" was scrawled across the poster of a gay
organization at Stanford University. (59)
He continues to give us evidence that the press encourages such exaggerated
and unreasonable reactions to homosexuals:
... two columns in the Murdock-owned New York Post written by Patrick
Buchanan, a former speechwriter for President Nixon who was later hired
to work for President Reagan. In the columns, entitled "AIDS Disease:
It's Nature Striking Back," Buchanan invoked hepatitis and parasites as
well as AIDS to argue that gays should be banned from food handling ...
and child care. ( 5 9)
These examples of homophobia show more than discrimination on the part
of America's public, press, and politicians. They show a misunderstanding of
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the problem. Even after many years of proof that AIDS is a "killer that doesn't
discriminate," as the White House's own proposed service campaign against
AIDS states (Crewdson, 22), people continue to blame it on homosexuals.
Instead of concentrating on avoiding the disease by practicing safe sex,
enjoying monogamous relationships, and taking care to see that needles are
sterilized before use, many homophobic individuals spend time crusading
against homosexuals, most of whom are not even AIDS carriers.
Just open any gay newspaper from any city in the nation, to any page, and
count the number of"gay bashing" stories you see. In Palo Alto, California, a
sculpture titled "Gay Liberation" was sprayed with the word "AIDS"
1
(McGann, "Sculpture"). In San Diego a man accused "militant high-risk
groups [of] threaten[ ing] 'blood terrorism' as a method of blackmailing the
government" (McGann, "New Tactic"). In Boston, homosexuals were
"'phased out' of existence [at Northeastern University] in order to remove 'a
pain in the ass' to the University administration" ("Boston's Northeastern").
In Seattle, a man was "attacked with a stun-gun in a ... popular meeting
ground for gay males." He referred to the "police apathy concerning anti-gay
violence" (" Assault Victim"). And the lists of active homophobic incidents go
on and on. Gays have always faced discrimination, yet the AIDS crisis has
amplified an already intense problem.
Much of the hysteria stems from the blame which is placed on homosexuals
for causing the disease. "Forty-five percent [of the American population] say
that persons with AIDS 'have only themselves to blame,' according to a report
from the American Institute of Public Opinion." Another 42 percent of the
people surveyed "said they thought AIDS was 'punishment' for moral
decline." Although the word "homosexual" is not used, it seems safe to
assume that the surveyed individuals are not considering transfusion patients
or children born with AIDS when they refer to "blame" and "punishment."
That leaves intravenous drug users and homosexuals. But the report adds:
"Evangelicals and those with less than a high school diploma are far more
likely to blame victims for incurring the ailment and to view the epidemic as
punishment for moral decline" ("60% Favor AIDS ID"). Thus, paranoid
judgments about AIDS often stem from a lack of education and understanding.
When one examines the origins of AIDS, it is obvious that homosexuals are
not responsible for the creation of this illness, nor are they the first and only
victims. Dr. Jacques Leibowitch, a consulting immunologist on AIDS at the
World Health Organization, tells a riveting tale of his participation in the
investigation of the AIDS virus in his book, A Strange Virus of Unknown
Origin. The book traces the virus to monkeys in Africa before 1967 when
twenty-five scientists in West Germany were infected with an unexplained
''fever." The scientists had been studying monkeys brought to Germany from
Kenya. In 1969, two missionaries returned from Nigeria to their home in
America with a similar infection (Leibowitch, 66). Leibowitch continues to
give examples of such cases which he links to the AIDS virus. It seems that
these "older" viruses were early forms of the HTLV-AIDS strain which exists
today. He compares the development of this disease to "other tropical viruses
(without relation to AIDS) [which] have on occasion undergone such spectacular promotions ... 'new' diseases have unexpectedly appeared where there
had been 'nothing' " ( 65 ). In other words, the disease most certainly evolved
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from next to nothing-just as everything else in nature does. By this painstakingly researched theory, Leibowitch argues that AIDS is not a strange,
invisible force which attacks people on the basis of sexuality. It is just another
chemical compound which has joined the millions of others floating around our
planet. It evolved in the jungles of Africa and has, unfortunately, found its way
into our civilization.
So why are homosexuals the main target of the disease? many people may
ask. But before we jump to any rash conclusion, let us take into account the
fact that when one says that mostly homosexuals are infected with AIDS, one
is referring only to America and Europe (i.e., Western civilization). First, we
must consider Africa, where 17 out of 100,000 people ( compared with only 6
out of 100,000 in America) have the disease.
The pattern of AIDS in central Africa is different in many respects from
that in the United States. Almost half of African AIDS patients are
women. Also, several studies have found an association between infection
with HTLV-III/LAV in central Africa and heterosexual promiscuity,
especially involving female prostitution.... [In one study], 7 of 25 men
treated for sexually transmitted diseases who admitted having contact with
prostitutes ... tested positive. ( 16)
Thus, where the disease is believed to have originated, it affects mainly heter~
sexuals. Those people who like to believe that the "wrath of God" has caused
the AIDS phenomenon might argue that promiscuity is responsible for the
spread of AIDS in this area. But how many men in America visit prostitutes
and escape "God's judgment"? And how can one explain that wearing a
condom in such cases prevents the spread of the disease? Is God imperfect in
his selection of sinners? Such questions, based on knowledge instead of speculation, show the lack of logic in the "judgment" theory. Exchange of fluids
(blood, semen, or urine) is responsible for AIDS transmission, not "sin." And
the fact remains that Africa's heterosexual community is suffering from the
disease, not their homosexual community. In Haiti, similarly, "few of the
cases have been traced to homosexuality or drug abuse, and 30 percent of
AIDS victims are women" (Leibowitch, 18).
But while the AIDS virus does not choose to infect people on the basis of
sexuality, it may still be unclear how many homosexuals became infected in
America. Leibowitch addresses this phenomenon with a theory formed during
the international medical investigation of AIDS. He explains how the huge
incidence of AIDS in Africa led researchers to believe the disease originated
there. The disease was then linked to the earlier viruses that resembled AIDS
and traced to primates in the African jungles.
The infection is then believed to have spread to humans through the use of
primate blood in sexual activities, a practice common in Central Africa. The
following example is from The Lancet, by Anicet Kashamura, a native of the
area's Kivu region, as quoted in The Economist:
... to stimulate a man or woman and induce them to intense sexual
activity, monkey blood [for a man] or she-monkey blood [for a woman]
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was inoculated into the thighs, pubic area and back. ("The Monkey's
Blood")
Once human beings were exposed to the virus, it spread rapidly among them
through sexual activity. Then, argues Leibowitch:
Who might have exported [AIDS] from [Africa] to the New World? ...
The Cubans, perhaps. After all, did they not physically intervene in
Angola in 1972 and subsequently? ... Carried by such veterans, the virus
might have pursued its longjourney in the direction of the United States. In
1977-1978, the Cuban government expelled a certain number of undesirables among whom figured magalitas (homosexuals) and Angola
veterans. A certain number of the latter found refuge in Florida, in Miami
... a recognized zone of "swinging" homosexual activity. (68-69)
Surely, the promiscuous lifestyle of many homosexuals helped the spread of
AIDS in that community; it allowed more individuals to be exposed to the
virus in a brief time span. But Leibowitch's theory shows that the high incidence
of AIDS in the homosexual community may be largely circumstantial, as well
(i.e., the origin of the virus in the African jungle, the immigration of Cuban
homosexuals, etc.).
This theory is supported by numerous other studies, including one
conducted in Belle Glade, Florida-one of the first cities in America to be
dramatically affected by AIDS. In a community of 17,000 people, there were
37 cases of AIDS by 1985, with an estimated 1,000 people infected. "Significantly more than half of the first 37 cases reported did not fit into any of the
high-risk categories .... [Belle Glade] is an impoverished agricultural area in
which overcrowding, malnutrition, venereal disease, and tuberculosis are
common" (Slaff and Brubaker, 35-36). The fact that venereal disease is
prevalent suggests that sexual promiscuity is responsible for the spread of
AIDS in Belle Glade. It seems, therefore, that AIDS had the potential to
drastically affect the heterosexual community in America, but certain factors
stood in the way. First, many of the infected Cubans sent to Florida were
homosexual. Second, they were sent to an area of Florida (Miami) with a great
number of sexually active gay males. One other important factor remains.
When we consider Belle Glade, remember that we are not talking about a
conventional middle-class suburb of a metropolis. We are talking about a poor,
uneducated community in the middle of farm land. Were they as able to afford
birth control as people in the center of a thriving city? Did they know enough
about the likelihood of pregnancies and sexually transmitted diseases to
practice birth control? The facts of overcrowding and malnutrition suggest they
did not. It seems likely that, had the wide use of birth control devices ( such as
condoms, diaphrams, sponges, and other disease preventors) not been widely
employed at the time of the AIDS epidemic (as they were not in Belle Glade),
American would surely have faced such a plight as Africa. Of course not every
sexually promiscuous, American heterosexual uses birth control, but a great
majority do. Homosexuals did not use condoms widely until the spread of
AIDS was apparent. Again, this is not to say that promiscuity in the homer
sexual community was not a huge factor in the spread of the disease, but rather
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that it was only one item in a list of conditions which caused the community to
be devastated.
Regrettably, I have spent much time talking about the origins and methods
of transmitting AIDS. I have been forced to do so because the general public is
still unsure, though the facts have been available for several years. Constantly,
the media sensationalize information on the disease-creating fear. It is no
longer a simple task to encourage people to band together against the disease,
for many individuals are skeptical of anyone who suggests that it will not take a
miracle to stop the AIDS crisis. Many see a quarantine as the only solution to
the problem. Others resort to physical violence. But many people are not
looking at the reality of the risks. In their minds they still entertain thoughts of
infectious mosquitoes and deadly handshakes. They ignore the facts that show
the insanity of such theories. As psychologist William Wedin says:
lfwe continue to pursue the voluntary approach [to AIDS prevention, i.e.,
safe sex], we must accept the continued spread of the disease among those
who cannot be reached through reason and education [i.e., the poor, the
uneducated, and those unwilling to change their behvior]. Whereas, if we
demand that the government intervene to make such people "behave," we
must accept the same principle being applied to ourselves-precisely what
the New Right wants. (Altman, 167)
In other words, a quarantine policy or mandatory AIDS testing means the loss
of everyone's rights. Do we want officials knocking on our doors whenever
they choose-shoving needles in us and our children? Suppose a relative
becomes infected with AIDS. Do we want him or her taken from us? Perhaps
now some of you are nodding your head up and down, saying that it is a small
price to pay. But I doubt that anyone could really accept the government
tearing family members from his or her arms to leave them dying in concentration camps.
So you ask what we can do. How can we wipe the disease forever from the
earth-ensuring our right for survival without recreating the insanity of
genocide or stigmatization? First, we must be aware of the problem as it affects
the average American. The latest government report on AIDS shows that the
original projection of cases in the heterosexual community is down. Only 3.8
percent of all American heterosexuals are infected, when it was expected that
millions more would have the disease by now. This information, instead of
encouraging politicians, journalists, and human rights advocates to continue
the effective AIDS education campaign, has caused many to think twice about
such efforts to stop the disease (Crewdson, 22).
There are two major reasons for their doubts. The most obvious explanation
is that it seems unnecessary to continue fighting a disease that has nearly
disappeared. Why not invest time and money in other matters? This logic is
insane. When one goes to the doctor for help with a cold, he or she is given
medicine to stop the illness. Often, the medication will stop the sickness
shortly after the first pill is administered. If, however, the medication is
discarded the instant the illness subsides, the cold may return again with twice
its original force. How painful this mistake would be for the human race! Why
not continue the "medication" until the disease has completely extinguished
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itself? The logic of this suggestion seems so obvious that I question the
"experts." Have they really not noticed the risks involved in cutting off AIDS
awareness programs?
But let us not forget that the new statistics on AIDS instances among
heterosexuals is the cause for all this consideration. Apparently, the number of
deaths in the homosexual community is insignificant-perhaps even positive.
Ronald Reagan is just one of the many influential politicians who label
homosexuals "immoral." What better way to control them than by allowing
them to die? Perhaps this argument seems paranoid and rash. But let's consider
a recent story that has been nearly wiped from the news. A food substance
known as AL-721, discovered in 1982, has been recognized as effective in
fighting AIDS since 1985. "Of the 34 patients who received the drug, only one
has died." The others have completely recovered with no relapses in nearly
three years. "Today, the most promising treatment and possible cure [of
AIDS: Al-721] is being withheld from this dying population-suppressed by
the government, [and] key medical authorities." At the same time that these
authorities insist on shelving the substance until it is fully tested, the same
individuals have rushed the testing and administration of AZT which has
proved to be dangerous and sometimes "prove[s] more harmful than AIDS
itself." As Farber ironically comments, "Why do people with AIDS think our
government wants them dead?" (73-74). There is no excuse for the staggering
delays and the lack of media coverage on the issue. There is simply a great
number of officials who refuse to overcome their fears and look at the problem
logically. They hope to allow AIDS patients to drop from the face of the earth
-dismissing the problem as a homosexual issue.
Can any sensible heterosexual afford to hate homosexuals so much that he
or she encourages the spread of AIDS? Such ignorance is not only barbaric, it
is stupid. When homosexuals are at risk for AIDS, so is the rest of the world.
True, heterosexuals have learned how to practice safe sex. They may never be
widely affected by the virus, even if widespread information on the disease is
no longer available. But what if heterosexuals fail to see AIDS as a continuing
risk? What if the small (but still dangerous) number of infected heterosexuals
spread the disease more quickly, in the absence of AIDS prevention material?
What if condoms begin to seem optional? And what about the many cases of
people still spreading the disease because they don't understand the chance
that they take even in heterosexual sex? Surely, the "righteous" homophobes
cannot afford to find the answers to these questions. If their response is
negative, AIDS may be a larger problem than any graph or chart can anticipate. As one researcher suggested, "We have a window here where we don't
have a lot of heterosexual infection and it doesn't seem to be spreading very
fast. ... But it's still possible to have a heterosexual epidemic, and I think
people ought to be relatively conservative till we find out more" ( Crewdson,
22).
The AIDS epidemic is not a hopeless situation, however. Let us look at how
homosexuals handled the AIDS crisis within their own communities. Contrary
to popular belief, "If you look at what's happening in San Francisco and New
2
York, you see the number of [new] cases about flat. It's been flat for some
time, and it will flatten out elsewhere among gay men. In gay men the thing has
essentially stopped" ( Crewdson, 22 ). San Francisco and New York have an
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amazing number of public service announcements advocating condoms, safe
sex, and general AIDS awareness. Some might find them "evil" and
"encouraging promiscuity," but the fact remains that they save lives. They
have also made monogamy popular in the gay community. These encouraging
developments do more than fear and hatred directed at gays have ever done for
anyone, gay or straight, to stop the disease.
The initial foothold in the stand against AIDS has been won. The public has
a general knowledge of the disease, and the potential to continue such outreach
remains. We cannot make the same mistake twice, however. Gay activists first
lobbied for monies to fight AIDS in 1982 when awareness of the disease was
growing. The government was reluctant to supply the gay community with a
great deal of monetary support, but the threat of an epidemic was frightening
enough to cause a small reaction: i.e., $5.5 million in AIDS research and relief
programs. When the AIDS epidemic more closely threatened the heterosexual
population, however, the support grew to $96 million in 1986 (Altman, 112).
May we have stopped the spread of AIDS more quickly if the government had
taken this "cure for the homosexual" as a threat to humankind? The answer
can only be imagined. However, we can see from this history lesson the danger
of minimizing the problem.
Our reaction to AIDS must not be one of fear against everything which
concerns it. Nor can it be a shutting of our ears to the realistic dangers which
exist. Instead, we must ignore the useless hatred and fear around us and
continue to fight against this ignorant, sexless, raceless disease. We must
ignore whatever prejudices we have against homosexuals, heterosexuals, drug
users-or anyone. These differences are irrelevant in response to the AIDS
virus, for only through painstaking efforts to educate the entire population can
we erase its hold on our society.

NOTES

1 I.e., groups at a high risk of contracting AIDS in America: sexually active
gay males practicing unsafe sex, intravenous drug users using unsterilized
needles, and people who received blood transfusions before May 1985.
2 I.e., there are the same number of new cases instead of more new cases
each year.
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FROM THE BACKYARD TO THE GRAVEYARD:
THE TRAVELS OF A CORPSE
Kevin Pierce

"Formula to Destroy Life" [Cherokee Indian]:
Listen! Now I have come to step over your soul. You are of the - - clan.
Your name is - - . Your spittle I have put at rest under the earth. Your
soul I have put at rest under the earth. I have come to cover you over with
the black rock. I have come to cover you over with the black cloth. I have
come to cover you with the black slabs, never to reappear. Toward the
black coffin of the upland in the Darkening Land your paths shall stretch
out. So shall it be for you. The clay of the upland has come to cover you.
Instantly the black clay has lodged there where it is at rest at the black
houses in the Darkening Land. With the black coffin and with the black
slabs I have come to cover you. Now your soul has faded away. It has
become blue. When darkness comes your spirit shall grow less and dwindle
away, never to reappear. Listen! 1
Let's say you're dead. Today someone put the above-mentioned Indian hex
on you. You died while sitting in your favorite lawnchair with your hand
wrapped around a cold glass of iced tea. Your soul ( depending on your beliefs)
either floats up to heaven, plunges below to hell, or is simply gone in a puff of
smoke. It's gone and left one hundred to one hundred and fifty pounds of
inanimate flesh lying in a lawnchair. Who's going to take care of it? What will
become of the former you? What path will your corpse have to take until it
reaches its final destination-the grave?
If that iced tea you were drinking was laced with arsenic, then an autopsy
would have to be conducted. The coroner would collect your body and take it
back to his office. There he would choose from three different autopsy
procedures, depending on what he was looking for. A "complete" autopsy
would examine your entire body. A "limited" autopsy would examine your
entire body but not your head. A "selective" autopsy is one that examines a
select organ or organs that is under investigation. 2
So you're stretched out on a steel table, naked from top to toe. The pathologist makes a Y-shaped incision across your chest and abdomen. The base of
the Y starts just above your groin. He runs his knife up to the bottom of your
breastbone Uust above your navel). Here, the top half of the Y forks off
diagonally. One cut goes to each armpit.
Then the pathologist peels back the skin flaps, separating them from any
connective tissue, to expose your ribcage. He cuts through the ribs on either

side of you, under each arm, freeing the front half of the ribcage from the back.
This he lifts off, like the top of some wicker basket, and behold! Your insides!
These he weighs, slices, views under a microscope, and preserves for later
study. 3
Now he wants to see your brain. He makes a cut from one ear, over the top
of your head, to the other ear. Imagine having headphones on. The metal band
that goes over the top of your head-well, that's where the incision goes.
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One flap of your scalp is peeled forward over your face, and the other is
peeled back. Then the pathologist uses an electric saw to cut around your head.
Imagine wearing a sweatband-this is the path of the cut.
The hatch of your skull is taken off, and there's your brain. The pathologist
has been warned, "Removal of the intact brain requires deft handling because
slices, dices, and
of its softness and extreme fragility." He takes your brain,
4
examination.
later
for
fluid
stores it in a preservative
So your brain is in ajar. Your organs and guts are injars, and you're lying on
the table like an eighth-grade Biology frog. Don't worry; your dignity will be
is put back in
preserved. The cap of your skull is replaced. Your ribcage hatch
5
up.
sewed
and
place
in
laid
are
flaps
skin
place, and all your
If you didn't die of suspicious causes, you would be handed over right away
to a funeral director. What does a funeral director actually do? The National
Funeral Director's Association defines a funeral director as
... a person engaged in the care and/ or disposition of the human dead
[that's you] and/ or in the practice of disinfecting and preparing by embalming or otherwise the human dead for the funeral service, transportation,
6
burial or cremation . . .
He has a
The funeral director is the first person that your family will deal with.
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The "first call" is made by your family to the funeral director,
8
out and collects or "removes" your body to the funeral home. Usually, the
call is made right away from a hospital, from someone's home, or from the
scene of an accident. In one case a family tried to shop around for three days
before choosing:
When they finally chose the Community Funeral Home, which made the
removal, the deceased had been dead in bed in his well-heated room for
three and one-half days, and his putrefied condition was enough to make
most people gag upon entering his death room. After completing the removal, the owner commented to the man helping him, "Those bastards, ifl had
the
had the slightest idea of the condition of the body, I would have refused
9
call or would have charged them a fortune just for the removal. "
Your family then selects a casket. They set up a period of visitation at the
funeral home, and arrangements are made to prepare and remove your body to
the cemetery.
Your body starts to decompose the second after you die, so the funeral
director has to prepare your body with preservative fluid unless you want your
mourners to lose their lunches when they visit you. This is where embalming
comes in. In the center of the embalming room is a mortician's table- all stainless steel. 10 You, the unprepared corpse, are lying across it on your back, stark
naked. Your mouth is open, your eyes are open, and your right hand is cupped
around that fateful iced tea that you had in your backyard. You are tilted up at
an angle so that your feet are lower than your head.
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The first thing that the embalmer does is to position your body. Those open
eyes and that gaping mouth of yours are very unsettling. Those crazy arms
bent at the elbow aren't natural. Your body is massaged and positioned by the
embalmer in a manner of sleep, "legs straight together, hands crossed on the
stomach, [and] head raised and tipped slightly to the right." 11
Then comes the fixing of your face. The eyelids are closed, and pricks are
inserted to keep them shut. Your jaw is pierced by a wire suture that the
embalmer uses to sew your jaws shut. Any excess wire is hidden away within
your mouth. 12
Now you look like you're asleep. What next? Now comes the actual
embalming, which consists of two steps. During the first, arterial embalming,
"the body is drained of blood and then the blood vessels are filled with a
preservative fluid (usually a solution of formaldehyde in water)." During the
second, cavity embalming, "fluids are removed from the two main body
cavities, the thorax ( chest) and abdomen, and replaced with a preservative
fluid." 13
The embalmer begins to drain your body of its blood. He uses three blood
vessels in different areas of your body to do the job. He uses the "axillary
artery and subclavian vein near the armpits; the carotid artery and jugular vein
in the neck; [and] the femoral artery and femoral vein near the groin." 14
Your blood is running out of your neck, your armpits, and your groin; where
does it all go? Here the mortician's table comes in handy, because it is specially
designed to deal with all this gore. A "gutter" outlines the perimeter of the
table; like a rain gutter on a house, it catches the run-off and funnels it to your
feet by gravity (keep in mind that you're lying with your head raised). The
blood then runs down to a container, or "sewer," where it is collected and later
discarded. 15
After your veins are drained of their blood, the mortician pumps the
embalming fluid into your vessels. A second solution is added later which
contains a red dye to give you a baby-pink look. 16
The arterial embalming is finished, and now the mortician begins the cavity
embalming. "It is done with the trocar [a sharp-pointed surgical instrument],
which is connected to the aspirator. The trocar is inserted in a small incision
near the navel and draws out blood and waste. The cavity is then filled with a
very strong formalin concentrate in order to kill microorganisms and to 'cook'
the viscera.'' 17
The entire embalming process takes three hours. After that, cosmetics are
applied. Any skin discolorations or scars are covered over at this time. One
instructor in "restorative art and cosmetology at a New York college of
mortuary science" had cosmetic problems with one body during a class. The
male corpse had buck teeth which caused his mouth to stay open. This was
quickly remedied by using a scalpel and a screwdriver to push the protruding
teeth back into the mouth. The lips were then sewed up tight. 18
You may wonder how much all of this is costing to fix up your body. Well, it
all depends on which funeral home you go to and whether you're taking the
economy route or going off in style. It does pay to shop around, though, if you
have time. You should be a choosy corpse. At Blake and Lamb Funeral Home,
it costs $230 to embalm your body, 19 while at Slaughter and Son Funeral Home,
it costs between $100 and $200 (depending on the size of the body). 20
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If you're going economy, then a generic coffin is for you. At Blake and Lamb
a gray, cloth-covered, particle-board coffin will run you $415. At Slaughter
and Son an unfinished wooden coffin will go for about $200. These coffins are
the cheapest ones available at these two homes. They are the coffins that the
poor are buried in, the fee being paid by the welfare department.
But you don't want to spend eternity lying in a wooden box. You want to go
all the way. If you're a mobster, you'll be buried in a "Cadillac," but if you're
an average citizen you'll have to settle for a bronze casket, which will cost you
$4,000 at Blake and Lamb. The metal caskets at Slaughter and Son run from
$5,000 on up to $10,000.
Your body has been collected ($150), embalmed ($200), and boxed (let's
say $1,500). Your corpse can now take a choice of two paths.
If you're itching to get in the ground, then you would choose direct burial.
Direct burial is when you skip the wake and are taken directly to the cemetery.
This runs from $875-975 with the basic wooden coffin included.
If you want to be viewed by your family, then it will cost you around $2,500
for a two-day wake or $1,800 for a one-day wake. (Everything but the casket is
included in this.) All in all, it will cost you around $4,000 for the average
funeral home to take you out of your lawnchair and deliver you to the
cemetery. 21
"Each year, slightly under (but soon expected to exceed) two million people
die in the United States." 22 You're not alone on your journey through the
funeral home; this is a very big business.
Traditionally, funeral homes were kept in business by family loyalty within
the community. If the father was taken to a particular home, then the rest of the
family would be taken there as well. There is no sure way to increase business,
short of murder. "You can't have a two-for-one sale to drum up business," said
R Kent Huff, the owner of Huff Funeral Home in East Bend, North Carolina.
"We went a week without a call one time. But you catch up with things
eventually. " 23
One way of ensuring that there will be business is the pre-paid funeral. Prearranged funerals were common in the past. "Casks of wine were put away,
sometimes at the birth of a child, for either his wedding or his funeral. " 24 Some
went so far as to handle the arrangements themselves. "Mr. Carver picked out
the clothes he wished to be buried in and hung them, labeled, in his closet. He
also dug his own grave in a rocky, hard-to-shovel part of the cemetery and then
filled it with sand so that it could be shoveled out easily. " 25
But today you wouldn't have to go the lengths that Mr. Carver went to. You
would have the funeral home take care of everything. As a future corpse, you
would open a "funeral trust fund" with a funeral home. "The money paid by
the pre-planner is placed by the funeral home in an account with the bank,
where it earns interest." 26 This pre-payment method is like pre-payment for a
college education. While the future student is still an infant, the parents pay the
tuition to the college. Pre-paid funeral contracts are on the rise, growing from
22,000 in 1960 to 600,000 in 1985; they now account for a quarter of all
funerals. 27
One funeral home conglomerate, Service Corporation International,
received $15 million in 1985 for pre-paid funerals. 28 "With more than 300
funeral homes around the country, Service Corporation-known in some
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circles by the tongue-in-cheek name 'McDeath' -develops massive buying
power and economics of scale. " 29 Service Corporation owns funeral homes, an
embalming supplier, and a casket company. It is feared that if the funeral
industry were to begin buying cemeteries, they would have a monopoly on all
steps of the funeral process. 30 The way that they expand is not to build new
homes, but to buy out existing ones. They keep the embalmers on to keep the
community business. This is the same way that hair salons are bought out. The
hairdressers are kept on because of their clientele. 31
One threat to the big business of funeral homes is cremation, which now
accounts for 12 percent of all body disposals.32 This brings us to the second
stage of your travels as a corpse-which way to be buried, as a rotting body or
as a mound of ashes? You' re riding in the hearse-are you going to take the
road to the crematorium or the road to the cemetery?
Before you choose the road to the crematorium, you have to figure out
whether your religion is for or against cremation. It certainly wouldn' t be any
fun to spend eternity in an urn with no chance for salvation. If you are a
Moslem (including a Black Muslim), an Orthodox or Conservative Jew, or a
member of certain Protestant churches, then forget cremation-it' s forbidden. 33 If you are a Buddhist, a Hare Krishna, a Hindu, a Reform Jew,
Protestant, or Roman Catholic, then full speed ahead to the crematorium-it' s
okay. 34 The Roman Catholics, however, are still touchy when it comes to
cremation. Cremation goes against the idea of a physical resurrection. 35 Christ
was buried (he was not cremated), and his body was resurrected. " Until 1963,
the Catholic Church was strongly opposed to cremation. " 36 They then allowed
it only if you met certain criteria.
These include: ( 1) if cremation is customary in a country, such as in India
or Japan; (2) if there is danger of disease for reasons of epidemics, plagues,
or war; ( 3) if a suitable grave site cannot be obtained because of cost or
geographical distances; ( 4) if civil law requires cremation, as in Tokyo.37
You have to receive permission from the Church and convince them that your
reasons are valid. 38 So if you' re Catholic and you don't have time to haggle
with the priest, then turn the hearse around and head for the cemetery.
Orthodox and Conservative Jews oppose cremation mainly because earth
burial is traditional in their societies. There is no biblical base to their opposition, and Reform Jews do permit cremation. 39
You' re a corpse. Of course you can't choose your route once you' re dead,
but even if you had chosen cremation while you were alive, you would not be
assured it. Except for organ donations, nobody can determine what will
happen to their corpse. Pre-planned instructions, even in writing, are not
legally binding. It' s up to your next-of-kin to make the final decision. You have
to square it away with them first. 40
You arrive at the crematorium and are placed in the furnace-body, casket,
and all. If you had a wake, then you would most likely be in a fancy metal or
wooden casket. No need to worry; your body is burned up either way. The
metal caskets melt and the metal is later separated from your ashes. The
wooden caskets burn up with you. If you didn't have a wake, then you would be
collected by the funeral director and taken straight to the crematorium. In this
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41
case, you would be carried around in a simple cardboard or wooden box.
You're lying in your wooden casket in the furnace. You're still all duded up
from the wake. You have your cosmetics and your best suit on, and you're
lying comfortably on a lace pillow. Frills and plush are all around you. Now is
when they tum on the furnace. The furnace is defined as a "reverberating
[reflective] furnace, by which means a sheet of flame passes over, around and
above the entire body, covering its upper surface lengthways, when it turns
downwards and takes the same course in a reversed direction below." You are
literally sandwiched between these two great hands of flame, blasted over and
under you, and reflected off the walls of the furnace. The flames are fed oxygen
by a chimney. "The base of the chimney [contains] a coke fire which accelerates the draught and completely decomposes any effiuvia which might
42
otherwise escape the summit. "
You are toasted down to a heap of ashes, a pile of bones and fragments of
coffin. When you cool off, the cremator takes out the scraps of coffin, putting
your bones and ash in a crusher. The crusher pulverizes any bone fragments
into powder.
You started out the week at roughly, say, one hundred and thirty pounds.
Now you weigh just two pounds. We can't call you a corpse anymore. Now
you're just a pile of"cremains." You are poured into a plastic bag and placed
in a gold can which looks like a big can of F olgers Coffee. If you really want to
43
go all out, you can be poured into an um (which will cost you about $180).
You'd think that after all that frying and pulverizing and pouring, you'd be
able to settle down to some eternal rest; well, not so. You can either be placed
in a "columbaria," which is a vault with niches for urns, or you can be handed
over to your relatives. Once you're in the hands of your relatives, anything
goes. There's no telling what will happen to you. One woman poured the ashes
of her husband in a river that he liked to fish in. Technically, this is against the
law. A person can't legally spread ashes on land or on any inland body of
are biologiwater. This is not because of any disease concerns; the cremains
44
littering.
cally inert. It's prohibited because it's considered
You can, however, be spread over the ocean (three miles offshore). One
California business, Flights of Light Inc., will spread your ashes over the
Pacific Ocean. They fly your remains over the waves in a twin-engine Cessna
402. Like a crop-duster, the plane releases your ashes from a "bomb bay-like
45
device'' in the belly of the plane. Like any business, Flights of Light has a
payment package that suits your taste and your income. The plane, a minister,
you $1,300.
two mourners, and your cremains, aloft over the Pacific, will run
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dump your ashes for $830 (including the cost of cremation). Flights of Light
is optimistic.
hasn't had its first customer yet, but Jeri Nicklas, the co-founder,
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Cremation advocates maintain that "the cities of the living and the cities of
50
the dead" are in conflict. There is only a finite amount of land in the United
States. Some of the terrain is uninhabitable. The choicest spots ( flat, open
grasslands) are being fought over by the living and the dead. The living, of
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course, always win. If a road has to go through or land has to be cleared, then
graves can be moved-but where? Where will all the bodies be moved to and,
as cities expand, will the corpses, and soon your corpse, be on the move again?
In 1785, one instance of the dead being shuffied around occurred in Paris.
Bodies were exhumed because people living next to the cemetery were falling
sick. "Although the exhumation was performed in winter, a number of gravediggers were stricken with death on the spot, so poisonous were the gases
generated by the buried bodies. These foul gases emanated from the saturated
soil it had been proposed to analyze, but the idea had to be abandoned, for no
gravedigger dared to assist in its collection. " 51
Funeral practices in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were not as
sanitary as they are today. Embalming was practiced on only a few corpses in
America before the Civil War. 52
The burial of the poor was also less sanitary than it is today. Today they get
the standard ( cheapest) grave. 53 In the past, the poor were either quietly buried
in " potter's fields" (any open space), 54 or buried in long trenches in the local
cemetery. Such trenches were kept uncovered until they were filled, and "the
trench [was] filled with body after body regardless of the cause of death. " 55
A physician working for the Board of Health in an American town described
one such trench: "A trench is dug, beginning at the sidewalk, about ten feet
wide and fifteen feet deep [ and two hundred feet long]. In this the bodies are
deposited one above the other, until near the surface of the ground, when a
little earth is thrown over it ... " The trench is like a layer cake of corpses. The
first tier of corpses is completed, some earth is spread over, then the next tier of
corpses is laid, and so on-layer upon layer- until the corpse cake is completed and a little icing of earth is spread over the top. The town trench above
held 1,500 bodies. 56
The threat of rotting bodies and disease concerned people who lived around
cemeteries. In 1885, Plymouth, Pennsylvania, had an epidemic of typhoid
fever, caused by contamination of the town's drinking water by the feces of a
fever patient. " If the excreta of one typhoid fever case thrown upon the snow
can infect the wells or reservoirs of a city to this extent," said Dr. J. Edgar
Chancellor, " what may we not expect from the decomposition of human
bodies in the long-used burial grounds and cemeteries of many towns and
cities?" 57
This fear of contamination was also present in Philadelphia. Before the turn
of the century, Philadelphia experienced the worst epidemic of typhoid fever in
the country. This epidemic was attributed to the pollution added by decomposing corpses to the Schuykill River and Fairmont Reservoir, which supplied
the city with its water. The bodies rotted in the cemeteries; fluid from their
decomposition mixed with the groundwater, which mixed with Schuykill River
water, which ran past the city, and where the inhabitants finally collected their
water and drank it down. One physician, Dr. Franklin Gauntt, remarked,
" ... when you drink Schuykill water you are sampling your grandfather." He
also said that water samples from the river contained oil of cedar from the
materials used to build coffins. 58
You say you don't give a damn about contaminated drinking water like that
in Philadelphia? You want to be buried in the earth, to take the deep six? Well,
steer your hearse towards the cemetery, but I hope you or your family have
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made preparations, because you're going to have to dig your hands into your
pockets again.
First, consider exactly where in the cemetery you want to be buried. You
want shade? You want a special view? It' ll cost you extra, because there are
only so many shady spots in any one cemetery.
Cemetery plot prices are structured just like seats in a ballpark. If you want
box seats (the plots closest to the entrance), it'll cost you around $400. If you
want the mid-range seats (the plots in the middle), it'll cost you around $300.
And if you want the bleacher seats way out in left field, it' ll cost you $200.
These left-field plots are where the poor are buried, so if you' re a snobbish
59
corpse you' d better stick to the front where the high-class corpses are.
Again, like for anything else, it pays to shop around. It all depends on what
you want as far as location of the cemetery and your location within the walls
of the cemetery are concerned. Arlington Cemetery in Elmhurst sells front60
row graves for $425, while Catholic Cemeteries in Hillside sells them for
61
only $325. So don't just hop into any old grave-chec k it out first.
You've picked your plot. It will cost you $5 45 to have it " opened" by a
that has a claw-like scoop
gravedigger operating a backhoe, which is a tractor
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very old graveyards.
64
The grave box itself costs $200; it can be lined with plastic or stainless
steel for an extra $800 if you're concerned about getting your new black suit all
wet. 65 But this won't last forever, because over time the vault will crack.
They lower your casket into the grave box, throw a slab over the top, push
the earth on top of you, and roll the sod right over your grave like a blanket.
Can you go to your eternal rest yet? No, of course not. How is anybody going
to find you? You need a gravestone. The cheapest gravestone at Arlington
Cemetery will cost you $320. The cheapest at Catholic Cemeteries ( a two-foot
by one-foot " flush-marker" level with the ground) will cost you $225 .
Now can you get some rest? Yes, at least for a while. If your grave plot is dug
for a double interment (to a depth of eight feet) , then it will have to be reopened. If you die before your spouse, you are placed at the bottom and
the grave is reopened and his or her
covered over. When your spouse dies,
66
grave box is placed on top of yours.
Then there's the possibility of disinterment. If your family wants to move
you, if a road is to go through, or if the cemetery land can be put to better use,
from the
then you'll be moved. Before exhumation begins, a permit is needed
67
police department, and a funeral director has to be involved. Theoretically,
gravesites are maintained and kept sacred forever or for the life of the cemetery.
But as one gravedigger at Catholic Cemeteries chuckled, " Nothing is forever. "
You' re in your grave now, everything's quiet. What about body snatchers?
snatchers of the past were doctors
Should you worry about them? Most body
68
looking for cadavers to experiment on. Reverend John Todd, an apprentice
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doctor in the nineteenth century, went in search of a body that was buried in
the New Hampshire countryside:
How I found the poor stranger's grave and exulted as a miser would have
done over gold, and how I worked and toiled and finally got the bones,
every one of them! into my bag and on my back, I shall not attempt to
describe. It cost me three days' hard work, and work not the most
pleasant. 69

If your body isn't snatched, then it could possibly be mummified and
displayed. In the past, churches often displayed the mummified figures of their
monks. One Franciscan convent in Malta exhibited their monks, held upright
by wooden bars across their waists.
In another, a tall figure stood with its withered hands, like mouldy parchment, crossed in front of it; the brown beard still clung to its chin, but the
eyes had decayed away, and the lips had shrunk back from the teeth, giving
the face a dreadful leering expression, greatly at variance with the reverent
attitude of the hands.10
At the church of St. Michel in the Bordeaux region of France, a number of
corpses were found to be perfectly preserved even after hundreds of years. The
mummies were put on display, propped upright in a circle around the crypt
under the bell tower. People paid a fee; it was a show:
A rough fellow with a candle on the end of a stick, such as they have in
wine cellars, goes round as showman. He taps and thumps the bodies to
show that they are perfectly sound, tough like leather trunks , and not the
least brittle. " See here, gentlemen, is a very tall man; see how powerful his
muscles must have been, and what excellent calves he has now! There is a
woman with a dreadful chasm in her breast; she had a cancer. The next
four are a family poisoned with mushrooms; observe the contortions on
their faces from the coliques they suffered. The next is a poor miserable
that was buried alive. See how his head is turned to one side and the body
half turned around, in the frantic effort to get out of his coffin, with his
mouth open and gasping. 71
Mummification is extremely rare today, and with organ and body donation,
doctors don't have to dig you up. But wait! What if there' s been some mistake?
What if you' re not dead yet and have been buried in a trance? Edgar Allan
Poe, in his short story " The Premature Burial," writes of an instance where a
body was dug up and snatched by doctors shortly after it had been buried. " An
incision of some extent had been actually made in the abdomen, when the fresh
and undecayed appearance of the subject suggested an application of the
battery . . .. The patient, with a hurried but quite unconvulsive movement,
arose from the table, stepped into the middle of the floor, gazed about him
uneasily for a few seconds, and then-spoke. " 72
Another instance reported in the Elmira (N .Y.) Gazette of April 27 , 1881 ,
describes how a woman's coffin was exhumed a few days after burial to be
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taken to another state. When the coffin was opened, it was obvious that the
woman had been buried alive:
She was lying face downward, her hands clenched in her hair, and her
distorted features plainly showing the intensity of suffering she had undergone. It was apparent that in the necessarily short interval that ensued
between her return to consciousness and her death by suffocation, she had
comprehended her dismal situation, and turning upon her face, had
endeavored to throw open the lid of the coffin, by pushing against it with
her back. 73
Premature burial was more likely to occur in the past. As I've said before,
embalming didn't catch on in the United States until after the Civil War. Since
the process of embalming drains all blood from your body, an embalmed
person can't be buried alive. He can be embalmed alive, unwittingly murdered
by the embalmer, but he can't be buried alive once he's been embalmed.
Today, electrocardiograms and other sophisticated procedures can safely
determine whether you're dead or not. Most Americans are buried, and most
are embalmed before they are buried. But the poor and those who choose
direct burial or direct cremation do run a risk ( an extremely small one) of
awakening in the tomb or in the crematorium.
But you're lucky-your corpse is safe and under the sod with nothing to
worry about forever.

*

*

*

So live, that when thy summons comes to join
The innumerable caravan, which moves
To that mysterious realm, where each shall take
His chamber in the silent halls of death,
Thou go not, like the quarry-slave at night,
Scourged to his dungeon, but, sustained and soothed
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy grave,
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch 74
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams.
from "Thanatopsis," by William Cullen Bryant
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THE BEST YEARS OF HER LIFE
Jennifer Miller

On September 3, 1939, Britain's Prime Minister Chamberlain broadcast
over the radio his country's declaration of war against Hitler's Germany;
Joyce King was almost two months away from her eighteenth birthday. Ask
her what it was like to live in England through World War II, though, and you
may be surprised by her answer. In a somewhat apologetic tone, Joyce will tell
you, "Well, really, those were the best years of my life."
On the evening of September 3, the first aid raid siren sounded, taking
everyone by surprise. No one expected it to come so soon after the Prime
Minister's declaration. Earlier that day the government had distributed gas
masks to everyone, including clear, incubator-type chambers for the infants,
because they feared the Germans might use chemical warfare. Rose King lined
up her family's gas masks in a row along the top of the piano, and when the
siren went off that evening, they immediately turned off all lights and groped in
the dark for their masks. Then Joyce, her mother and two brothers, her Gran,
her Aunt Else (who was pregnant at the time), and her cousin Theo all huddled
into the small dining room pantry under the staircase. Together they sat in fear
as the first bombs boomed in the distance. Lucky for them, Sudbury was not hit
that night, and for that matter, remained practically untouched throughout the
war. Joyce remembers only two close calls for Sudbury. Once was when a
bomb dropped on her street up Queens Road. It was what they called a "basket
of bombs," which consisted of several small bombs within one casing designed
to set each other off. Luckily the defective bomb only partially detonated,
resulting in a few shattered windows. Another close call was when a bomb
burst in a field just north of the cemetery up Constitution Hill. Joyce's Uncle
Ollie was visiting Sudbury at the time. His chemist's shop in London had been
bombed and he was seeking respite for his bad nerves. One day he decided to
take a walk up to the cemetery. When he heard the familiar spiraling whistle of
a dropping bomb, he slammed his body against the cemetery ground in time to
feel the earth tremor from a near hit. "I'm going back to London," he announced to his family when he returned visibly shaken from his walk.
If we can believe such German propagandists as Lord Haw Haw, Berlin
Siegfried or Blackout Sally, whom Joyce used to hear over the radiowaves,
Sudbury was spared for a reason. The three steeples of Sudbury's churchesSt. Peter's, St. Gregory's, and All Saints-forme d a triangular arrow that
pointed the German Luftwaffe pilots in the direction of London.
Although Sudbury escaped devastation, it didn't escape the constant threat.
The wail of the air raid sirens became commonplace. Sometimes Joyce and
her girlfriends heard the bombs dropping in the distance as they walked or rode
their bicycles to and from the dances at the airdromes. One particular night
when they were halfway home from a dance at Melford, they heard the air raid
siren followed shortly by the whistle of a dropping bomb nearby. The war had
become so matter-of-fact to them, though, that they continued walking and
responded as if commenting on lightning and thunder, "Ooooh, that one was
close, wasn't it?"
Joyce and her friends eventually became lax about wearing their gas masks
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as well. Sometimes the clock-puncher at the girdle factory where she worked
would reprimand Joyce for coming to work without it. On one occasion he
asked her, "Where's your mask?" and Joyce quipped, "Don't you see? I'm
wearing it!" But as Joyce explains, "We were young and didn't care ... "
On May 14, 1940, British citizens too old or too young for military service
were called by their country to volunteer for duty in the Local Defence
Volunteers, which later came to be called the Home Guard. Over a million
volunteers were recruited. Joyce's father joined and became an air raid
warden, whose duty was to check that all lights were extinguished during the
air raids. No street lights or car lights were allowed, and people were asked to
use heavy green blinds or extra drapes during the raids to blacken the one room
in the house which they wished to keep lit. Unless there was a full moon during
a raid, you couldn't see a foot in front of you. Joyce's father once thought he
was walking down Girling Street, when he was actually on Suffolk Road, and
walked smack into a brick wall.
Joyce, who joined the ambulance service, sometimes drove the ambulance
on practice runs during air raids. When there was no moonlight to guide her,
she followed whatever dim light she might spot ahead and hoped that she was
following a bicyclist. Once she nearly hit an oncoming cyclist, and another
time she drove the ambulance into a brick wall by the public swimming pool.
On another evening when Joyce and her girlfriends were riding their bikes to a
dance, an air raid warden stopped them. While Joyce, Joan, and Rona rode
bicycles with dynamo lamps that dimmed, their friend Beryl pedaled an oldfashioned bicycle with two glowing oil lamps on its handlebars. The air raid
warden told her politely, "Dear, your light is too bright. You'll have to put a
piece of red paper over it."
Not all fighting took place during the night, however. Once when Joyce and
her mother were hanging laundry in their back garden, they witnessed in broad
daylight three British fighter planes chasing a German bomber that had
already dropped its load and was heading homeward to Germany. The planes
were flying so low that Joyce and her mother could see the markings and hear
the low, steady humming of the German plane. V-1 s, pilotless airplanes ( or
buzz-bombs), were another common sight. They were German bullet-shaped
bombs that buzzed as they moved slowly across the sky. When the visible light
went off on the bomb, the buzzing stopped, and the bomb dropped. They were
especially terrible because their approach could be seen and heard by the
civilians below.' Joyce sighed a breath of relief each time the buzz bomb
continued past her.
Yet despite the never-ending threat of German air attacks, Joyce and her
girlfriends still believe the war years were their happiest. Why? One obvious
reason is that the war years coincided with their "salad days" of youth and
romance. The war itself promoted the attitude of" Live for today!" It was no
small thing for the girls of sleepy Sudbury, Suffolk, to suddenly find themselves
surrounded by troops of young, attentive militiamen-British , Scottish, and
American-sent into the Suffolk area for their benefit. As a result, the local
pubs thrived and the dance halls came alive with music, dancing, and laughter.
Young, Brigadier Peter, ed., The World Almanac Book of World War II (New York:
World Almanac Publications, 1981 ), 56.
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At the bottom of Suffolk Road on Girling Street, the American Gis picked
up the Sudbury girls who needed rides to the dances at W aldingfield Air Base.
The girls sat on benches in the back of the canvas-covered army truck, while
the driver sat up front behind a partition of canvas sacking. One particular
stormy night Joyce and her girlfriends waited in the pouring rain for their ride.
Finally the truck pulled up and the girls climbed aboard. "Well, Joan will
never come out tonight!" one of them exclaimed as they took their places on
the benches. Joan, who lived in Bulmar, would have had to bicycle three miles
to Sudbury in the pouring rain. "Oh yes I will!" came a voice from the driver's
side of the partition. Up came the sacking and there sat Joan with sopping wet
hair seated beside the driver. They all had a good laugh on the way to the
dance, and they still laugh about it today, some forty years later.
Dances were held at the Waldingfield Air Base as well as in Melford and in
Sudbury's own Victoria Hall. Inside the dance halls you'd find the Air Force
band at the head of the dance floor playing popular big-band hits of the time,
while the British, Scottish, and American soldiers milled around in small
groups. The soldiers' nationalities were distinguishable by their uniforms. The
Scottish wore kilts and either tams or plaid peaked field caps with ribbons
hanging in the back, while the British wore khaki uniforms similar to the
Americans, except they were of a coarser, serge material. The girls, of course,
wore dresses. Joyce's favorites included a periwinkle blue dress trimmed with
maroon piping; a black velvet dress with a V-neck crossed with rows of white
lace and a velvet bow; a black velvet skirt and white satin blouse with billowy
sleeves; and a pink dress with buttons down the front and a bow at the neckline.
When nylon was in demand for the making of parachutes, some girls penciled
seams on their legs to make it appear as if they wore stockings, though Joyce
never tried this herself.
The American soldiers were favored by some of the girls since they were
paid better than the British and could spend more money on their dates. I asked
Joyce if this didn't create some hostility towards the Americans, but she didn' t
think so. She added that she never saw or heard about any of the excessive
drinking and raucous fighting that the American soldiers reputedly indulged in
during the war, either. The only type of conflict she witnessed was when an
American GI might unwittingly take the favored spot of an old timer in one of
the pubs, and the worst that would happen is that the oldtimer would become
miffed. Generally speaking, though, Joyce feels that a mutual liking existed
between the Brits and the Yanks. And many young Britons, influenced by the
Hollywood movies and their glamorous stars, dreamed of going someday to
America. Perhaps she can speak only for herself, though. According to the
authors of The English Heritage, public opinion polls of the time showed that
of Gis
the distant Russians were more popular than the Americans. "Millions
2
were, as the British said, 'over-paid, over-sexed, and over here.' "
The Americans may have had the money, but according to Joyce, the British
soldiers made the best dancers. They could quick-step, jitterbug, waltz, or
dance any dance that was called, and they danced with the same smoothness
that characterizes the Championship Ballroom Dancers of Britain today. In
the dance hall a mirror-tiled revolving ball illuminated the dance floor with
2

Plumb, J. H. , et al. The English Heritage (St. Louis: Forum Press, 1978), 372.
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swirling flecks of colored light. Someone in the balcony shone a light that
changed colors onto the ball, so that the dance floor changed slowly from blue
to green to red and to yellow. The couples danced to big-band favorites like
Glenn Miller's "Moonlight Serenade" and to such novelties as the Hokey
Pokey, the Conga, or the Palais Glide:
Horsey, Horsey, don't you stop.
Just let your feet go clippity-clop ....
That's the way to do the Palais Glide!
In between sets, the guys and girls usually wandered across the street to the
local pub for refreshments, since drinks were not served at the dances. The last
bus home from the dances left at 9:30, so the girls sometimes walked or
bicycled from the dance in order to stay later. Occasionally they were greeted
with the foul odor of the "midnight soil," a truck that made the rounds
removing the "soil" from the outhouses.
When Joyce wasn't having the time of her life at dances, she was sewing
ladies' lingerie at Redell's girdle factory or driving in the Sudbury Ambulance
Service. She had started work at Redell's when she was thirteen years old,
since her parents couldn't afford to send her to high school during the Depression. Redell's, a rectangular-shaped building, still stands today at the top of
Constitution Hill and across from the cemetery in Sudbury. Working under her
boss, Mr. P - - , and the London manager, Collins, Joyce learned the
various stitches necessary to put together ladies' undergarments. She learned
plain stitching first, which was used most often, and then advanced to the zigzag machine, which was used for suspenders on garter belts and seams on
fancy garments. Finally she mastered the silk machine, which sewed the
foundations together with a smooth-to-the-touch silk stitch. These expensive
silk-stitched garments were usually sold to American buyers and were also the
most difficult to make. If you broke a thread in the process of silk-stitching, you
couldn't simply cut the loose thread and continue sewing. It would show up as
a flaw in the tightly-knit stitch. Instead, you'd have to tear out what you had
and begin again. This is why when Collins would announce to the girls, "I need
someone on the silk machine," no one would respond. He'd usually end up
asking Joyce, then, because he knew she was a perfectionist. And the last
person he'd ask would be Flossy M - - , nicknamed "Mossy," from Long
Melford. She was what they called a" scrapper." In other words, she opted for
quantity over quality, since she knew she was being paid by the number of
garments she sewed. If she accidentally ran off the seam on a garment, she'd
get right back on and continue sewing. Inevitably the overlooker would catch it
and send it right back, but that didn't slow Mossy down. Joyce, however, took
her time. In addition to asking her to do the silk-stitching, Collins asked her to
sew the samples as well, since they had to be perfect to impress the buyers. The
other girls were aware that Collins based their pay per garment on how long it
took Joyce to sew the first sample. When Joyce set out to sew the first one,
they'd say, "Take your time, Joyce! Don't hurry!"
Together Joyce and the other girls sewed corsets (girdles) and corselets
( combination bra and girdle). Collins, who liked Joyce, made sure that she was
paid well, even if her production was not as high as the others.
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During the war the girls switched from sewing girdles to sewing munitions
uniforms, which were the caps, coats and smocks worn by men who worked in
the munitions factories. The transition from girdles to uniforms was not a
simple one. When one of the workers named Rona finished her first uniform,
she held up the coat and realized she had sewn one of the arms on upside down.
"This one better be a contortionist," she quipped.
The war brought a change in personnel at Redell's as well. Evacuees from
the east side of London were housed up in Cornard and employed throughout
Suffolk. Joyce remembers there being some conflict when these Londoners
began living and working amongst the country Suffolkers. Whether real or
imagined, the Suffolk people felt that the Londoners carried themselves with
an air of superiority, as if they owned the place. "Sometimes you'd see them
push themselves in front of the queue at the fish 'n' chips shop," Joyce
explains, incredulous at their nerve. Eight Londoners came to work at
Redell's, and Joyce remembers two sisters in particular who were haughty and
demanding. One even threw a pair of scissors in a fit of anger.
When the American soldiers arrived in Sudbury, they brought an even
bigger change. They needed a place for storage and Redell's was ideal, so
Redell' s moved their factory operations into the Melso' s Silk Factory on
Girling Street. In the meantime, the American G Is moved in and painted
tomatoes and vines on the glass roof of the Redell' s factory to camouflage it as
a greenhouse. Inside, however, sat not tomatoes, but boxes of chemicals. If the
Germans ever resorted to chemical warfare, the Allies were prepared for
retaliation. The American soldiers used the Red House on Friar's Street as
their barracks, but they had no mess hall for quite a while. If they wanted to
eat, they had to go door-to-door and ask civilians to take them in for their
meals. Joyce's mother, Rose, fed two American Gis in her home-Jules
G - - and his friend Raymond. Joyce describes Jules as "a very talkative,
even obtrusive, yet likable Jew. He certainly had what the Jews call
chutzpah." After Rose had agreed to feed him, he insisted that he see her
kitchen to make sure it was clean. He was a braggart as well. He boasted about
all the beautiful women who were waiting for him back home. In civilian life he
had been a traveling salesman for women's clothing, and he promised Rose
that he would send her beautiful dresses once he returned to the states. He
never made it, though. Jules was terrified of action, so terrified that he went
into hiding. He was found and shot just days before the war ended. His friend
Raymond heard about his death after the war.
While the Americans were in Sudbury, they worked on the River Stour, in
places changing its course. Even today the cement hexagonal pillboxes dotting
the river's banks sit untouched as evidence that "Kilroy was there."
What was it like when the war ended? Joyce recalls paper decorations strung
across the streets and British flags everywhere. Yet, she personally had mixed
emotions. Although she felt relieved that no more lives would be taken, she
also realized that an era of her own life had passed. Redell' s moved operations
back into the factory, and the soldiers, with the exception of a few, left for their
homes in England, America, and Scotland. Sudbury was slowly returning to
its sleepy normalcy.
The war did not leave without its impact on Joyce's life, however. Not only
did it give her the best years of her life, but three years afterwards, Joyce
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moved to America and married Raymond, the American GI whom her family
had fed. Together they raised ten children and have welcomed twelve grandchildren to date-twenty-two people in all who owe their existence at least in
part to World War IL
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Story Instance
Collections and
Novels in Progress

GENE
Joanne Pickering

Of all them early cars, that Plymouth was the best. She rode real low like,
and when you had all us guys-me, Tony, and the rest in that car, well, she
grazed the highway like a cow. See, me an' Tony always had her shined up real
good, real spic an' span. See, she was our sweetheart, like Sarah use to say.
She was rust when we got her-rust around the wheels, along the flanks.
How anybody could let a car like that go to rust period is beyond me, but there
she was. We drove her right to Tony's garage cuz his Dad had all the tools, and
put her right up on cement blocks, opened the hood, and left it open for months.
We ate Plymouth grease for breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and I suppose that's
really when Sarah and I began to split apart. See, something was changing- I
was gonna graduate high school that year, and she-she was suddenly somethin' of a woman to me. She'd always been like a kid sister, and then she wasn't
anymore. She had shape- no, not just shape. She had curve and then some.
One Friday night we worked in the garage real late. I was under the belly of
the Plymouth, wrestling with a lug nut to drain the oil. Tony was the real
mechanic-I was just along for the ride cuz I had a job and bucks to help pay
expenses. But I knew how to change oil.
Tony came in as I was beginning to get pissed, swearin' a blue streak at the
car.
"God damn!" he drawled, "I ain't never seen such pretty legs in all my born
days!"
I was under the car, my bare legs and white tennis shoes shaking with each
grind of my arm and upper body.
"Fuck off, you jerk, this goddamn thing won't budge." I let out a grunt, then
hauled off and let her have a good, solid whack. Rust filtered down from
various parts of the car.
"Well, cop a beer, nice cold one, you' 11 feel like a new man."
I watched Tony's hairy shins go over to the workbench, and pushed myself
out from under the car. He pulled a sweating six-pack of Old Style out of a bag
and popped another into a styrofoam cooler, covered with grease, that always
stood under the workbench. Tony's dad always said cold beer and fast carsthat's the way a young man should live. Tony's old man seemed to know everything about Chevys, and bits and pieces about every other make. He did it by
touch- he'd open a hood and kinda lay his hands on the engine block. Then
he'd get this far-off look in his eyes like-and suddenly he'd be pulling at this,
talkin' to that-man, he was really into it. And I guess Tony learned right
there, playin' shadow to his old man, doin' some twenty-odd cars since I'd
known them, and now he more or less ran that garage. And this year it was our
Plymouth.
Tony lurched onto the workbench, and I propped myself against the car.
Tony was good sized, about six foot like me, but he was more Italian, more real
olive-skinned, more hand talkin'. We were sittin' in the back of the garage,
where we could watch the street go by without really bein' seen. It was a hot
Friday night, one for the least amount of clothes, and the girls usually knew it. I
pulled my T-shirt off, rubbed it inside-out around my body, soaking up sweat.
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Tony did likewise, and we sat there rolling our cold cans around our chests,
sluggin' and breathin' hard, coolin' ourselves off. Tony rubbed up his nipples
real hard, danced off the bench, and mimicked this big-titted girl-Lacey, we
called her-struttin' up and down, holdin' his beer can out with his pinky
stickin' up.
"Ah, yes, Lacey," he moaned, unplugging another beer. "You don't know
what you're missin', girl. Yeah, she was down there at the corner with a bunch
of them girls, hangin' out. And I mean-hangin' OUT!" He whistled and
shook his head. "Man, what I'd do to get in them drawers, Ba-bee!"
"Tony, you ain't got nothin' to put in them drawers."
"Hey-what are you? Mr. Stud? As far as I can see, you ain't even got a
reason to wear that cup during football season!" He slugged, brushed his hand
across the new, coarse hairs on his chest. "Besides, wouldn't make any difference what you had. Lacey was fucked up, I mean, dancin' drunk. All them
girls. Even Sarah."
I stopped and looked at him. "Sarah was up there?" At one time or another
we'd all hung out at the Milk Depot. It was the spot-when you're a little kid,
it's for the candy; when you're a little older, it's to get bread and milk for your
mother; but when you're in high school, it's the place to meet. Sarah'd never
been one to hang out there, let alone be drinkin'.
"Yeah, she was wobblin' with the rest of 'em. Had a nice shiner, too, kinda
red and pink-musta been a fresh one."
"Shit," I said. I kinda got this sick feeling in my head for a minute. "Were
they fightin', them broads, I mean, was there anything going on?"
"N aw, it was Lacey, Sarah, that big heifer, Sue, and a couple of other
broads just hangin' out. The usual."
I stared at Tony for a minute. He'd sat back on the bench, wrenches, saws,
and boxes of nails and screws all littered around him. Various axes and
hammers hung behind him on a peg board.
"Maybe I oughta walk up there." The Depot wasn't but a couple blocks
away. A four-door roared by blasting a Doors tune.
"Aw, c'mon, Gene, fuck it. What's the big deal anyhow? We're drinkin',
they're drinkin' -shit man, it's a Friday night! Besides, I thought you weren't
seein' her any more."
"Fuck off, you turkey, I was never seein' her." I snapped away from the car.
"Move your fuckin' legs," I muttered, and reached under the bench for the
cooler.
"That's not what I heard. Rick said you been pumpin' her ever since-hey,
hey, Gene, man, c'mon, I didn't mean nothin', honest!"
Before I knew it, I had Tony pinned back against those hammers and axes,
right by the throat, and he was lookin' almost down at me, his eyes all bulgedout like. "Just shut up, Tony, shut the fuck up."

I let him go and paced up to the open garage door, to the bench and back, to
stare out down the street. I stood there, slugging down that beer, trying to put
everything back in place inside. But nothing would go back in place. It felt like
when you wake up in a sweat, not knowing if you're still in the dream world or
if you're really just in bed, with a sheet twisted around your ankle.
"Real hot tonight, ain't it?" Tony had pulled a whole new six-pack outa the
cooler, and we stood there for a moment catching the rush of an occasional car.
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Even the little kids were still out. I thought about my two little sisters and my
brothers. And then I thought way back, when Sarah and I were kids. We'd
been playing outside sometime in the summer, and we were throwin' the football. It'd been raining in the morning, and we got covered with dust and mudhaving a regular good time. And we went inside for lemonade, into Sarah's
apartment, to her mom, all in that clean yellow cotton, legs crossed, and my
mom, pregnant, big as a house, propped back in a kitchen chair, legs up and
spread open, and in we go for lemonade.
Sarah's mom has a fit, jumps up, starts hollering at Sarah, yelling at her
about being a lady. And she hauls off and smacks her right up side the head.
And Sarah's head jerks, and then she just stares at her mom, like a little kid
shouldn't, or couldn't. She always had something in her eyes ...
And that's when they came around the corner, them girls. They were three
abreast on the sidewalk, Sarah between Sue and Lacey, and they were laughin'
real hard at something, leaning forward from the waist. Tony starts gigglin'.
"Shit man, there's Lacey, look at them thighs!" and he tips his beer up, head
back, throat working. Before I know it, we're surrounded by thighs and bare
shoulders. Even that heifer Sue's got a shirt on with little straps, and shortshorts.
Then I lay eyes on Sarah, and then everything becomes a vacuum. She's got
cut-offs on, cut real short, and a tight shirt with a low V-neck, and she's
sweatin' in the V. And even though it's hotter'n shit, Sarah's got that ass-length
hair undone. It's all curvy from the braid and flops 'round her waist as she
kinda wobbles cuz she's so drunk. But at the same time, she's got this kinda
grace, her chin up, shoulders back. And like Tony said, there's a new shiner
blushing one side of her face darker than the other.
Then she's catchin' me staring at her. "Nice, eh?" she says. "Gotta beer?"
she says.
I tell her no, then follow her eyes to the half-finished six-pack on the ground.
But now Tony, Lacey, and Sue are busting it open, and Sarah walks over and
unplugs one like she's done it a hundred times. She lifts the beer to her lips and
draws hard. For a moment I want to smack it outa her hand, but I think twice.
Tony, Lacey, and Sue are makin' so much noise by this time that it gets hard
to keep serious. Tony's got his arm around Lacey's shoulders for a second, and
then she drunkenly wiggles away, giggling noisily, slurping at her beer. They're
all laughing at some good joke.
"So anyhow," Sue booms out for the whole neighborhood to hear, "we
really had Crawford goin' in math. Boy, you shoulda seen the steam risin' from
his ears-he gets all beet red. 'Naw, Mr. Crawford,' I sez, 'I wasn't <loin'
nothin'.' 'You were not doing anything,' he sez back. We got him so confused
he forgot about even seein' us cheat on that test. Remember, Lacey? Boy, what
a jerk!"
It's real obvious that Sue's layin' it on thick for Lacey, trying real hard to be
her friend. I wondered what the hell Sarah would be <loin' with them. She just
stood there to the side, drinkin' and watchin'. We were all out on Tony's driveway, watching the street, milling around in the restless heat. A red Mustang
came winging by, slammed on its brakes at the corner stop sign, then squealed
back to the driveway.
"Hey, Dave! What's happening?" Tony saunters up to the car, pulling
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Lacey with him by the waist. It would be the talk in home room Monday
morning, I could hear it now. Sue followed dutifully, so much a part of the
"crowd" now you could just see glory oozin' off her.
I stepped over by Sarah. The three of them leaned into the driver's side of
the car, Sue's fat cheeks easin' out of her shorts. Creedence Clearwater
pounded out of the open windows, and soon the smell of reefer mixed in with
all that laughter.
I elbowed Sarah. "Nice ass, eh?" We both snickered. "You gonna get high,
too?" She looked at me from the sides of her eyes, looking at me as if she
wished I wasn't there. But then she didn't say anything.
"So where you been tonight?" I asked. She looped one arm across her waist,
held the beer up, and paced a little, fitting one toe into some unseen groove in
the cement.
"It's gotta be close to midnight-won't your mom be worried?" Sarah
looked up at me from under her eyebrows as if she knew she could send me
away, just like that, like with a twitch of her nose. She looked up at me, her face
changing, working on itself. She closed her eyes tight until tears squeezed out.
"I fuckin' can't even cry no more."
We stood there a moment, listening to the music. "Go for a walk?" I asked.
We struck out down the sidewalk. As long as I can remember, I've never
understood a girl. Any girl. All the girls I've dated- I've never really understood them. They're like color-one minute the color's all deep, then the shade
changes from red to pink, then back again. Sarah, she'd always been different,
one of the guys almost, but as we walked down the sidewalk, she started to turn
on me. I mean, she was all cool blue, and I watched her go purple. With the
guys, well, like I lashed out at Tony, but we do that, there're rules to it. But
girls, I guess they don't have rules. Because she changed colors, she got deep
and rusted on me.
We were walking down the same sidewalk we'd played on as kids. The
closeness of the brick bungalows, the two flats, was as safe as being in your
own bed. "Remember that time we ganged up on Chester the Molesterwaited right behind these hedges with them water balloons?"
"Yeah," Sarah hit back, "and that southern girl, Tempest? Shit, she lasted
two days before she went home crying and never came back. I'll never keep a
straight face anymore when I hear that southern talk."
"Shit," I said, "what about when me, Tony, and Bobby was pissin' against
old man what's-his-name's garage door, just before he died, and he came
wheelin' out, all drunk, and Bobby almost got him ... "
"Shit, I'll never forget that night, you guys came fl yin' out of that alley like a
ghost was chasin' you ... " Sarah paused and we got kinda quiet. Seemed the
whole block was still up, blue TV lights shining here and there, old women out
on the steps, the faint lights of cigarettes, the scratch of a match, the growl of a

dog.
And that's when she changed.
"Fuckin' bitch."
"Who?"
"Who the fuck else, Gene-who else is a fuckin' bitch?" Sarah stopped,
turned on me, and stabbed my bare chest with her finger. She poked and
prodded with each word.
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"C'mon, Gene, think about it. Don't you know by now, don't you hear
nothin'? She's a drunk and a whore, a regular goddamn fuckin' bitch-and
you're a dumb ass, all of you!" Her chin pulled her round cheeks down in a
pointed pout, and right then she let me have it, raised her arm and slugged up,
trying to catch me somewhere on the face. I caught her wrist and she spit at me,
yellin' and screamin' to wake up the night, tears runnin' out of her eyes- her
whole face exploding upwards into mine.
"She keeps tryin' to hide it like it'll all go away or something, like she can put
it to bed, but it don't, it ain't gonna go nowhere. She don't come home sometimes, she don't call, don't explain, then rags on me when I'm an hour late. See
this, see IT?!" She wrung her hand free from my grip and jabbed a finger at her
polished eye. "This is my reward for being an hour late from school. She ain't
been home but a coupla hours from work and she's already blitzed, wack-o,
man, Gene, she was so stinkin' drunk you coulda lit a fire between us when she
was yellin' ... Oh fuck, I don't ... "
Sarah turned away, looking at the houses, her hair aproning her shoulders as
if she were using it to somehow keep herself clean, to keep the night from
getting tangled inside her. Then she turned and she was gripping the air, her
hands up to the sky in fists like she was lifting a heavy weight.
"I can't stand-her-any-more-Gene, I-can't-stand to live here any
more. She beats on me, she don't talk sense. Then she's sweet as pie, just like
that-she fools everybody, everybody but me an' those fuckin' walls. An' she's
a whore, I know it, I know she's sleepin' somewhere ... " And then she slowed
down, straightened her shoulders up, brushed her hair back, slicked her nose
with her hands, and turned around for a moment. And when she looked back,
in the shadows and the sudden quiet, she was past the red and back to the cool
blue-except for the wide arch of welt around one eye.
A screen door squeaked, and an old lady tottered out the door, obviously
looking for all the commotion. I yanked Sarah's arm and we started walkin'
again.
For a long time we didn't say nothing. Lots of things went through my mind
-a vacation in Florida, two years before, to see my grandparents. Sarah and
her mom went with us, and I remembered how neat it all was on the beach,
Sarah's mom with the picnic basket, my mom and grandma arm in arm, Sarah
and me, out on the sandbar, prodding a blowfish with sticks. All the sun. Sarah
wasn't scared of nothing, wasn't scared of the water or the woods or nothin'.
And now, here we were, walkin' the streets, nowhere to go, nothin' to do.
What could I say? Talk to someone? And she'd say, I'm talkin' to you. I could
say, well, next time she starts up, just come on upstairs. And she'd say ...
/' "Let's go get some more beer, huh?" We were heading back up towards
Tony's garage. She looked at me, her eyes a little puffy, but hell, that wouldn't
make no difference, not with that shiner.
"Ever been under a car?" I asked.
She laughed and threw her head back a little. "Naw, what's it like?"
"Well, it's real romantic, see, it's all dark under there, and you lie down real
careful, stretch out, and ... "
"Let's just get some beer, okay Gene? What do you think I am, looney or
something?''
"Yeah, looney as a kite, nothin' upstairs, see?" I tapped her head lightly,
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tapped harder. "Hello-hello? Anyone in there?"
She laughed and shoved me aside, and I caught her around the waist, pulled
her back. And then, I don't know how, we were hugging real tight, and for the
first time I felt her breasts against me, felt the small of her back with my hands,
felt how hot her skin was.
Then it was over. "Beer?" she said. "Beer," I said. We crossed the street
over to Tony's. Him, Lacey, and Sue were leaning against the Plymouth.
Sarah whispered, "Watch it, she might rock it off those cement blocks." I
snickered. Yeah, that Sue was big.
"Where you go? Missed some great smoke, man, primo stuff, man." Tony's
eyes were red as strawberries.
"Just around the block. Hey, let's make a beer run." I reached in my pocket
for bucks. "It's not midnight yet, is it?"
"Fuck if I know." Tony sauntered over, picked up his T-shirt. "C'mon,
Lacey, we'll go." Lacey didn't look like she needed any more, but she tagged
after Tony as he eased off down the street.
"Nice night," Sue said. She started talkin' some shit about school, and
Sarah and I played along with the fat broad. But the whole time I kept feeling
something strange, as if I'd suddenly picked up poison ivy without knowin' it.
For the first time, I felt as if something was really wrong, like something was
broken. And as I watched Sarah's hair catch even the tiniest bit of wind, I knew
that this time, whatever was broken-well, I knew I couldn't fix this one with
my hands.
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An excerpt from MAELSTR OM'S PETAL
Paul Gerding, Jr.
As William Heart stood at the doorway of the residence of Harold Luther
Wilcox, the lulling strain of wheels on the Dan Ryan Expressway conveyed
him home again in thought to the north side of Cook County, far from the black
man's south side porch on which he now stood, thinking "Damn this job." It
was early, and the cold bit at William's thinly socked ankles.
And as the chill nibbled, William slid back, wondering not about work, but
the dreams he had had just hours before, reliving"/ do not like that boy . .. do
not like that boy at all." William's mind could be cruel, and it showed no
mercy for the teenager. Then, he saw again ... the boy hanging with half his
torso through the side glass ofhis father's Maxima. Shreds ofthe window are
confettied through his matted hair like pop art. Cops everywhere. Police,
deputies, troopers, sheriffs, patrolmen -poised and tolerant-un iforms,
bright badges, oversized State ofIllinois patches on their large shoulders. ...
Then one at William's doorway ... his daughter Joe Anne slumped across
the front seat with her legs splayed below the dash and one soft cheek lying
pale on the lap of her dead boyfriend.
Then William was awake, roused again and saying aloud, as if speaking to
the mailbox labeled WILCOX in dark black marker, "I don't like that boy."
He whined it, more angry with himself, in reality, than with his remembrance
of the boy, because he knew he was less upset by the nightmarish slaughtering
of his own daughter than with the thought that in each fantasy he had recreated,
Joe Anne had lain dead and still with her head too long in the lap of her boyfriend's coiled body.
The autumn sky above Wilcox's house was gray, sunless and infinite,
streaked with that special azure that splits the shift between night and day. A
soft drift of the Ryan echoed off the rows of houses in Wilcox's neighborhood.
"What the hell do you want?" a large black man standing in the doorway
asked William. The man was strangely articulate for Bryndale.
The screen door was still closed. The man that William suspected was
Harold Luther Wilcox stood at the inside door. William thought to himself,
"Relax. Show no anxiety." Behind the screen, the man regarded William with
much apprehension, as if he had been caught doing something bad. William
had seen the look before.
"Is Harry Wilcox here?" William asked, somewhat exasperated by having
been startled by the man.
The black man William believed to be Wilcox studied him slowly from
behind the mesh and did not answer, his fingernails picking at the lacework
nervously.
All the while William instinctively inspected him. He guessed he was about
five foot eleven, 190 pounds, and in his early thirties. The rest-that he was
black and a man-he could remember all the way back to the car where a fresh
pad of paper and a pen waited on the seat. If the man in the doorway was
Wilcox, William knew that he would need a description of him for court in
case Wilcox ever denied being served. The screen remained between them.
"Are you Harry Wilcox?" William asked again, this time, he believed, with
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too much authority in his voice.
"Maybe," the man finally answered. His eyebrows raised slightly, his
glance turning from suspicious to curious.
"I gotta know. I've got a delivery for him."
William's voice relaxed, and he now felt in control. He never came right out
and said, "My name is William Heart, and I am a special process server for the
first municipal district of Cook County." He never told them who or what he
was until he was absolutely sure that he was standing before the person he was
after or a relative that resided with the defendant. He never, ever, told them his
real name.
"What kinda delivery?" the man questioned.
"How the hell am I supposed to know. Birthday check. Sudden inheritance."
William raised his shoulders opportunistically. "Look, is he here?"
William did not have to feign agitation. The sun was starting to brighten the
sky and he was aware that soon the streets would be full of black people.
"Little early," the black man said. William noticed, nevertheless, that the
man's face was shaved and that he was well groomed. His clothes were fresh
and pressed, as if he had been up and showered since some time before daybreak, like himself.
"Yes."
"Yeah." The man in the house slowly pushed the screen open.
"You he?" William pressed.
"Yeah."
Wilcox's eyes were cool and relaxed, and William began to feel threatened,
perhaps only because Wilcox appeared more awake than he.
"Sheriff's office, Harold," William cautioned, making sure to call him by
his first name. "I've got a summons here for you from the Circuit Court of
Cook County."
William's voice was suddenly professional. Telling people he was a cop, not
all truth, gave him a certain advantage. Blowing a man away was one thing, he
knew, but blowing a cop away was another. William stuffed the paper at the
man through the slit between the screen and the frame, looking him straight in
the eye.
Wilcox opened the door a bit wider, took hold of the summons with a thick
dark hand, and then disappeared back into the house. William spun on his
heels and walked towards the Oldsmobile parked in front of the house. He was
pleased. He scanned the streets to see if Bryndale was still asleep.
"Hey! Who the hell are you?" the black man called from the porch.
William did not stop but kept moving. Possibly, he would answer the man
once he reached the driver's side of his car.
"Thanks," the man on the porch mumbled.
First William heard the click of a ready and loaded weapon's pin, then felt
the smash of its shot in his back before he heard the roar of the shotgun's explosion. As the hot metal passed through him, William thought that it felt like
being slugged with a wet, warm grapefruit, moving through him as if he were
not even there. He watched, suspended for a moment as the elevated toes of his
shoes scuffed the walk beneath his feet and his best suit blew out softly from his
abdomen with a puff-there was the hole punch scattering of the blast spraying
into the Oldsmobile's right front door before him and the steady onrush at its
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window as his torso was hurled forward.
As his cheek smacked against the glass with a heavy thud, William wondered
if he was the first Cook County process server ever shot in broad daylight
before.
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ENTER AT YOUR OWN RISK
Patty M cN air

Sometimes late at night or in the early, early morning, Alie would struggle
out of her sleep and find herself staring at the burnt black wall at the foot of the
bed. The flicker of neon outside the window near her head made little lights
glimmer like flames on the uneven surface of the charred wall, ceiling, and
floor. In her semi-consciousness, Alie saw the fire again. Each time it happened, whether it was the first or third time during the night, Alie would bolt up
straight and reach for the light cord and yank hard. She'd finger the tiny silver
balls of the cord and watch the light bounce off the black wall as the bulb glared
and swung from its wire, not letting go until she was sure the fire was only
imagined. This time.
When she sat at the dinette table during the day, Alie was barely aware of
the wall. She might stare at it from her plastic chair in the center of the room,
flicking her ashes into an empty Tab can and looking blankly through the
smoke curling in front of her face, not noticing the shiny bumps and planes that
covered the wall and spread around the comers slightly, running along the floor
and ceiling toward the middle of the room. She made herself forget during the
day, made herself think of other things, read her magazines, update her portfolio, talk with her agent, write Tedi. It was only at night while she was sleeping
and vulnerable that it came back to her. She saw it clearly then, even more
clearly than she had that night.
Jamie didn't want to see her anymore. Alie refused to believe it.
"Jams, c'mon. Lighten up. Here, baby. Have a drink. Come keep me
warm.'' Alie had been tossing back the Martel since she had finished her shoot
at three that afternoon. The sky was black outside the tiny window, but the
flashing signs and city lights illuminated the room. Alie dripped booze from her
glass onto the sheets as she patted the bed and smoothed a spot for Jamie to sit
next to her. She had a hard time focusing on him across the studio. He stood by
the door, wrapping himself around himself. His arms crossed and tucked under
his sleeves, fingers clutching at his back. One knee bent over the other, and the
toe of his right boot rested behind his left ankle. He scowled at the woman on
the bed, trying to see through the melted mascara and runny nose, looking for
the person he had met months before. He could barely recognize the long, lean
woman whose deep eyes and waves of shining hair covered magazines and billboards all over New York. Jamie no longer liked what he saw: a sloppy drunk
with dirty hair and a gray T-shirt picking butts from an ashtray on the pillow,
wiping ashes and cognac into the linens with the same hand she used to swipe
at her nose.
"Look, Al. Let's just forget it, okay? It's not really that big a deal, is it? I
mean, we had fun and all, but it's not like we were in love or anything, right?"
Jamie tried to sound casual, but he was beginning to get angry. She didn't seem
to hear him, it didn't sink in. She just sat weaving, smiling and sniffiing. He
tried again. "Hey, we can still be friends."
In an instant, Alie was on her feet. Hurling the glass into the wooden door
frame inches from Jamie's head, she shook back her hair and pushed the heel
of her palm across her nostrils.
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"Friends? You asshole! How dare you? How the fuck dare you? Get out.
Right now." Alie's voice lowered with her chin and she glared under her eyebrows at the man across the room. Jamie stood straight, letting his hands hang
at his sides. He focused on a spot on the rug, not willing to meet the fire in
Alie's stare.
''Sure-'' he started to say, but Alie was across the room in two bounds and
thumping his chest, shoulders, neck and jaw with her fists.
"Getoutgetoutgetoutgetoutgetout!" She was screaming and crying. Someone in the apartment overhead banged on the floor. The light bulb shook on its
cord in the center of the room. Jamie grabbed for the fists as they landed on his
body, but couldn't catch them. Finally he wrapped both arms around her
shoulders and slid them down Alie's body, trapping her arms in his. Alie
switched gears suddenly and pressed against him, kissing and gnawing at the
buttons of his shirt, breathing hot air on his chest.
"Stop it!" Jamie pressed his fingers into the backs of her arms as he pushed
her away and shook her like a child. "Alie, stop it. Just let me go, okay? It's
over. Done." He shook her until her head relaxed on her neck and her chin
bounced off her chest. He let go of her limp body and turned toward the door,
ignoring Alie as she allowed herself to slip from his grip and crumple on the
floor. Jamie passed through the doorway into the hall and closed the door
firmly behind him, pretending not to hear Alie as her whimpers turned again to
screams.
"Liar! You loved me! I know you did. Liar! You'll be sorry. You'll be sorry! I
hate you! You'll be sorry." Alie stayed tucked in a ball on the floor near the
door of her apartment, howling. Jamie walked steadily down the four flights of
stairs and crossed the avenue to his own building, relieved and bothered. He
was glad he had finally done it, broken it off, but he was still uneasy. Alie had
been so crazy lately, so scary. What did she mean when she said he'd be sorry?
Alie wasn't sure how much time had passed since Jamie walked out when
she woke up on the floor, shivering against the cold linoleum, one side of her
face coated with drool. Her head felt heavy and her nose was plugged. She
crawled the width of the room on all fours and reached for her purse on the end
of the bed. Turning it upside down, she shook the contents on the floor. A tiny
cockroach scurried from the pile of gum wrappers and empty cigarette packs.
Her wallet hit the floor with a thud, the change purse popping open and
spewing coins across the rug and under the bed. Alie poked through the debris
until she found the little brown vial and twisted it open. She dug the nail of her
little finger into the white powder and lifted the coke to her nostril, inhaling
until the drug opened her clogged sinuses and headed toward her brain. She
scooped another pile into her other nostril and fought the urge to sneeze. The
fog in her forehead began to clear some, and Alie began to reload her purse,
taking the time to toss the empty wrappers in the ashtray. Under a soiled
kleenex, Alie saw the pill bottle. She had almost forgotten that she had just
refilled the prescription that afternoon. She turned the bottle over in her hand
and read and reread the label, mouthing each word silently except one.
"Valium," she read again and again out loud.
Tedi squeezed her fist around the handle and pressed the receiver so tightly
to her ear that she could feel her knuckles jabbing her cheekbone. She strained
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to hear more than the faint whine of sirens and the hum of long distance across
the wire. And that crackling ... was that static?
"Alie!" Tedi shouted into the phone for the twentieth time since her sister
had stopped talking. How long had it been? It seemed like hours since she had
put Alie on hold and placed the long distance call to the paramedics on her
other office line. When Tedi reconnected with her, Alie's voice had gone all
soft and slurry.
"He'sss gonnnnne," stretching the word out like a luxurious yawn. "Jams
lefff. Dunt love me." Then with a spark: "Liar!" And Tedi could hear her cry,
first a soft whimper, then a series of sobs and gulps.
"Shhh, honey. It's okay. Really. Hey, tell me about it. Tell me the whole
story. Maybe you just misunderstood." Tedi tried to keep her sister talking
until she was sure she was safe. Alie had really done it this time. Tedi could tell
that she had already taken the pills when she called. It wasn't the first time Alie
had threatened to kill herself, but in the past she had always talked to Tedi
before she did anything. Tedi could usually reason with her or bribe her with an
airplane ticket, let Alie know that she was loved and needed-that all she
really needed was to get away for a little while. But this time Alie didn't want to
be talked out of it, so she took the pills first and then called to say goodbye.
"Alie," Tedi called again. She· heard something. A pounding came through
the phone like a hollow drum far away. Then Tedi could hear shouts. She
listened for Alie's, but she could only hear deep voices, men's voices.
Suddenly a sharp crack made Tedi jump in her leather desk chair, and she
covered her right ear with her palm to keep all the noises of her office out.
The paramedics had forced the door open just as the firemen reached the
window on their ladder outside. The door jamb split away from the wall with a
crack. Alie still had the phone in her hand, the mouthpiece resting on the pillow
next to her jaw. Her hair covered her face. The glass of cognac she had
balanced on her stomach had fallen over and soaked through her T-shirt. Black
spots smudged the sheets where Alie's feet stretched across the bed, her soles
caked with dirt from the unswept floor.
The pills had gone down much more easily than she expected. A whole
fistful and a swig of Martel, and it was done. She wondered why she had never
done it before. What had she been afraid of? Alie hoisted herself from the floor
to her bed and reached for the bottle to refill her glass. She pulled the phone
from the windowsill and dialed Jamie's number.
"Hello?" Alie always loved his voice.
"You bast-" He had hung up on the first word. Alie pulled the receiver
away from her ear and stared into it as though trying to see him at the other
end. Then she slammed the piece back into its cradle before lifting it and dialing
the same number again. It rang six times before it was answered and promptly

disconnected. Alie waited until the dial tone sounded in her ear before she
hung up and dialed again. The third time she listened to the busy signal for a
full minute and then crashed the receiver against the phone at least a dozen
times. Still seething, Alie hurled the bottle across the room, watching it shatter
against the opposite wall and the murky brown liquid trail after the broken
glass to the floor. Next came the ashtray, but Alie was beginning to feel the
effects of the Valium, so the dish barely made it halfway between the bed and
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the wall. Ashes and butts flew over the tile, while the cigarette she had been
smoking rolled a few feet before bumping against a battered shoe box still
stuffed with the tissue that had been wrapped around her new patent pumps.
As Alie picked up the phone to call her sister in Chicago, the smoldering
cigarette began to bum a hole into the comer of the cardboard. By the time
Tedi answered her phone, the tissue paper had caught fire. Alie was sinking
into a daze, and Tedi could barely understand her ramblings about the fight she
had had with her boyfriend. When Alie stopped muttering altogether, the fire
had begun to spread from the shoe box to the puddles of alcohol on the floor
next to the wall. Alie was out cold as the flames shot up the wall towards the
ceiling.
Tedi sat perfectly still in her office, looking out over Michigan A venue and
Grant Park but not seeing anything-not the early morning joggers or the
streaks of light painting the sky with gold and pink as the sun began to lift over
the trees near the lake. Over the phone she heard the sound of breaking glass
and the rush of water. She couldn't even begin to imagine what was going on in
Alie's small studio apartment. Why didn't anyone answer when she called into
the phone?
The paramedics stood in the hallway while the firemen broke through the
window and crawled over Alie on her bed, hoses aimed and spraying against
the burning wall. One man paused to feel for Alie's pulse and nodded to the
paramedic standing nearest the door when he found it. It was only a few
minutes before the fire was out; the wall had been covered with flames that had
curled around the comers to the ceiling, adjoining walls and floor, but it was all
surface damage. The firemen left the same way they had come in, climbing
down the ladder to the street below. The paramedics moved in, tiptoeing
across the tiles through the water and debris. They checked for breathing and a
pulse before hooking Alie up to the oxygen and lifting her from her bed to the
stretcher. It tookjust one man to lift her; she barely weighed a hundred pounds.
Her body fell slack while her head, hair, arms and legs spilled from the grip of
the medic. The second man held the gurney steady while Alie was placed on it.
Before the pair wheeled Alie out to the ambulance waiting near the curb, one
placed the phone receiver back on its hook.
It took a moment before Tedi realized that she had been hung up on. She
leaned her elbows on the leather blotter that covered the mahogany desk top
and listened to the dead air in her ear. When the dial tone finally broke
through, Tedi punched the release button a few times, listening to the tone
repeat itself. Without hanging up, she dropped the phone to her desk and
pushed back the high-backed chair, stretching her legs out straight in front of
her. Tedi clenched the edge of her desk with both hands, leaning forward and
staring straight ahead. Slowly, she began to shake her head back and forth. Her
eyes landed on a picture of Alie and herself in front of King Chapel. It was
Alie's graduation, and the two were pressed tightly in each other's arms, cheek
to cheek, causing the mortar board Alie was wearing to lift from her head and
point towards the sky. Mom and Dad were there, too, standing behind the girls
and apart from one another, smiling like they were told to do-hating the
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photographer, the occasion that had brought them all together, themselves and
each other. When Tedi looked at the photo, she saw only Alie and herself. It
had been on her desk for three years, and she referred to it when a customer
pulled an account, when the boss was being a pain, whenever she needed to
smile. As she stared at it that morning after her sister had called to tell her that
she was alone, would always be, and wanted to die, Tedi began to cry. It was a
strange feeling-it had been several years since she had given in to tears.
Suddenly, though, she felt very sad, hurt, helpless. She released her grip on the
desk and pulled her knees up into her chest, wrapping her arms around them.
Balled up like that, she rocked herself for several minutes and cried silently,
letting the tears spill down her cheeks and spot her silk blouse. Once her eyes
had cleared and her breathing sounded normal, Tedi uncurled herself and sat
back up in her chair. Reaching for the phone, she dialed the airport and made a
reservation.
Tedi couldn't believe that Alie had chosen this place. Her first night out of
the hospital since the fire, and Alie wanted to celebrate. Tedi thought it would
be a good idea, start her recovery on a high note before Tedi had to head back
to Chicago. Tedi had tried to talk Alie into joining her, leaving Manhattan and
her awful half-burned studio-there were plenty of modeling jobs there,
movies even. But Alie didn't want to leave. She said it was like falling off a
horse ( or some other cliche).
"Besides, I've really got to work this thing out with James," Alie told Tedi
as she sat at the vanity in Tedi's hotel room, allowing Tedi to pull a brush
through her yards of hair like she used to do when they were kids.
"What thing?" Tedi thought it was over; that's what had caused Alie to take
the pills in the first place, wasn't it? Jamie had stopped by the hospital a few
times, looking haggard and genuinely sorry, but he rarely even entered Alie's
room. Mostly he sat in the cafeteria with Tedi, held a cup of coffee until it
turned cold, and sighed a lot. Tedi was sure that Jamie felt responsible for what
had happened to her sister, but she also knew that was all he felt. He never
wanted to hurt Alie, but he never wanted to get involved, either.
"Tedi, I'm pregnant." Tedi stopped the brush at the nape of her sister's neck
and stared into her dark eyes through the reflection in the mirror. Alie was
beaming. "Jams and I, we're going to have a baby. Isn't that wonderful?"
Tedi sank on the comer of the bed. "Alie, are you-"
Alie raced on. "I can't wait to tell him. It'll make everything great. Perfect.
Don't you see?" And she swung around to face her sister. Tedi wasn't smiling.
"Oh, I know, you're worried. It's the anorexia thing, right? Don't worry.
Really. I did at first, too. The doctor talked to me every day, telling me that I
had to make a decision. He said I had a chance of starving my baby or myself if
I just went through with it. But I convinced him. I've been eating, and taking

vitamins, and laying off the booze and stuff. I might even quit smoking. You'll
see, Ted. It's going to be fine. We'll be fine. All of us. Jamie. Me. Her." Alie
pointed a finger at her midsection before she stood and stepped over to the bed
where Tedi sat silently, mouth slightly agape, watching her sister bubble on.
Alie put an arm around Tedi's shoulder, "Hey, it's gonna be cool. I swear."
"Does James know?" Tedi finally said, not wanting to see her sister's eyes
when she answered. She focused on the plum polish on her thumbnail, noticing
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the subtle ridges she had made in the manicure when she pulled her hose on
while the paint was still damp.
"No, but he will. As soon as I drop you off at the airport tomorrow, I'm
heading over to his apartment to tell him." Alie lowered her head and turned
her face toward Tedi so that she was looking up into her sister's eyes. "Hey,
it's okay. Really." She patted Tedi's knee, gave it a squeeze, and stood up.
"Now, c'mon. We'd better get a move on. Show starts in forty minutes."
So they came to this place. Tedi glanced around at the other tables. Women
everywhere. A sign near the door outside said "No Men Allowed Until 11 :00
P.M." Tedi wondered if that sign changed at 11:00 to read "ENTER AT
YOUR OWN RISK." The women were going wild. A driving bass line
pounded from the sound system of eight speakers-two on the dance floor and
four in the comers, one in each john. Even when the music stopped between
acts, the beat continued under the introductions and picked up again with the
next disco song. Tedi wasn't sure if maybe it wasn't part of the show's
psychology. A bunch of guys strut around the stage and take their clothes off a
little at a time, which gets the women worked up a bit-then this undercurrent
of sound and vibration keeps bucking at their nerves, bouncing their glasses in
their hands, pulsing the chairs underneath them, maybe even moving the air
around them. Tedi found it all rather annoying.
She couldn't believe Alie. There she was with the rest of them, shaking and
screaming, pausing every now and then to flash a smile back at Tedi or throw
back a Kamikaze. Tedi knew that Alie shouldn't be drinking so soon out of the
hospital and pregnant and all, but it was the first time she had seen Alie really
glow in years; she didn't want to spoil it.
The music died down for a moment while a tan, wiry man in a tuxedo
without pants or shirt came on stage, hollered a few words over the microphone, and threw a hand to stage left. A spotlight shone on the broad back of a
man clad in wool pinstriped trousers and jacket. He had a briefcase in one hand
and a Wall Street Journal in the other. When the words "Canceled check"
came over the speakers, the man turned and walked stiffiy across the stage, the
spotlight leading him and glinting off his horn-rimmed glasses. They were the
first to go. A squeal came from somewhere near the bar as someone caught the
spectacles the dancer had thrown. He stopped dead center stage and dropped
the briefcase and paper before beginning a slow bump and grind that he
accented with the removal of his clothing. With each piece pulled from his
body, the fervor in the room increased. Tedi could feel the press of bodies
behind her as the women on bar stools struggled to move closer to the stage
near the tables that skirted it.
Finally, the banker was down to his skivvies. A gold lame pouch with a large
green dollar sign covered the only thing that the law kept him from baring, and
gold strings tied it in place. He moonwalked over to a comer of the stage and
pushed his hips back and forth near the face of a secretary from Queens. She
blushed hard as her girlfriends swarmed behind her, jabbing fingers into her
shoulders and yelling encouragement. "Go for it!" and "He's all yours, Marybeth," and "Go ahead, touch it!" The dancer stayed in the same spot and
pumped away right in front of the woman's eyes. She pulled one hand away
from where it had been tucked around the other in her lap and lifted it tentatively toward the man. He stepped closer. The woman rested a fingertip just
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under one of the strings on his outer thigh and then traced a line down to his
kneecap quickly. She yanked her hand away and grabbed for the five dollar bill
one of her friends offered her and held it out to the dancer. Instead of taking the
money, he pulled the little pouch away from his body to make a pocket and
leaned over the woman. When she lifted her hand to drop the bill in, he
grabbed it and pressed her palm against his groin. Then he stepped back and
moved away from the woman as she buried her face in her hands and laughed
with her friends pounding her back and pulling her hand to their noses, inhaling
deeply.
When Tedi turned her attention away from the group, she saw Alie run
toward the stage and swing a twenty high over her head like a lasso. She
couldn't believe it. Why was Alie behaving like this? She was a model, for
God's sake. It's not like she couldn't have any man she wanted-anytime.
Tedi imagined Alie stretched out on Diamond Head with some Tom Selleck
look-alike rubbing her shoulders while Alie smiled and displayed the product
just right so that the label could be seen and read. She was surrounded by guys
at least as good-looking as this one every day. Tedi watched as her sister
pushed one finger and her thumb into her mouth and folded back her tongue to
let out a shrill whistle that pierced the screams and the relentless disco beat.
Alie reached her hands out over the lip of the stage, grabbing for the ankles of
the dancer, letting her hair fall in shining waves over her shoulders and
showing a little cleavage by leaning deeply forward.
"Why bother?" Tedi wondered. The guy was gay anyway. From their table
situated a little off center stage, Tedi could see past the curtain that was supposed to conceal the waiting performers, light board, and flitting little man who
carried a clipboard and barked into his headset and at the dancers. Tedi had
watched the man in his pinstriped suit pace back and forth until he was
announced, when he stopped, took a deep breath and placed a heavy, wet kiss
on the lips of the man with the clipboard who returned it with a squeeze of the
dancer's butt. Tedi shivered. Why was Alie behaving like this?
Alie was in high spirits. She hadn't felt this good in months. It was nice to get
drunk again, to be with her sister, to be in love. The Qualude she had popped
while she was in the bathroom at Tedi's hotel had made her feel warm,
rubbery, horny. She felt a stirring in the pit of her stomach and knew that it was
the baby. She looked down at her breasts as she rested them on the stage while
she waited for the dancer to notice her and thought she could actually see them
get larger by the minute. She had no intention of starving her baby. Or giving it
up. She couldn't go through that again. Besides, this would bring Jamie back,
she just knew it. She thought of nothing else while she was in the hospital, not
even about the fact that she had tried to kill herself. All that mattered now was
getting Jamie back, and a baby could do just that.
The dancer moved toward Alie and stepped back again, teasing her so that

she would lift herself with both arms on the stage and drop back down when he
came towards her once more. Alie never did like to be teased, so she grabbed
her chair and scraped it across the floor to where she had been standing. She
pulled her short skirt up nearly to her waist so that she could lift her foot to the
seat of the chair, kicking her high-heeled sandals off before climbing first onto
the stool and then onto the stage. She took a running leap at the dancer and
wrapped her legs around his waist and her arms around his neck. He stood his
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ground but was surprised, letting his jaw drop open. Alie seized the
opportunity and planted her lips on his, jamming her tongue into his mouth.
She stayed there until the music ended a minute later, rubbing her body against
his and holding tighter while he tried to peel her arms from his neck. Then she
jumped down and pushed the twenty dollar bill she had been holding into his
pouch. Alie turned to the audience and curtsied deeply, basking in the
applause and winking at Tedi. Two bouncers appeared at her sides and lifted
her from the stage.
"Not bad, huh?" Alie said when she finally sat back at the table, using one of
the paper cocktail napkins to wipe the sweat from under her bangs. Tedi was
not at all sure how to respond. She had been totally embarrassed, but Alie
looked so happy, even elated. Tedi gave Alie a toothy grin and patted her
shoulder.
"That's my sister for you. Always trying to steal the show." Tedi raised her
glass to toast Alie and sipped on the champagne, remembering not to nag as
Alie sucked her glass back in one gulp and pulled the bottle from the bucket to
pour another.
"Back in a minute," Alie said after swallowing the second glassful, "gotta
pee." Tedi moved her chair over as Alie stepped by.
"Want me to come with?" Tedi said, noticing that Alie was a little wobbly
even without her heels on.
"That's so tacky, Ted." Alie bent and kissed Tedi on the forehead, leaving a
streak of wine where her lips had touched.
Tedi nodded and looked back at the stage while Alie moved toward the
hallway near the bar. A man in a black cape was whipping a fencing foil
through the air in big "Z" patterns. Tedi yawned. It was only ten o'clock, but it
felt much later. She still had to pack. She hoped that Alie would want to go
home soon.
The dancers bored Tedi, so she looked around the room. Waiters in white
cuffs and collars and black cummerbunds that were sewn to brief bikini shorts
were working the crowd. Some flirted with the women and even allowed them a
pinch or a hug or a kiss, anything for a tip. They stuffed the bills into their pants
or knotted them around their fingers and bounced on to the next customer.
They knew these women would only be willing to give so much in order to get
so much, and the club had strict policies about exactly what kind of fraternizing
was allowed.
At the bar two women sat and played backgammon, totally oblivious to the
goings-on around them. Tedi watched as one waiter at a time passed them and
handed them his tips. One or the other would count the money before putting it
in a purse on the bar, and each woman would give the man a deep kiss before
he started back on his rounds. Once Tedi caught the two women giving each
other exactly the same kiss each had just shared with the waiter.
"Only in New York," Tedi thought to herself and smiled. When she turned
to watch what was going on in the show, Tedi was shocked to find a dancer in a
shroud and ghostly white makeup heading her way. She tried to sit still and
look bored, unaware, whatever it took for the man to turn away and find
another more interested victim. Apparently, the guy liked a challenge.
Reaching the end of the stage, he didn't stop there. Bending his knees and
resting his knuckles on the stage, he sat for a moment. "Staying Alive" blared
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from the sound system while he spread his arms, wrapped the cape around his
wrists, and jumped off the stage like some giant bat. He landed on his feet in
front of Tedi and wiggled around and against her. Tedi stared at her toes and
clutched her purse in her lap with both hands. The dancer circled her and
rubbed his black silk pants into her back where the V of her blouse exposed the
skin. Tedi held the shudder in, not willing to move. In front of her now, the
dancer lifted a leg and rested his foot on the table, running his own hand up and
down the inside of his thigh. When Tedi turned to face in another direction, he
reached his hand out and grabbed her chin, forcing her to face front and stare
directly into his crotch. Tedi was lost. She had no idea how to stop this terrible
thing from happening to her. She could hear the howls and moans from all the
women around her and realized that she might be the only one in the bar who
did not enjoy this. Then it came to her. Reaching a hand into her purse, she
pulled a ten from her change purse and rolled it into a ball. Tedi tucked the
money in between her fingers and waved it in front of the man's nose. His head
followed his eyes following the balled-up bill. When Tedi was sure that he had
a good sight of the thing, she pulled her hand back and tossed the money onto
the stage. "Fetch!" Tedi yelled, and the crowd around her laughed and clapped
as the dancer vaulted back onto the stage, chasing the ten and leaving her
behind.
It was time to find out what was taking Alie so long in the bathroom. Tedi
drank what was left in her glass and left the table. Two women from the bar
stools behind the row of tables grabbed the seats that Tedi and Alie had
vacated. Maybe that would make Alie want to leave. She never liked having
anything but the best seats in the house.
Tedi found the shallow hall that led to the restrooms. A crowd had gathered
near the door, so Tedi figured there must be a long wait. No wonder Alie
wasn't back yet. Tedi stood at what she thought was the end of the line for a
moment before she realized that not only women patrons were there, but male
waiters, dancers and bouncers as well. No one was moving.
"What's going on?" Tedi asked a short woman with a round face who stood
next to her.
"Not sure, guess someone passed out in the john," the woman spoke without
looking at Tedi, popping her gum in her mouth and scratching under one arm.
"Wish they'd hurry up in there, though. I really gotta go."
Tedi went ice cold. Alie. Oh no, not again. Please God, not again. The
crowd shifted, and people spilled past Tedi and the short woman.
"Make way, make way," a waiter called in a squeaky voice, swiveling his
hips through the group and pushing his palms away from his body, shoulder
height. A path was cleared for a muscular doorman to shuffle through, turning
sideways to keep the legs of the girl he was carrying from kicking or catching on
anyone. Tedi saw her hair first. Long and shiny black. She couldn't move. It
was Alie. The bouncer moved past Tedi, and she watched her sister being
carried in his arms like a small child who had fallen asleep in the car and had to
be lifted into the house. She remembered their father carrying Alie that way
many times. The doorman had moved toward the exit before Tedi found the
strength to leave the wall she had been leaning on and follow the crowd
outside.
"Where's the God damned ambulance?" the man carrying Alie yelled when
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he stepped out onto the sidewalk. "Shit," and he twirled around where he
stood, looking up and down the street. Tedi watched Alie's hair fly out from
her head as she was spun in the man's arms.
"It's okay, just grab us a cab," Tedi was pulling on the man's cuff. He stood
well over six feet tall and had to bow a little to get a good look at Tedi.
"Who're you?"
"I'm her sister. That's my sister," Tedi knew she was babbling. "Look, if
you could just get us a cab, I'll take care of her. Honest. Thanks, and I appreciate it, here." Tedi was shoving a twenty at the man. The waiter who had
moved the people out of the way earlier jumped off the curb and raised an arm
high.
"Taxi," he yelled and whistled through his teeth as a yellow car sped at him.
The driver jumped on the brakes just in time to avoid hitting the fellow who
pulled the back door open for Tedi and the bouncer to slide Alie into the seat.
Tedi straightened up when she was sure that Alie was in place and handed
another twenty dollar bill to the waiter.
"Thanks, guys, really. I mean it. Thanks." Tedi jumped into the back seat
and yanked the door closed behind her. The cab pulled away from the curb and
Tedi gave the driver the address of the hospital she had brought Alie home
from only hours before.
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Excerpt from FINGER: A NOVEL
Bruce Fox
Birth and Early Years
Finger was delivered by a midwife who was at least three times older than
Granny. His face was bluish like all babies are bluish. And then he turned
purple and then almost black, black as an eggplant. He didn't cry and he didn't
breathe.
Mummi had lain on the bed with her skirts pulled over her head. She cursed
and moaned. Granny stood by the window. Mummi hadn't even a pillow and
the midwife did not seem to care. Mummi laughed. Granny coughed. Her pipe
was not lit because she had run out of tobacco. She smoked even when Mummi
said not to. In fact whenever Mummi told Granny to put away her pipe Granny
packed it full; Granny even smoked twigs and pine needles if she had to. She
puffed like she meant to fill the house with smoke.
"Get him out. Pull him out if you have to," was all that Mummi could say.
She didn't cry, but she wasn't bluish or purple either.
Father's footsteps stopped outside the door a few times and then passed on.
Once or twice Granny could hear him breathing through the door.
Finger was a breech baby. The midwife slapped him hard. Then harder.
"Leave, leave him. Let him die," cried Mummi.
Granny sucked loudly on her pipe; the spit inside it gurgled. Light from
outside cut Granny in half so that she could be seen only from the stump of her
torso downward. It was six in the morning-late for Granny, who was wearing
her overcoat and work boots. She did all the milking and was anxious to get out
there but couldn't, not yet. She always said that grabbing a warm teat early in
the morning gave her a purpose in life, only she said it half in English and half
in German because she never learned much English and the English she spoke
was bastard at that.
Granny sucked harder on her pipe. She never once touched Mummi with her
warm, leathery fingers; she kept them wrapped around her pipe instead.
Mummi was not so old, but she didn't look young either. She had as many
lines in her face as Granny, yet Granny was more than twice as old and she
worked at least three times as hard as Mummi. Father said that Mummi spent
too much time in her room; his room was down the hall. She never allowed
Father into her room for more than a minute. She said that she liked being
alone best, unless her sister visited from Germany, which was not more than
once or twice in all the time Mummi lived in Lisle.
The midwife blew into Finger's mouth gently, while Granny sucked the life
out of her pipe. Mummi's body lay twisted, her head hidden under a pillow.
Mummi kicked her feet and twisted her fingers up in her hair like she wanted to
knot it, only she was blind or had no idea how it was done.
Granny said, "Stop it, Lulu. Stop it, or he you will murder."
"Shut up, old woman," said Mummi.
"I won't. Ich kann nicht," said Granny.
The midwife heard nothing or let them think she hadn't. She rested Finger
belly down on the bed; the sheets were twisted and knotted, mattress bare.
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Father knocked but they ignored him until he twisted the handle. Mummi
shouted, "Go away." Father stuck his head through the small crack, framing
his handsome face, his black hair falling across the right eye. He smiled.
"Alles gut?"
"Go away," shouted Mummi.
The midwife looked at him calmly and said to fetch her an old blanket.
Father looked blank. Mummi turned and scowled at him; her face was twisted;
she screamed at him to go. Father always understood Mummi best.
The room was small enough; there was room for only a bed and a straight,
hard chair which was pushed up tight against a dressing table. There was a
window and a closet hidden behind a flowered curtain. There was the shadow
of a crucifix which Mummi had taken from the wall above the table-she'd
gotten angry and thrown it into the stove, burnt it up. There were no rugs on the
floor or pretty bottles on the table. There was a ratty oiled shade for the
window and a view of the backside of the barn which was unpainted, except for
a faded advertisement for a popular chewing tobacco.
The body of Finger lay stretched out on the bed, half on and half off the
cover sheet. One arm was twisted beneath his body. His hair was fertile, if that
is a proper way to describe hair. It was coarse and black and as long as any old
man's. The feet were tiny, and they were webbed like duck's feet. But that was
just because of the mucus covering them. His other features were not remarkable except for one; his male apparatus would serve him well.
Mummi was to be disappointed. Finger suddenly screamed. His chest filled
with air. He coughed and coughed. His body began to heave like he was an
earthworm caught out in the sun. Finger finally spit out a little ball of something; it looked like what the cat spit up after she had chewed on the carpet.
Granny broke a smile. She spit in the corner which Mummi always defied
her to do. Mummi began to cry so that you'd have thought Finger had died.
The midwife finally smiled too, showing her mouth which had room for many
more teeth. Granny poked her tongue out-her way of mocking Mummi?
Death?
Mummi stopped her crying and looked at Finger; he made sucking noises in
the air. His hands and legs moved in an awkward, jerking way. She had never
imagined that a child was a thing to be loved and fondled.
The midwife wrapped Finger in a sheet set aside for that purpose. He could
be cleaned up later, when the room became warm, when the linen on his
mother's bed had been changed, when Finger had gotten a chance to eat a
little.
The midwife lay Finger at Mummi's breast. Granny stood over her with her
pipe clenched between her teeth. Her smile was victorious, radiant.
"Come on, show it to me," said the midwife.
Mummi looked to her, confused and angry.
"We might as well see if he'll eat, or whether we'll have to coax him."
"Take him to the barn," said his mother. "Let him find his food there."
She rolled over and closed her eyes. Mummi lay with her knees pulled up to
her chest and her clean nightgown stretched out so as to cover her feet.
Three taps at the door and Father stepped inside. He saw Finger and you
could imagine what he was thinking. He grinned at Mummi who buried her
head in her pillow and cried even louder than before.
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IN THE LAND OF JORDAN AND HONEY
Diane Williams
I
Ruth Hawkins swung her legs over the side of her bed, yawned with one
hand over her mouth even though no one else was there, and pulled her white
parachute of a nightgown up around her throat. She slowly slid her naked feet
onto the bare wooden floor. A chill traveled like needles through the soles of
her feet, up her thick ashen legs, beyond knees, past thighs, and into soul. She
thanked God for Sunday and reached for the ink pen and the thick diary on the
night stand. She opened the keeper of her secrets and thumbed to a fresh page.
Japanese red with cloth back frayed around the edges, the book was tender in
her work-hard hands. She stroked it as she looked through the lacy curtains of
her window at a yawning Chicago. The sky was as milky gray as pearls. The
buildings stood brown and solemn across the street. She listened to the wind
kiss the window pane and watched pigeons on the sill, lingering in the winter
morning.
Such peace should have remained whole through the morning, the afternoon, the night, but someone would do something to break it. They always did
at the Old Testament Hotel.
Ruth touched the tip of her pen to her tongue, breathed in deeply, and
covered the page with what she called her chicken scratch.

Dear Diary,
It's good to get up at 6:55 in the blessed morning. I can do it now without an alarm clock. Something just crawls into bed with me and whispers
in my ear, "Get yourselfup, Ruth. It's 6:55 in the blessed morning," and I
do. It's probably Natalie's breakfast fever nudging me like a bony elbow
in my ribs, but I don't care. 6:55. Got a real nice ring to it.
I don't know what's wrong with these folks around here. Especially
Natalie. She sits all day long in that wicker chair with good old Brutus at
her side. She treats that dog better than she ever did her poor old husband
-God rest his soul. She buys that dog steak. She gave poor Buddy franks
and beans (without franks most times). Buddy was a dirty piece of
laundry, and she was his washboard. Anyway, when morning comes, she
sets herself on.fire. Breakfast is the most important meal of the day, she
says. We should eat together, she says. But we don't have to do no
cooking: I do.
Natalie wears old Buddy's bathrobes all day long. Sometimes it's the
red one. Sometimes the blue. On Sundays it's always the black one with
the BB stitched on the chest pocket. She sits at the head ofthe table in one
of them robes, growling at me. Poach the eggs, Ruth. Fry the sausage,
Ruth. Boil the grits, Ruth. Butter the toast, Ruth. Well, you get the
picture. I don't say nothing. I know that the woman lives for those few
times a day when she can act like she knows what in the world is going
on. So I leave her alone.
Sometimes, though, she makes me shake in my shoes. She's all
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jaundiced and sour like buttermilk now. Since Buddy died, she wears this
painted-on smile like a preacher at afuneral, and I swear to the Almighty
that her eyes used to be sort ofsoft and brown like molasses. Well, they is
soot-black now. Don't even know how. Don't even know why. Don't want
to know.
That's why I like getting up at 6:55. I can get another piece ofpeace
before it slips offthe table. IfI get up at straight-up seven, I can hear every
bedspring in the hotel squealing, and all hell-Lord, forgive me-done
already broke loose.
Things are always better after breakfast. Well, SOMETIM ES better.
Never worse. They can't get any worse. After breakfast is when Natalie
goes back in her room and sits and waits. And waits. And waits. We don't
have no idea what she's waiting for either. After breakfast is when Della
goes off to take care of other folks' children at that nursery school. After
breakfast is when Jordan comes and keeps me company. That child is
real quiet these days. I tell her every thing's going to be all right real soon.
She's just lonesome. Maybe for Buddy. Maybe for somebody else. God
help those Cable women. Jordan's got no mother and no aunt, as far as I
can see. All she's got is me.
It's awful cold in here this morning. I can almost see my breath. I hope
the furnace ain't kicked out again.
What was that? Ruth paused and listened for a moment to the voices filtering
in from the kitchen next door. Again she touched the pen to her tongue as
though the taste of blue ink revived her.

Those two-up, already, trying to shred each other before I can even
wash my face, arguing about Jordan, I guess, God help the child. Della
and Natalie have been crazy lately. We all been a little crazy. Maybe it's
the new moon.
I've got to go, dear friend. It's time to get all the way up now. Miss
Natalie'll be calling for me any minute now, as soon as she's through with
her fighting for today. Sounds like everybody else in the world is already
up, too.
Ruth rested her pen and the diary on the night stand, sighed away the noise
seeping in from the kitchen, and kneeled to pray. She had her own mourners'
bench beneath the window. It stood guard against the ways of the flesh.
The Honorable Reverend Cleotis Peters, Jr., the slick-haired preacher man
of Ruth's church, had made it for her. It was only a knot-holed orange crate
when the preacher had found it in the alley behind Little Bit's Grocery, but he
had brought it to her, sanded and whitewashed. It had meant as much to her as
a new dress or a pattern from Singer. He had blessed it himself one summer
night after a fried chicken dinner and a pitcher of Ruth's special fruit punch.
"Why, Good Sister, I can't see why some young buck ain't snatched up a pearl
like you," the Reverend had said between bites. By then Ruth was already
60-so was he-and had seen a mate buried-so had he-but she had the legs
and the backbone of a 30-year-old. He had noticed the strong brownness
puddling into her spike-heeled shoes on Sunday mornings. She had noticed
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that he'd dropped his napkin several times during the evening, several times to
loiter under the table.
Every morning Ruth kneeled on her small red (Red like the Thirteenth at the
Table) satin pillow, a gift from Jordan, and leaned on her mourners' bench, a
gift from the preacher man. Every morning Ruth lifted up her eyes, her hands,
her soul to God and prayed for the dead. Not the dead in the obituaries. Not
the dead in the graveyards. But the dead in the Old Testament Hotel, the ones
who were too stupid or too stubborn to lie down.

II
The voices seeping slowly, dankly, like basement water under the baseboards and into Ruth's room, did belong to Natalie and Della. Natalie pressed
her back against the kitchen wall, feeling the flowers, the tiny daisies on the
wallpaper, tickling her spine. She had once told her sister-in-law, Della, that
the flowers always reached for her skin since Buddy had his accident. That was
when Della woke up in the middle of a long-ago night, went into the kitchen,
and ran her fingertips across the smooth yellowness. Della knew then that
Natalie once again had something that she could claim as being only hers and
nobody else's. Like being Jordan's mother. Like being Buddy's widow. That
morning, Buddy's black robe shrouded Natalie, and the flowers caressed her.
"I'm just tryin' to do right by the child," Della said.
''Well, do keep in mind, Della, that Jordan is mine. I carried that child for
ten-count 'em on your manicured fingers- ten months. I birthed her. I raised
her. Jordan is mine."
Up the hall, Jordan tried to bury herself beneath the sheets, but the tin-drum
arguments of her Aunt Della and Natalie, her mother, found her. Their words
marched up the hall from the kitchen, crawled under her door, and assaulted
her sleep, her friendly dreams. Dreams about him, whoever he was, and her,
shameless, nameless her.
You see, Doctor Freud, Jordan thought, Ruth tells me that nasty dreams are
almost as bad as plucking the apple off the tree, but for months now I've had
this dream where I'm in bed with the Three Stooges-n o, no, the Four
Stooges. Moe and Larry and Curly, and Shemp's there, too. Only Shemp's a
girl.
Jordan turned over. She was different from Natalie, different from Della,
different even from Ruth when Ruth evangelized to people passing by the
hotel. Words were flowers to be savored and saved, pressed between pages of
the diaries and notebooks Ruth bought for her. Jordan buried her head beneath
a pillow. She could see Della and Natalie dancing their peg-legged ballet
across the inside of her eyelids, the same way she saw her aunt and her mother

morning after morning in the kitchen, circling each other.

During their first sips of coffee, peace would hang between Della and
Natalie like a rice-paper curtain. Then it always crumpled to the floor.
"You give Jordan everything except what she needs. She wanted a sofa bed;
she got it. She wanted her room painted blue; she got that, too."
"What's wrong with that?"
Natalie always stood at the end of the squared circle that was nearest the
door. Except for her eyes-black , shiny, deep-and her cut-glass voice, she
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faded into the wallpaper. Della would pace at the other end of the kitchen,
caged and hugging herself as though she were chilled suddenly. She was almost
as big as the refrigerator humming behind her. She would crave a cigarette but
bite her bottom lip instead. Smoking was forbidden in the common areas of the
hotel. Natalie made the rules. It was Natalie's hotel. Her father had seen to
that.
"Everything is wrong with that if all you give her is stuff."
"And what're you gonna give 'er, Miss Della?"
"Some responsibility. Something to do besides trail after Ruth all day and
scribble in her books all night."
Della's words picked at the bleached bones of her sister-in-law's motherhood, like vultures searching for fleshy scraps of indignation and denial.
Natalie blinked.
"Some what?"
"Should I spell it for you?"
"Ummmmmmm."
Della came closer. With both hands she gripped the back of a kitchen chair
and stared into Natalie's eyes. Bottomless. Sunlight fell into those eyes and
never climbed out.
"Nat?" Della's voice softened. "Oh, no, Natalie Cable. You can't do this to
me. You listen to me this mornin'. Nat?"
Natalie's face had grown blank, become a sheet of paper for Della to
scribble on, a living diary.
How can she do this in the middle of a fight? Della thought. How can she
turn off? She's playin' statue. It's not fair. She always does this since
Buddy ... I need a cancer stick. Just one more. Or two, maybe. Then I'll stop.
Then I'll-no-those damned eyes. One more pack, then I'll stop. One more
pack of Viceroys. If you got to go, go like a big dog. Buddy did.
A small laugh became an unavoidable nuisance to Della's mouth whenever
she found herself talking to-no, not talking to Natalie, but to some mannequin
that looked just like her.
Della breathed in deeply the smell of Natalie's perking brew and Natalie's
cheap cologne. She stepped closer and waved words like white flags at Natalie.
"I'm going to get a paper, Miss Natalie. When I come back, I swear to God
I'm going to sit at this table and eat some of Ruth's good cookin' and drink
some of your prize-winning coffee and, for the most part, shut my mouth." She
saw something flicker in Natalie's eyes. "I'm goin' to talk about the front page
and the back page and the magazine, but I'm not goin' to talk about Jordan
with you. Now you can stand there like that till hell freezes over and Buddy
comes back to life."
"Buddy?" Natalie swayed.
"But what's done is done. I got Jordan the job, and as bad as she hates to get
out and live life, she's goin' to work tomorrow. Understand? She's not goin' to
wind up like you."
"Buddy?"
"U mmmmph."
Della shook her head, pressed a palm to her forehead, and let her laugh and
the slap-slap of her slippers lead her up the hall past Ruth's room-she could
hear Ruth humming "What a Fellowship"-past Natalie's room-Brutus, her
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dog, whimpered-pastJordan's room. She paused at Jordan's door and rapped
softly. "Jory, you awake?" Hearing nothing, she went into her room at the end
of the hall.
Jordan listened, too, cocooned beneath the covers of her questionable sofa
bed. Silence. It was safe to come up from her dreams now. Miss Natalie and
Miss Della would settle into Sunday now. They would share the morning
paper, fat as a hoagie, and lick butter and syrup off their fingers. Sometimes
there would be biscuits. Sometimes there would be stacks of pancakes. Always
there would be a pot ofN atalie's dangerously black coffee, so hot, so strong. It
felt good lying there on the bottom of Jordan's stomach, something to be
counted on.
Sunday sounds following a tickle of January breath crept in through
Jordan's inch-open window. She let them pull her from bed. The el rumbled a
block away. The last bottle shattered in front of Willie's Tap on the comer.
Jordan could hear Tiffany Glass and Amber De Light, the show girls, raising
the dead from their own mourners' bench on the floor below, the silky
mourners' bench with Patterson, the desk clerk, on top of it. Muffied by effort
and laughter, their voices rose through the floorboards, through the bed,
through Jordan's flesh. Patterson cried for mercy; the women cried for more;
Jordan cried inside where it counted. She had spent the night squeezing in
something wet and warm and wild. Now she softened; now she uncurled.
Gaping, stretching, scratching at an uncertain itch beneath her baggy
pajamas, she let her toes sink into her shaggy red and black carpeting,
Natalie's Christmas gift, and strode to the window. She pulled up the shade,
perched on the sill, and drew one knee up to her breasts to protect the pump
pounding in her chest.
"I'm nineteen, God Almighty, nineteen," Jordan said to herself. "Surprise
... 'You've got to pull yourself up by your own bootstraps, but first you got to
get some boots, sweetie ... ' That's what this job is-the boots ... Ain't no
job, it's a Job, like in the Bible ... a Job. Where does Del get these ideas? I'm
bright, hard-working, she says ... "
Jordan pressed her palm against the window. Snow sugared the sidewalk. A
brand new year, a brand new week, and all she wanted to do was get out, out,
out and kneel in the slush. All she wanted was to feel the coolness, the wetness
on her body. Her fever had returned.
"All right," Jordan whispered to the falling snow. "I dropped out of college,
okay? But heck ... I mean, counter girl at Fat Daddy's? Man, I don't care if
it's the original Fat Daddy's Burger Palace. Why is she doing this to me? I'm
her favorite niece. I'm her only niece. A Job ... She got me a Job ... It's been
a year, she says. I'm housebound, she says. She thinks I've got cabin fever .. .
and, well, you know, I'm okay. I spend time with Ruth and Natalie and .. .
Natalie's so strange now that Buddy's dead ... Buddy's dead ... is Buddy still
dead? Guess so, but I ain't strange. Am I? Huh? No, Doctor Freud, it's just
those dreams, and I been prayin' for those freakin' dreams to stop. I been down
on the mourners' bench with Ruth, prayin' ... I have."
Jordan squinted at her faint reflection in the window. She looked more like
her Aunt Della than she did her mother, a tall, firm woman who had once had a
chiseled nose and dimples, and honey-colored eyes. Jordan had inherited
Della's skin-mellow and brown as a d' Anjou pear-and Della's roundness.
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What had she gotten from Buddy, smooth-as-stone Buddy? His way of
wanting to push those square pegs into those round holes.
Being on the fourth floor-the " penthouse," she called it-made being at the
Old Testament Hotel bearable. Only the family, including Jordan' s adopted
Aunt Ruth, lived on the top floor, the floor with a kitchen. They could all look
down on the Goody Town side of Kedzie A venue, the side of the New Eden
and the Old Faith Church, Reverend Peters' church. Old Testament oldtimers had nicknamed that side of the street-with its brick and stone and
wood houses, its white picket and shiny wire and spear-headed fences , its
starched backs and ironed attitudes-Goody Town. Goody Towners wore
their Sunday clothes every chance they got. They lived far beyond the guys on
the comer who stepped like shadows out of doorways and offered watches and
wallets, incense and rolling papers; beyond the glittering gypsy who offered to
tell the future and solve the present; beyond the honey-skinned women who
offered raw-boned comfort and lingered like confetti on the curb. Soon that
morning the Goody Towners would glide by on their way to God' s House,
wrinkle their noses, and try to scrape images of their neighbors out of their
minds, the way they would scrape chewing gum off the soles of their shined
shoes.
The air sweeping in the window nipped Jordan' s foot, but she didn't move
from the sill. Her face closed like a fist.
" It' s time to get out," Jordan said. " Del says it' s time to get out. Out? . . .
Out is a foreign country if you' re not out where you want to be. I could work at
Beverly' s Nursery with Del. I like children ... especially when they spit up on
you ... ' You' ll meet people, child. ' I do meet people. I've met lots of people.
When the villagers stormed the castle, Dr. Freud, I met them at the door. I lit
the torches. "
Her thoughts sank into the carpet. It was time for food and lots of Natalie' s
coffee. Even Patterson and the women were done with their thrashing, quiet,
spent like a nickel.
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OPEN SEASON
Kent Stolt
The thin white lines just kept coming at him, flashing underneath the glare of
the headlights as he held the long Cadillac Eldorado at a remarkably steady
seventy-three miles per hour. Not that Lenny was paying any attention to the
speedometer as he gripped the wheel tightly and pushed on into the night,
northbound out of Chicago. In fact only once in the last hour and a half had he
looked up into his rearview mirror, and all he saw then was darkness, a darkness that was complete and strangely soothing. He didn't want to see anything
back there anymore. Like the condemned man given a last-minute reprieve
before going to the chair, his nerves were so raw, his concentration so intense,
that though he had absolutely no idea where he was going, he simply couldn't
wait to get there.
His heart had finally calmed down and the sticky film of sweat that once
covered his body had dried. His mind, like a master-circuit overloaded,
remained quietly blank. Hunched over in the faint green glow of the dashboard
lights, forty-eight-year-old Lenny Marelli sat perfectly still behind the wheel,
locked into a hypnotic trance held in place by the even hum of the tires as they
rolled along. Lenny had never turned on La Cos a N ostra before. And he knew
the minute he turned straight, the minute he handed those records over to the
Feds, there would be no turning back.
So now all he could see ahead of him were those thin white lines. That is,
until a road sign emerged from out of the night indicating a wayside rest stop
was ahead one mile. Something inside Lenny told him it was time to pull over.
As could be expected at such a late hour, the rest stop was quiet and
deserted, except for one bulky camper/trailer from Missouri that was pulled
over to the side. Lenny wheeled the brand new 1965 Eldorado up the curving
drive and pulled into one of the parking stalls. Immediately he put out his
lights, then turned off the ignition and let out a long, pained sigh as he sank
back in the cloaking, black silence. For just a moment there was peace. Then
slowly, regrettably, the mist began to clear and the events of the day started
coming back to him, a few remote images that soon became a dizzying swirl of
chaos and confusion. Only thirty-six hours ago he had been sitting back home
in New York going over the week's action with the boys. And now here he was.
Wherever here was. It all felt unreal as he leaned his head back, not even
hearing the keys drop from his hand and hit the floor.
It seemed like only minutes later that he again felt himself coming under fire.
Right away he crouched down as low as he could and waited. In his hand was a
heavy handgun, fully loaded and powerful enough to take out a good-sized
wooden door with a single blast. A crisp and clear gunshot sounded some-

where nearby and echoed loudly. He kept low, waiting for another shot to go
off so he could get a bead on exactly where it was coming from. Then he heard
leaves rustling. Suddenly his instincts told him his backside was exposed and
that he would have to move quickly. There wasn't any more time to think about
it, so Lenny took the chance and darted off in what he could only hope was the
opposite direction from which the shot came. With gun in hand, he covered the
short distance of open ground in a matter of seconds. The next thing he knew,
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dry, brittle leaves whipped and scratched his face. All around him now stood
tall, brown cornstalks. Rows and rows of them everywhere.
Another two shots went off in rapid succession. They were closer now,
moving in. But it was almost impossible to see anything over the cornstalks. He
started running down one of the tight rows of plants, going twenty or thirty
yards before frantically changing course and cutting up fifteen rows or so.
Then he cut back again. At one point he stopped to listen for any more noise,
but all he could hear was his own desperate breathing and the hollow slamming
of his heart. A short time ofreliefwent by. Then he heard it. The crunching and
rustling of the dry stalks. Someone was coming right at him! Lenny ran blindly,
no longer bothering to crouch down low. He held one arm out in front of him in
a futile attempt to deflect the huge leaves that now seemed to be jumping right
out at him. He tripped and fell hard to the ground. Another gunshot went off
and the rustling sound moved faster and closer. Lenny dragged himself up off
the ground and headed in a different direction. The air was stifling, wet and
sticky, punishing his lungs. By now he had lost all sense of direction. And his
gun was gone. Somewhere along the way he had lost his gun.
He kept on running, not even feeling anymore the sharp edges of dead leaves
that ripped into his face and hands. The rows just kept going on and on. There
was another gunshot. Lenny spun around and tried to change course again, but
it was no use. Whoever was out there was almost upon him now. No matter
where he went, the rustling leaves kept right behind him. Lenny pushed himself
as hard as he could, his tired arms flailing and scrambling for any chance at
escape. But the imposing cornstalks held him in. Finally, with a slight
whimper, he fell to his knees, unable to go any further. It took a few seconds
before he was able to pick up the rustling sound. It was there, though, coming
at him slowly and deliberately. Lenny heard the noise but was powerless to do
anything about it. He was ready to surrender. Then the rustling stopped and
the whole field was quiet. Slowly Lenny turned his head around to see his
pursuer. His eyebrows arched up, and a feeling of stunned surprise came over
him. It was Shotgun Eddie.
"Shit, Eddie," Lenny heaved, trying hard to catch his breath. "I don't know
what the hell you're doing here, but am I ever glad to see you. Somebody's
after us, Eddie. We gotta get the hell out of here."
Shotgun Eddie just looked down and brought his heavy lips up in a tight,
even smile. The last thing Lenny saw was the barrel of the gun.
The booming blast jolted Lenny, and every fiber of every muscle seemed to
let go at once. His heart pumped out the adrenaline instantaneously, coinciding with the physical jump that brought him crashing back to reality, the
uneasy reality of a cold front seat of a stolen car in an empty rest stop. The
chilly air inside the car pressed up against his wet forehead. The front and back
of his shirt were soaked. He struggled to focus his eyes as the nightmare image
of the cornfield quickly drifted back into the secret subconscious from where it
had come.
As soon as he collected himself, Lenny looked out and saw an early gray
dawn creeping up over the tops of the tall pines. He could have gotten only two
or three hours of sleep at the most, and all he could feel now was total exhaustion, a swirling, prickly heaviness that oozed in and out of his clammy skin with
every breath. A slow, dull headache was lurking in the back of his head, no
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doubt ready to explode into lightning strokes of pain with any sudden
movement. Accordingly, he moved very slowly when reaching down to pick
the keys up off the floor. Despite the heavy black overcoat he wore, a thin,
even chill ran throughout his body. For Lenny it was like waking up with a bad
hangover. But at least with a hangover you knew you had a good time the night
before. Nevertheless, he started up the car and was soon on the road again, still
aiming the black Eldorado north.
He pushed on hard for another three hours, stopping once briefly for gas and
cigarettes. On the road now there was light traffic, and Lenny tried to go as fast
as he could without drawing attention to himself. In time he began to see that
the further north he drove the quieter the countryside became. No longer were
any houses or buildings visible from the road. On both sides, just a mass of
gray, leafless trees waited for winter to come. He sat back more easily now in
his seat, beginning to feel safer here in the passive obscurity of northern
Wisconsin. Chicago, and certainly New York City, had to be a long way off.
Even the shattering echoes of last night were more distant as the pavement
rolled on underneath him. He clicked on the radio and had to search before he
could find one clear station. For the first time in what seemed ages, Lenny felt
free to breathe easily.
But as the tenseness and motivation brought on by the threat of pursuit
began slowly to ebb from his body, a heavy blanket of fatigue and exhaustion
moved right in and fell over him. At one point he caught himself just in time as
the two right wheels crept off the road onto the gravel shoulder. It was getting
dangerous to go on much further. Lenny thought of simply pulling over to the
side of the road and resting for awhile. But that was when he happened to look
up and see a blue and white State Highway Patrol car sliding into view in his
rearview mirror. Right away he tensed up, swallowing hard and squeezing the
wheel again as he wondered to himself whether or not the car had been
reported stolen. Were the police now looking for him too?
The patrol car hung back on his tail. Lenny watched it intently, halfexpecting to see the flashing red lights go on at any minute. All he could do,
though, was concentrate on the road ahead of him, making sure he stayed
smoothly within the white lines while at the same time keeping a safe and
normal speed. Still, he kept looking up at his mirror. For almost a minute they
stayed in place: a cat-and-mouse game went on, with Lenny as the wary
mouse, waiting to see what the cat would do next.
The tense wait ended when the patrol car made its move into the passing
lane and slowly started moving up on Lenny. He checked his speedometer and
saw the needle go down as he let his foot off the accelerator ever so slightly.
Within seconds the two cars were traveling side by side, their doors no more
than two or three feet apart. The thin hair on the back of his neck stood on end
as Lenny felt the patrolman's dark-rimmed eyes staring at him solemnly. But

he looked straight ahead, pretending to be the innocent traveler who has
nothing to hide and thus doesn't even notice that there is a police car right next
to him. As part of the charade, he started whistling a tune. But through it all the
patrolman kept right on looking. Lenny let up on the gas pedal again, only to
have his wary counterpart do the same. So side by side they went, the sleek,
oversized Eldorado and the sturdy, well-traveled patrol car. The red needle of
the speedometer dipped below fifty. Lenny thought seriously, if not desperately,
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about looking over and smiling at the officer, then quickly dismissed that idea.
He reached down and turned off the radio, preferring the silence so he could
concentrate.
As the two cars started following a slow tum in the road, Lenny switched
tactics and sped up just a little. The Eldorado pulled ahead by a car length and
held the lead. Then from up ahead came a road sign. There was an off-ramp
exit three-quarters of a mile ahead. Only with great effort did Lenny resist the
temptation to punch it and race ahead. Instead he waited patiently while the
patrol car edged up even with him again. One-half mile. He kept focusing his
eyes on the road in front of him. One-quarter mile. He waited until he was
almost on the edge of the off ramp. Then he flicked on his tum signal and
cranked the wheel sharply to the right. To his considerable relief, the blue and
white Highway Patrol car was left with no choice but to keep on going. Lenny
exhaled loudly and smiled triumphantly as he watched the car disappear from
view. And with that, he gladly followed the narrow, two-lane country road that
headed east.

* * *
The little silver bell above the door tinkled, heralding his arrival into town.
Instantly, an alarming hush fell over the room, with every head in the place
turning as one to see who it was. The farmers held their forks in front of their
mouths and the ladies froze with their coffee cups at their lips in the quick
second it took to look him over from head to toe. Then slowly the clatter of
silverware began to come back.
Now Lenny Marelli never did wear black very well-it always seemed to set
off his face in a noticeable way, and for him that was not good. His tight, rough
skin looked ashen and pale when held against the dark background, every
nervous twitch and move of his face lying more open and decipherable in
black. Nevertheless, he had insisted on wearing a shiny new black suit for
coming into Chicago, hoping to look as sharp and impressive as possible. But it
was quite a different impression he gave now to the people sitting down to
lunch in the Black Falls Diner. A day's worth of heavy stubble lined his jaw,
and thick dark lines sagged underneath his tired red eyes, while his hair whirled
wildly on the back of his head.
The minute he closed the door behind him, he could feel their stares. His
head started to throb with the hot rush brought on by all the silent, staring
faces, with the eyes falling all over him. Something, some tiny inner voice, told
him to just tum around and slip out of there as fast as he could. But before the
rest of him had a chance to answer, he had already taken off his overcoat,
placed it on the coat rack by the door, and shuffled over to an empty stool at the
counter.
At least the diner was warm. Two ceiling fans spun lazily up above, circulating the flavorful air around the long and narrow room that prided itself on
being the "Original Home of the World Famous Dutch Eggburger. " Both
booths were filled, and so, too, were most of the six dinner tables. It was the
beginning of the lunch hour. Harsh white lights bounced off the waxy linoleum
countertop, as the radio next to the homemade pie display case blared out the
latest news:
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... the tri-county main office reported soybeans down almost three cents a
bushel last week while early returns have poultry and produce making a
good comeback from last month's poor showing. And now taking a look at
livestock ...
Everyone else returned to their meals and the steady hum of conversation
came on again, though a few heads kept stealing furtive peeks and glances over
at the stranger with the rumpled suit and the dying, faded-at-the-edges carnation in the lapel. Lenny sat there, delicately massaging his pounding temples
and shutting his eyes from the light, when he suddenly heard the distinctive wet
plop of a rag coming down in front of him. He looked up to see the waitress, a
smiling brown-haired woman of forty-some years, wiping off the counter with
utmost care and precision. Each stroke with the rag was slow and even as
though it held definite purpose. She waited until she was done before she
looked down at Lenny directly.
" Hi there," she said warmly, " what can we do for you today?"
A vision of a glass of hard whiskey flashed before him. He cleared his throat.
" Uh . .. just coffee. "
" Anything else? Meatloaf s not half bad today. Tried it myself. "
Lenny just shook his head weakly. The waitress stood there awkwardly
waiting for something else.
" OK. One coffee coming up. "
He squeezed his eyes shut and finally heard her white service shoes squeak
away, then quickly return with a steaming mug of fresh brew. He eagerly
grabbed the mug and poured in a little cream and a lot of sugar. She saw the
spoon shake in his hand as he stirred the coffee.
" Are you all right?" the waitress asked, while out of habit she held the
ordering pad in her left hand ready to write anything down.
" Yeah, I'm fine ," Lenny whispered.
" Sure?"
He nodded slowly.
" Well, I see you're not from around here. I mean I seen you drive up. That' s
some nice car you got there. We don't see cars like that up here too often, that' s
for sure. You know, I took one look at that car and said to myself you had to be
some bigshot lawyer or doctor or something. Are you? "
" What?"
" A lawyer?"
"No."
" Doctor?"
He looked up at her as intently as he could and silently said " no" with his
lips. At the same moment he reached over for the plastic-coated menu, figuring
that maybe if he ordered something she would go away and leave him alone.
" Let me guess, you' re a bank executive on vacation," she went on.
" Yeah, look, just give me your turkey sandwich. Hold the mayo. "
" There you go. A good hot turkey sandwich will perk you right up. You
know, we don't get too many out-of-staters coming up this way anymore. Not
since they completed that new highway. Before then everyone used to drive
right through here on old Highway 12, but now it's like a ghost town here. We
still get some truck drivers coming through but ... "
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The veins in Lenny's head were about to burst. "Could we just can the
chatter, lady, and get going with the sandwich? I ain't got all day."
Again the room became noticeably quieter.
"Well ... excuse me for trying to be friendly," the waitress huffed and
squeaked off with his order.
Lenny wanted to scream. He wanted to stand right up on the counter and
shout out to everyone, to the people staring at him in the diner, to the boys in
Chicago who by now had to be looking for him, to the bosses back in New
York, to everyone, to just leave him alone. The rules would be simple: leave me
alone and I won't hurt anyone. But if only it were that simple. Lenny gulped
down his coffee. The waitress walked by, this time not bothering to say a word.
"Excuse me ... "Lenny said to her in a tone that was meant to be somewhat
apologetic but just didn't quite come across that way, " ... but you got a
newspaper back there?"
She went right on walking and delivered a bowl of soup to a customer at the
other end. Then she came back and coldly tossed a rolled-up newspaper at
him. Lenny opened it up, thinking maybe there would be some word of a
shooting last night in Chicago. Eagerly he began flipping through the pages as
he checked each and every headline, apparently not realizing that only
Chicago's earliest editions might have carried any news. Nevertheless, he
ripped through the local area paper until on page seven his eyes danced up to
the very top of the page: Wednesday, November 22, 1965.
"Hey, this is yesterday's paper," he astutely declared and set the paper
down as though it was uselessly contaminated.
"That's all we got," the waitress said matter-of-factly. "We won't get
today's paper 'til tomorrow. All we have today is yesterday's."
"You want the rest of today's paper?" someone at one of the tables said.
"No thanks, I have yesterday's," his friend joked. At that everyone else
chuckled and giggled. Everyone but Lenny.
"Sorry, friend," another customer said to Lenny, "but news kind of travels
slow up here."
Again the waitress squeaked by. That tiny voice inside him that had earlier
told him to get out of there now came back to him, this time with a little more
authority. But again his actions held him there, and he picked up the newspaper again. Even old news is better than no news. Soon enough he found an
article about a convict who had just escaped from the new state prison.
He was so engrossed in the article that he didn't even notice the two old men
coming in to the diner. Both men wore flannel shirts and bluejean overalls that
were spotted here and there with grease and oil stains. One wore a green
JOHN DEERE TRACTOR hat, the other a dirty yellow hat for CASSIDAY
SEEDS. Together they walked in, and after some quick helloes with the other
people, sat down at the counter on the two stools next to Lenny. The waitress
gladly welcomed the familiar faces and without asking poured them each a cup
of coffee. Lenny set the newspaper down on the counter while continuing to
read, and he reached over for his cup of coffee. He took a slow sip.
"I could have shot the son-of-a-bitch right there on the spot," one of the two
old men suddenly blurted out. There was a wet, spraying sound, and everyone
looked over and watched Lenny as he wiped coffee off his chin.
"It's good you didn't, though," old man Thompson said.
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"Huh?" Once again old man Johnson had forgotten to bring his hearing aid.
" I say it' s good you didn't," old man Thompson said noticeably louder.
" Ya, I know. I seen him up there once before, you know, up there just north
of my place."
Lenny sat frozen, his head lowered as if he were still reading, though his
concentration hung neatly on every word of this incredible conversation.
" He was just standin' there gettin' a drink when he seen me comin'! We both
sort of froze up. If I'd a had my gun with me I could've had me enough meat for
the winter."
Lenny looked over at the old men with a look of wide horror on his face.
" You bet," Thompson said with a toothy grin. " That would've been
somethin'."
The waitress walked by the old men and winked at them.
" Just don't let the sheriff hear you say that. "
" Huh?"
" Don't let the sheriff hear you say that. He don't want to hear about nothin'
illegal. "
" Well ifl see him up there again you can damn well bet I ain't gonna let him
get away so easy. "
Lenny's skin started to crawl. That little voice was now screaming at him to
get the hell out of there-fast! Food or no food.
" In the old days," Johnson went on in his gruff voice, " we didn't have to
worry about the law. Back then you just did it whenever you had to."
" Sure. Used to do it all the time."
" I don't care what they say, next time I see him I'm gonna get him. The
sheriff will never know about it. "
" How big did you say he was?"
Old man Johnson just cupped his hand around his ear and tilted his head.
" I say how big was he? "
" Ten-pointer. Biggest buck I've seen up there in years. "
Lenny' s mind reeled. A deer! They were talking about shooting a deer. He
smiled sheepishly.
" Here you go," the waitress said as she dropped the plate in front of him,
" ... turkey."
It was hard to keep from laughing at it all. He really needed to get some
sleep. But first he took a bite out of the sandwich and was surprised at how
good it tasted.
Lenny had started to attack the food when he heard the telltale bell tinkle
above the door-now it was his tum to look and see who the stranger was. And
when he did, his eyes grew wide and his jaw dropped, threatening to disgorge
the remnants of turkey breast still in his mouth. The sheriff shut the door,
tipped his cap to the people sitting at the tables, and headed towards the
counter. Lenny quickly turned his back and awaited the cold, hard slap of the
law. Alarming flashes of sodomy and Sing-Sing collided in his head. " Maybe I
should make a run for it," he thought to himself. " Right now. Right past him
and out the door. Or maybe ... "
" Hey, guys, what' s new?" the sheriff crowed as he slapped his hands on the
shoulders of the two old men sitting next to Lenny. The sheriff was short and
stocky, with strong hands and squared off shoulders. He wore his badge openly
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on the front of his fur-lined jacket. Lenny saw right away, though, that he
wasn't carrying a gun.
" Earl here seen a ten-pointer up on his land yesterday," Thompson said
eagerly.
" Is that so?" the sheriff offered while nodding at the waitress for a cup of
coffee. " Too bad it wasn't season yet. "
" Yeah, too bad," Johnson said convincingly enough.
" You going out this year, Earl?" the sheriff asked.
" Hmm? "
" He asked if you were going out hunting this year. "
" Naw," Johnson muttered in obvious contempt. " Too many goddamned
crazy people goin' out there and none of 'em knowin' nothin' about huntin' .
Too damn dangerous in them woods nowadays. No sir, I'm stayin' put. Let
them amateurs shoot themselves. "
" Oh come on, Earl, let's hope it's not that bad this year. "
To that, old man Johnson mumbled something to himself. As for Lenny, he
dropped his sandwich on the plate, his stomach so tied up in knots he couldn't
force down another bite. All the wires inside him had been stretched and twisted
too tight. This time he was sure about leaving and reached down and pulled out
his wallet. He unfolded it only to find its pockets staring back at him-empty.
He had spent the little cash he had brought along on cigarettes and gas. With the
sheriff almost right over his shoulder, he frantically ripped through his pants
pockets and then through his jacket. Twenty-two cents. The waitress saw him
take his wallet out and walked over and set the bill face down in front of him. He
looked up and smiled weakly at her. She stood there waiting until Lenny asked
her for another cup of coffee. Again he ran through all his pockets even though
he knew he wouldn' t find anything there. Then he remembered something.
" Excuse me, miss," he said to the waitress as she came back with his coffee
refill. " I . . . uh ... I left my money in my car. I'll be right back. "
She said nothing.
" I swear to God I'll be right back. "
The sheriff, the two old men, and the waitress all just watched as Lenny
raced out the door and went over to the black Eldorado, pointing his finger
down at the hood of the car as proof positive that this was his car. Hurriedly, he
unlocked the door and bent down inside towards the glove compartment.
Seconds later he dashed back in from the chilly air outside and set a crisp $50
bill down on the counter.
" Sorry, it' s all I got," he apologized lamely.
She stared briefly at the bill and then looked over at the sheriff. Finally she
picked it up and went over to the cash register. Meanwhile, Lenny sensed the
sheriffs gaze and felt foolishly obliged to acknowledge him.
" Hi there," he said shakily.
" Hello," the sheriff responded flatly, obviously surprised and caught a bit
off guard by the stranger.
" Nice day . .. well I guess it is a little cloudy but ... lovely little town you
got here. Nice diner. "
The sheriff did not reply.
" Ten, twenty, thirty, forty, forty-five , forty-six, forty-seven eighty-two is
your change. "
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"Hmm? Oh yeah." Lenny scooped up the money and picked out a single
dollar to leave for a tip. Then he nodded politely at the waitress and turned
around-right into Mrs. Gibson who had just stopped in to buy her weekly
rhubarb pie. Coins went scattering across the black and white tiled floor, and
for an instant Lenny flared with rage, a rage held quickly in check by the
presence of the sheriff.
"Whoa there. Slow down. What's the big hurry?"
Lenny looked at him, more specifically at the badge, then turned to Mrs.
Gibson. " I'm sorry, ma'am," he said as he bent down to pick up the money. "I
guess I should be more careful where I'm going."
"Yes," Mrs. Gibson whole-heartedly agreed, "you certainly should be."
And once again he felt the silent, inquisitive eyes of everyone in the room as
he picked up the last coin and headed for the door. The bell tinkled and the
inside of the diner was still and quiet, except for the radio .
. . . so tomorrow's weather forecast looks real good for the opening of
another deer hunting season. And finally, this reminder from your friendly,
helpful Dairyman's United representative-farmers, be sure to get your
year-end feed reports in to the main district office before the December
15th deadline ....
Slowly, life began to stir again as the people went about finishing their lunch.
As for Lenny, he walked straight over to the Eldorado, this time welcoming the
comfort and safety of his car.
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STRIKE
Ira W. Genovese

After leaving the picket line, Frank passed shop after shop along the street,
not even noticing the people that stepped around him on the sidewalk, his
shoulder slamming into other travelers, never feeling a thing, let alone noticing
their existence in the world around him.
The smell of stale beer suddenly woke him from his trance. He heard loud
music pouring from a juke box and stopped to look around and get his bearings.
He looked to his left and stared through the small unpainted section of window.
" The Red Room Tap" flashed across the glass in bright red neon letters.
Suddenly his mouth began to water. He pulled his wallet from his pocket and
found two singles among the papers and receipts he kept there, and the image
of the pawn ticket loomed in the back of his mind. He knew that the only way
he could finish the day was a~er a few beers. He pulled the two bills from his
wallet, folded them, stuffed them into his shirt pocket and stepped through the
door.
Fighting for elbow room at the bar, he pressed his shoulder into the man on
his right, while he hugged the wall to his left. He reached up into his shirt
pocket, clamped the two folded dollar bills between his fingertips, and tossed
them on the bar, constantly watching the bartender, never noticing that the four
precious fifties he'd gotten from pawning his wife's ring flipped over the edge of
his pocket at the same time. The fifties floated straight down across his chest
and landed on the edge of the bar, caught between the hard wooden edge of the
bar and his stomach.
Frank watched the bartender snatch the empty glasses off the bar and refill
them with fresh beer or whiskey, then retrieve his payment from the pile of bills
and change that lay before each customer. Frank listened to the bells of the
cash register, barely able to distinguish them from the bells of the pinball
machine against the wall behind him. He grew more annoyed each minute that
he was forced to remain waiting. His mouth was watering for a cold beer. He
moistened his lips with his tongue, then rubbed the back of his hand over his
mouth to dry it off. He felt himself growing frantic, and his hands began to
shake. He shifted his weight from one foot to the other, then began to tap his
dirty fingernails against the highly polished top on the bar. With both hands
against the bar, he pushed himself back, took a deep breath, and let out a loud
sigh, hoping it would be heard. As he leaned back, the four fifties floated to the
floor amid the maze of legs and feet, and disappeared into the dark shadows
under the bar.
Suddenly the bartender whirled around and looked down the bar toward
Frank. Like magic, Frank felt relief. A smile stretched across the bartender's
face as he strolled along the bar. He stepped up to the men next to Frank,
plucked their glasses from the paper coasters and refilled them, then returned
them to their owners and counted out his payment from the change in front of
each man. He turned and punched the keys on the register, deposited the
money, slammed the drawer closed, then quickly turned toward the far end of
the bar.
The bartender had spotted Frank in the corner but decided that he looked
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more like a freeloader than a paying customer. He had hoped that if he ignored
him long enough, Frank would get the message and leave.
"Hey! What about me?" Frank yelled above the wail of the juke box at the
front of the bar. The mumbling voices fell silent and heads turned in Frank's
direction. He looked around at the faces that stared at him and wondered how
they all knew where the scream had come from. It was as if a red neon sign
flashed above his head and pointed directly at him, singling him out in the
crowd. He felt a wave of warmth flow over his face, from chin to forehead. He
let his eyes wander around the room. He searched his mind for something more
to say. He had to save face or look like any other old, impatient fool. Finally,
he looked back at the bartender, snatched up his two singles from the bar and
held them up for everyone to see.
"Is there something wrong with my money? Or is there some other reason
that you won't get me a beer?" Frank yelled.
The bartender stood staring, one hand on the bar, the other filled with a
white towel that he held against his hip. He cocked his head to the right and
threw his chin out, "Well, frankly, mister, if you can't be patient, then I'd
advise you to find yourself someplace else to drink."
"How patient do I have to be? I've been here nearly fifteen minutes, and
you've taken care of everybody in here but me! What's the matter? My money
have shit on it?"
The bartender could tell that there was no way around serving Frank. He did
have money and he didn't seem drunk. Obstinate yes, but not drunk. He
walked toward Frank, smiled and said, "Okay, buddy. What'll it be?"
"Large draft, if it's not too much to ask," Frank said sarcastically.
"No ... no problem at all," the bartender said. He leaned forward over the
bar, and with his right hand snatched a single from Frank's fingertips. Frank
jumped back, hoping to avoid the punch he thought was on the way, but was
even more started as he watched one of his precious dollar bills disappear from
his grasp.
Frank watched as the bartender set the tall glass under the tap and pulled
back on the handle. The golden liquid flowed from the tap and rose in the tall
clear glass, while the thick white foam rose to the rim. Frank's mouth watered
as he stood waiting. He set the second bill on the bar, rubbed his sweaty palms
together, and licked his lips.
Hours before, beer had been the last thing on Frank's mind, but now, with
the money in his pocket ( or so he thought), he let the thoughts of his wife's ring
slip deep into the back of his mind. He knew that the only way he could calm
down was with a few beers, and that the only way to forget about what he'd
done was to get good and drunk. He knew that it would take more beer than his
two dollars could buy, but if he borrowed a few dollars from the two hundred,
nobody would ever know the difference.

The bartender walked across the floor behind the bar, letting the beer spill
over the edge of the glass, and Frank felt a tinge of pain, hating the man for
wasting the precious liquid, the liquid that helped him slip away from the nightmares that haunted him daily, the liquid that seemed to draw him deeper into
his protective shell. The bartender snatched a cardboard coaster from the edge
of the bar, tossed it in front of Frank, and reached up to set the glass down.
Before it could touch the paper, Frank snatched the glass from the bartender's
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fingertips. As he lifted it to his lips, he took a long deep breath, then guzzled the
entire glass. With a loud "Ahhhhhhh!" Frank slammed the glass down, with
his head still tipped back as if he were examining something on the ceiling. As
the glass hit the bar, the bottom shattered into tiny slivers of glass that
scattered out over the end of the bar. The other drinkers jumped back to avoid
the flying glass, half expecting to see a fight breaking out. All eyes suddenly
turned toward Frank once again. As he felt the glass slip from his grasp, Frank
snapped his head forward. He hadn't meant to break the glass, but it was too
late now; the damage was done. He looked up at the bartender who stood in
front of him with his hands pressed into his hips.
"I, ah ... I didn't mean to do that. I'm really sorry," Frank said.
"Sorry my sweet ass! You've been stirrin' up shit since you got here. Why
don't you just get the hell outta here, smart ass?"
"Look ... I'll pay ya for the glass, okay? I didn't mean it ... really!" Frank
pleaded. He needed another beer and he'd say anything the bartender wanted
to hear to get it. One just wasn't enough.
"Bullshit! Some of you boys want to show the man where the door is?" the
bartender said, sweeping his finger out over the crowd, ignoring Frank's plea.
Suddenly Frank felt hands grab at his jacket and clamp down on his arms.
He felt himself being forced through the crowd of people that filled the room,
and his shoulders slammed into the onlookers. He watched the door swing
open, and the bright afternoon light flooded into the room. He felt as if he were
being ushered from a dark movie house. A cool breeze blew over his face as he
was propelled out the door, followed by the pain that shot through his knees as
he slammed to the ground. He felt the skin rip from the heels of his hands as
they scraped across the ground, burning more as the lower layers of skin tore
away and came in contact with the hot, dirty concrete.
Frank slowly pushed himself to his feet and examined his bloody hands, the
skin rolled back like paper. Quickly, he rubbed the palms of his hands down the
legs of his jeans and winced in pain. A wide maroon streak of blood stretched
down each leg, from his hips to his knees. He brushed off the knees of his jeans
with the tips of his fingers, clenched his fists, trying to make the burning stop,
and started down the block. He could feel faces staring at his back and never
turned to see them.

*

*

*

"Gimme a large coffee, Boston with sugar," Frank said, as he bent over and
rested his elbows on the edge of the glass display case. He let his eyes drift over
the young girl's body, partially hidden behind the counter and cash register.
Her long blond hair was pulled back into a pony tail that appeared from under
the rim of her pink hat, then disappeared behind her shoulder, while small tufts
of hair poked out from under the sides and draped down along her cheeks. Her
small breasts were nearly hidden behind the bulk of the white apron that
covered her pink and beige uniform, and her bare arms were covered with a
thin layer of white flour.
The girl stood at the cash register, flipping the bills back and forth, arranging
them so that they faced the same direction. She stuffed them into the troughs in
the drawer and looked up at Frank with a smile on her face. "Anything else,
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sir?" She whirled around toward the steaming pots of coffee, her right hand
giving the drawer a half-hearted push, while she listened over her shoulder for
his answer. The drawer bounced once against the latches, sprung open several
inches, and once again exposed the troughs of bills.
The instant that Frank heard the click of the drawer, his eyes shot down to
the stacks of bills. Quickly, his eyes darted up to the girl and back to the cash
register, while he carefully calculated the distance between his hand and the
drawer. The stacks of bills seemed to draw him deeper into a trance. He knew
that he could reach the drawer easily, empty each trough and be out the door
before the girl even knew what was happening.
Frank slowly lifted his eyes and stared at the girl's back while she fumbled
with a bag of styrofoam cups. She had pulled a new bag from under the counter
and stood wrestling with the plastic packaging, rolling it down over the tall
stack, like peeling the skin from a sausage. Quickly, he glanced back at the
drawer and felt his temperature rise with the temptation. He lifted himself off
the counter and rested his hands on the glass, ready to spring. His senses
seemed to sharpen. He listened to the soft hum of the fluorescent lights blazing
overhead and the soft dribbling of fresh coffee dripping into a pot. He looked
down the long counter, littered with empty coffee cups and used napkins. Each
of the pink, mushroom-shaped stools sat empty. He felt his fingers tremble as
he reached out toward the bills.
Suddenly the door burst open behind him, and Frank's hand snapped up to
his forehead and wiped away the beads of sweat that had collected and dripped
down the sides of his face. He looked up at the girl, who looked back over her
shoulder when she heard the sound of the creaking hinges, and suddenly anger
flowed through him. He hadn't been that close to having money in his pocket in
months, and he'd blown it. He was angry with himself for not having moved
quicker, and now it was all over. He could feel the tension drain away.
The girl whirled around and set the cup of coffee on the counter in front of
Frank, punched several keys on the register and said, "That'll be forty-five
cents, sir."
Frank pulled his wallet from his back pocket and searched through the
papers, none of which had any resemblance to hard cash. His last single had
vanished. He set the wallet on the counter and felt a wave of embarrassment
course through his veins. Just seconds ago he had been ready to rob this store
of every dime they had in the register, thinking the girl had been a total fool for
leaving the drawer open, and now he stood there looking like the fool. He dug
deep into the right pocket of his jeans, looking for some change, but found it
empty except for tiny balls of lint that clung to his fingertips.
The girl tapped her foot on the hard concrete floor and grew more impatient
as the seconds ticked on. She glanced over at Frank's tattered coat and stood
wondering if he had had any money to begin with, or if he was planning to beg
for a free cup like the other bums that came in night after night. She looked at
the long, black, matted hair that was pressed against his head, as if he'd used an
entire tube of hair cream. The collar of his flannel shirt was frayed, and the
long fibers of the cloth made it appear as if the tailor had given up on the project
before completion. His dark gray jacket hung open, and the zipper that had
once sealed out the cold dangled freely where it had been torn from the fabric.
She looked back up at the unshaven face and watched as Frank flushed red,
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so she knew he was new at the game. A seasoned bum was never embarrassed;
they'd eventually had so much practice that they came right out and said they
had no money before they even asked for the coffee. She watched as Frank dug
deep into his left pocket and pulled out a handful of change, screws, and
washers, and suddenly she felt sorry for him. "Listen, why don't you just take
the coffee this time?" she said.
Frank was picking through the junk he held in his hand, searching for the
proper amount of coins, when he heard the young girl's voice. His head
snapped up and he stared deep into her eyes, his anger rising through his
embarrassment. "What the hell do ya take me for? I didn't come in here to beg,
kid. I don't want your damn coffee for nothin'. I got money here, don't ya see?"
Frank said, holding his hand out in front of her for her close examination. He
turned to his left and stared at the young couple that stood by, watching and
waiting for their tum, and he became angry with himself for allowing his
embarrassment to show.
"What the hell are you lookin' at?" Frank yelled. He turned back to the girl
behind the counter, cupped his hand and threw the change down on the glass
case with a loud clatter. "There. Why don't ya just take all of it? And you can
keep your goddamn coffee besides. Who the hell needs it, anyway?" He had
started to turn and walk out the door when he heard the young couple snicker,
and he snapped his head to the left and straightened his back. He looked at the
tall young man, his neatly pressed black slacks, and his shoes that glistened in
the lights from frequent coats of polish. His white shirt stood out from under his
brown cashmere V-neck sweater, and suddenly Frank imagined him as a
supervisor of a large company, just like the ones that had taken over Blue Star
Trucking before the strike. Frank let his eyes drift to the young girl who stood
smirking. Her shoulder-length brown hair was perfectly cut, and not one strand
was out of place. The black and white tweed dress fit her as if it had been
custom tailored, and her deep tan gave Frank the impression she'd spent the
last five months in Palm Beach, Florida, lounging in the sun. Folded neatly
and tucked under her arm was a copy of the Wall Street Journal.
"I'm sorry, sir. I didn't mean anything ... " the girl behind the counter
started to say. "I'm really sorry. Please, take your money back, and the coffee
is free. It was my mistake, sir. I really didn't mean ... "
"That's right, it was your mistake," Frank said, cutting her off in midsentence. With his right hand he slid the coins off the edge of the counter into
the palm of his left hand, stuffed them deep into his coat pocket, and snatched
the cup of coffee off the counter. As he turned around and started toward the
door, he glared at the young couple and mumbled, "It was your mistake, too."
He continued out the glass doors.
"Just what do you suppose he meant by that?" the young businesswoman
asked.
"Who knows! And then again, for that matter, who cares? He's typical of
people like that!" the young man said, brushing off the incident as if nothing
had happened.
Outside, Frank looked through the plate glass windows. It was just another
of many places that he would never return to, more people that he could never
face again, another embarrassment to add to the constantly growing list. He
stepped into the parking lot and walked across the pavement like a child rejected
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from a game, his head down as he stared at the ground.
Out of the comer of his eye, Frank caught the sparkle of highly polished
paint. He looked up and saw a brand new BMW 7 3 5, with the stickers still in
the rear side window. He looked out over the rest of the parking lot and found it
empty. It had to be theirs. He stared at the gleaming new car, its front passenger window wide open. With a quick look over his shoulder, he spotted the
group of people standing and laughing, and knew they were laughing about
him, and not one of them was looking out the window. He started toward the
car and spotted a jelly donut that had been dropped on the ground and left for
someone else to clean up. He snatched up the donut and continued on his way
toward the car. When he was within a foot of it, he glanced around for anyone
that might be watching him and found it was all clear. He set the cup of coffee
on the roof of the car, tore the donut in half and felt the cold, blood-red jelly
drip on his fingers. The plush cloth seats looked light gray in the dim lights of
the parking lot, and the smell of new cloth and plastic reminded him of the last
new car he had bought, the one that had been repossessed just months before.
He leaned in the window and smeared half the donut across the soft velour
fabric of the passenger seat, then stretched across and smeared the second half
across the driver's seat. He pulled his upper torso out of the car, looked back
over his shoulder at the people in the store, and wiped his fingers clean on the
door panel, rubbing hard to make sure the stain went deep into the material.
Snatching his coffee off the car roof, he pulled the lid off the cup, heard the
squeak of the plastic against the styrofoam, took a large gulp, and poured the
rest across the back seat of the car. At last, he set out across the parking lot,
mumbling, " Fuck you, college boy! "
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ONE HUNDRED AND SIXTY SESSIONS
WITH MY THERAPIST LATER ...
Lilli S. Langer

I remember one of the first really big jobs assigned to Tom and me. It was to be
kept very secret. A local hospital, a very private and wealthy institution, was
having a problem with infections spreading between patients. After extensive
tests and observations, it was determined that the doctors were simply not washing their hands often enough on the job. Those saviors in white, getting hard-ons
with every accurate diagnosis, were handing out germs on their morning rounds.
The administration gave a stem talk. Then another. Then decided that the
problem was not so simple to solve. Tom and I were to devise a campaign to
encourage better hygiene.
We spent the first two days in the office laughing over the idea of threatening
to call their mothers.
I had my feet up on the desk, admiring my own calfskin pumps, thinking
about how gifted the Italians really are. Holding a fist against my cheek to
simulate the phone's receiver, I pretended to dial the number with a finger on
the other hand and made up the conversation as I went along.
Tom's desk faced mine, only a few feet away. He was reading a medical
journal, trying to pick up on some doctor lingo, telling me about all sorts of new
diseases between calls.
"Hello, Mrs. Simpson?" I asked, after imagining a pause long enough for
two rings. "Yes, I'd like to speak to you about your son, Dr. Robert Simpson.
Yes, ma'am, we are all very proud of him. But it seems that Robert-what, ah
yes, well Robbie has not been washing his hands like a good little internist."
Tom looked up and laughed, then took one last swallow from a styrofoam cup.
"You're being too easy on them," he insisted. He filled the empty cup with
part of a doughnut and a sheet of greasy wax paper, then held an open hand
towards me and made a fist as soon as mine relaxed, bringing the "phone" to
his ear.
"No, ma'am, this will not hurt his standing with the A.M.A., but he will
have to miss the field trip to the morgue next week. What, yes ma' am, I know
that he'll be disappointed, but that is what punishment is for, you know, 'spare
the rod and spoil the physician.' "
It was Tom's idea to utilize basic child psychology for something so simple.
We used the slogan "Help your local strain of bacteria, please don't wash your
hands." Then on every poster was a characterized germ. We went out of our
way to make the bacteria cell as unattractive as possible. Tom insisted that it
be green, a color proven to have a depressing effect on people. This we read in
a study by the man who developed and patented a shade of peach now used on
the walls of most classrooms and prison holding cells to provide a calming
effect. The germ's green skin was dotted with blisters and boils, some oozing a
yellowish liquid. The little germ was seriously overweight and smoking a
cigarette with one hand, picking his nose with the other.
The posters were hung above every sink and in all of the bathrooms. We also
gave out pens with the slogan printed across the side. The campaign was a huge
success. The occurrence of infections went down almost immediately.
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A woman walks out of the psychiatrist's office. We are very close in age.
She leaves quickly, head down, dark glasses on, face red and puffy from
crying. I've seen her walk out before and have always felt an instant bonding
between us. I can't begin to guess where her problems lie, but I have a great
deal of respect for her.
The door opens and the usual smiles pass between us. But my smile stops
suddenly when I smell something the minute I step inside the room. It's a
clove-like fragrance, and I've always thought that it resembled something more
edible than aromatic. I walk towards the couch. The light on my side of the
room is still on and it reflects a long steel-gray hair against the cracked black
leather. I tum off the light and look into the ashtray below. It's empty. Where
are the butts from her slim brown cigarettes? Dr. Fischer has sat down, his legs
are crossed, and he's writing in his notebook. I hate him at this moment.
"Were you going to tell me that my mother was here again?"
"No," he answers without looking up, still with his pen moving across a
page, "for the same reason that I don't discuss you with her."
"But that's why she comes here, to find out what's wrong with her worthless
daughter."
"Is that really your impression of what she thinks of you?"
"I have a right to know exactly when she was here to ask questions about
me, and how often she does it."
"It's her motivation," he says, now placing the pen and notebook on the
table beside him, "but her questions about you lead to nothing and then we find
something else to talk about."
I feel pretty edgy. We're already talking and I haven't arranged the pillows
yet. And nobody even told me that my parents are back from Aspen.
"And what is happening in Oregon today?" he asks, assuming that we're just
going to go on like nothing has happened.
"Do you really want to know or has it just become your standard ploy to
start the conversation?" He laughs and looks up to the ceiling. My eyes follow
his to the dirty tiles that surround a vent just above him.
"I admit," he says, still looking up, "that it was just a way to start at first.
But I've become rather fond of the state as we've been meeting." His face
lowers back to mine and smiles but I don't return it. I don't believe him. "I've
been eating more wheat since you've told me of their depressed economy. Has
your brother been affected?"
"No, it's a bean farm, he just grows beans."
"And business has been good?"
"Yes."
"I'm not surprised," he says, "I myself am a big fan of three bean salad."
"My mother does think that I'm worthless."
"How so?"
"She believes that a person is supposed to have children, ignore them until
they reach adulthood, then become best friends and drink espresso together
while laughing about the friction in the old days."
"And what do you think?"
"I don't like espresso and I don't feel like laughing."
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"When was the last time that you felt like laughing?" he asks.
"I used to laugh a lot with Thomas." Dr. Fischer strokes his beard, a sure
sign that he's interested.
"Thomas?"
"The one I used to work with at the ad agency," (he nods as he remembers)
"we were always laughing."
"When did you last speak to him?"
"When I apologized for not being able to throw my briefcase out of the
window. Sometimes I think about contacting him. But I figure, I don't know,
I've just never gone through with it."
"Did you ever think of him romantically?"
"No," I lie, then change my answer as I shift to a partially prone position,
leaning my elbow on one of the pillows. "Yes, sometimes I did but I never
really admitted it."
"Not even to yourself?" he asks, tipping his head to the right towards the
same angle as mine.
"No, because Eric was always accusing me of being interested in other
men-I couldn't even look at another guy. Admitting to an attraction would' ve
justified his paranoia." Now I sit up and shift down to the other elbow, but just
for a moment before returning up and over to the last position. I pretend that
I'm trying to get comfortable. I hope that I'm aggravating him. He looks away
for a moment, towards a framed needlepoint scene of a horse-drawn carriage in
front of a farmhouse, and gives me time to get settled.
"But he looked at other women," he says, now shifting his gaze back to me.
"Sure, and talked about them all the time. He was the one that made up the
rules of our relationship. One rule was that although I couldn't look at other
guys, he could look at other women."
"And sleep with them. "
"I'm not sure that that was ever really a rule."
" But he did sleep with them."
"Yes, but we've talked about this before, it was only once."
"That's what he told you."
"Yes."
· "And it bothered you."
"I've told you that it bothered me, why do I have to repeat it?"
"How did it make you feel?"
"Unwanted, undesirable, unattractive," I answer, very quickly and without
much emotion, as if I've practiced, which I haven't.
"So what did you do when you found out?"
"There was an argument and he said that it wouldn't happen again."
"And?" he asks.
"And," I repeat, imitating his inflections and the way that he raises his
eyebrows.
" And do you think that that stopped him?"
"Yes, he told me that he wouldn't do it again. "
" Em," he says and it sounds condescending, "what do you really think?"
"I just told you what I really think." We're both silent for a moment. There' s
no way to get around it, I have to ask him, but not without rolling my eyes: "Go
ahead, tell me what you think."
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"I think that it is unlikely that he changed his behavior."
"One time makes a behavior?" He shrugs his shoulders, but firmly. The
expression is not one of question, just a reaffirmation. Then the phone rings,
which really bothers me. I don't have the office number. I have to call some
sterile woman who later gives him the message. He leans down to the floor,
where the phone sits near one foot, and picks up the receiver.
"Yes," he says, then looks at his watch, "I'll be free by three o'clock." I
can't help but feel that the moment is lost. I start to run my thumbnail along a
stitched ridge of one of the pillows. It's a design, abstract and sort of Indianlike. Pretty radical for needlepoint.
"Yes then," he says, "I'll confirm with you later. Yes," then hangs up the
phone and looks back to me. "Now where were we?" I tell him that I don't
remember, then realize that it was his way to continue, not a question.
"We were discussing the possibility that Eric was often unfaithful."
"No, you were discussing that, I just finished telling you that I believed him
when he said that it was just that once and-" the phone is ringing again. This
time, when he leans down to reach, the back cushion slides up and away from
him. The phone is to his ear, but he hasn't sat up yet because the back cushion
now rests partially on top of him.
"Yes," he says to the phone, "that will be fine but, what? Of course, but
surely this can wait until, oh, I didn't realize." I've started to chip away at the
leather of the couch, scraping my nail around cracked edges. But this call
doesn't last very long.
"Yes," he says, "very good that it's all set. Good-bye." He hangs up the
phone, then picks it up and places it in his lap after a second thought. Then he
has to slide forward to let the cushion fall back to where it should rest. Now I
really don't feel like talking, and luckily the phone rings again before either of
us speak. It just doesn't sound very important to me,just a lot of" yes, no," and
"ah yes." I look right at him as I start to pick the black leather fragments from
under my nail, then decide to chew it off altogether. When he again hangs up
the phone he apologizes.
"It doesn't matter," I tell him.
· "You aren't mad?" he asks.
"I feel," then hesitate to find the right word, "inconvenienced. "
"You're mad."
"I'm irritated."
"You're mad."
I start to stand up. "If this is a bad day for you I could- "
"It's not time for you to leave yet."
"It's not the end of the world, I'll be back tomorrow."
"Please sit down. " I sit down. "I am sorry about the calls. You know that
this is not a usual occurrence."
"The calls have been forgotten, I just don't feel like talking anymore. "
"Why are you so mad about the calls?"
"I'm not mad."

*
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Across the street and just a little bit east of the entrance to the building,
there' s a bench where Thomas and I sometimes spent our lunch hours. With a
specific client or product in mind, the two of us would sit and watch the noon
hour crowds walk by, talking about what these people might be like and what
would make them buy things. And it was on this very bench that we came up
with the slogan " Give a hoot, reconstitute, fresher than store bought orange
juice! " so you can imagine why this area might feel pretty special.
I'm standing in a phone booth right next to the bench. It' s been almost a year
since I left the agency. Now one hundred and sixty sessions with my therapist
later, I realize just how much I miss him and how much I cared for him all the
time that we worked together.
It's a quarter to five and the street is really beginning to buzz. I pretend to be
making a call after placing my scarf between my ear and the greasy receiver.
I take my eyes off of the entrance, high above a flight of concrete steps, and
check my lips between the slot for the coin and a set of instructions for using a
telephone in Spanish. They're nice lips. Then I move over an incl. towards the
slot to see how I would look with a cleft palate. Not very good. Now I'm sort of
bending my knees and crouching with my hips thrown back, trying to get low
enough to check my hair, humming along to the dial tone, but I can't get very
far down because the stupid metal cord to the phone isn' t long enough.
A sterile voice tells me to hang up and try to dial my call again. If I need any
assistance I can dial the operator.
" I can't," I explain to the recording. "If I leave then I won't run into him and
I have to."
" Please hang up and dial again," she repeats.
" I'm afraid," I tell her, " because I want to see him too much. "
Oh, there he is! He' s just exited through the center of the middle door. Same
old Thomas, holding the waist of his raincoat in his fist when he isn't carrying
his briefcase. He' s walking down the steps, sort of looking off into the distance
and right in my direction for a second or two. He can't see me here! That would
ruin everything-I haven't planned what to say if we meet in a phone booth.
" Good-bye," I say quickly to the receiver, " wish me good luck."
I step off the curb and dodge around a wide taxi with a fat driver, sort of
hugging my purse and my newspaper and the scarf around my neck all at once.
I've crossed the street and I'm only a few feet away from the base of the steps.
Already the " Oh, Thomas, what a surprise" smile starts to take over my face.
It happens just as Thomas gets to the bottom of the steps, hooks two fingers
around an arm for a second, long enough to steer someone in the opposite
direction. So now I'm walking behind him and someone else. I'm no longer
going to run into Thomas, I'm following him and a woman.
I continue to follow them. In my mind, I replay the way that his fingers
touched the arm, trying to remember if it was affectionate and sexual or just
polite.
I'm still walking behind the two of them. Why am I punishing myself this
way? I decide to make a left at the next comer just as they tum and walk into a
jewelry store, which I soon pass. I'm not going to look inside. I don't want to
see them together.
I hate myself because I know I'm going to cry. I wonder ifl could call Dr.
Fischer. I should've just killed myself months ago.
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"Em." I hear the voice behind me and start to walk faster. I can't see him
now. Not when I'm this upset. Not after realizing how much I hate myself.
The voice stopped, probably just my imagination, but then there's a hand on
my shoulder. I turn around, hoping that it's not him. It is. Sort of flushed, kind
of breathing quickly and smiling. Of course he's smiling, I remind myself, he
thinks that this is just a coincidence, that you didn't see his two fingers on the
arm of the other woman.
" You walk too fast," he tells me, still trying to catch his breath between
smiles. " Do you remember how I always used to complain about how fast you
walked?"
"Yes," I answer and tell myself that I'm happy that he has found someone
else, that it's enough just to see him. His hand is still on my shoulder. The
sidewalk is crowded with people trying to pass us but we don't move to the
side.
"You look great," he says, which I know isn't true. " I've wanted to call you,
I don't know why I didn't. Did you get my note?"
" Yes," I tell him, finally feeling a little better and able to speak, "I got your
note. I've wanted to call you, too."
We're both just standing there smiling. A woman passes, hits him with a
shopping bag and looks back angrily. His hand has moved down a little, thumb
resting somewhere along my neck.
" Oh," he says suddenly, "I'm supposed to be somewhere!"
" I'm sorry if I've made you late."
" No, Em, I'm so glad that I saw you. And I'm going to call you, so wait and
expect to hear from me. "
" I'll be waiting," I answer back to him, but not until he's too far away to
hear, jogging in the other direction. Both of his fists are empty, swinging easily
at his sides. She's probably standing in the jewelry store, holding his raincoat,
wondering what is keeping him. He looks back once more and catches me still
standing, watching him go. He raises an arm above the people between us, and
I wave back.
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